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CHARACTERIZATION OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS AND POLYMER BLENDS 
WITH INVERSE GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 

by 

Daniel P. Sheehy 

(ABSTRACT) 

The accuracy and utility of using Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) 

to characterize the microphase structure of block copolymers, and the 

strength of the thermodynamic interactions between the components of 

polymer blends and the unlike segments of block copolymers was examined. 

There were three parts to the study. First, the Scott ternary solution 

model, which is used for the study of thermodynamic interactions in 

polymer blends, was extended to low molecular weight mixtures. From 

vapor-liquid equilibrium data in the literature, the Gibbs free energy 

of mixing of binary mixtures (GM) calculated with the model were 

compared to experimental values. Mixtures containing ketones, 

aromatics hydrocarbons, chlorinated hydrocarbons, alcohols and water 

were studied. With the exception of mixtures containing water and low 
' 

molecular weight alcohols, a fair to good correlation between 

theoretical and experimental values was observed.· Second, the Gibbs 

free energy of mixing of nitrocellulose, polyvinyl chloride and 

poly(vinylidene fluoride) containing blends were measured with the Scott 

model from IGC data. For the nitrocellulose containing blend, the 

calculated Gibbs free energy of mixing values were large in magnitude 

(-2.0 to -5.0 calories/gram) and in fair agreement with the experimental 



heats of mixing determined from microcalorimetry measurements. For the 

remaining blends, the IGC data could not be distinguished from the 

results normally obtained for immiscible blends. The calculated GM 

values were small in magnitude relative to the experimental error of the 

quantities. Concerning the block copolymers, the relative 

incompatibility of the constituent blocks of perfectly alternating block 

copolymers of polydimethylsiloxane and bis-A-polycarbonate and 

styrene-isoprene-styrene triblock copolymers was reflected in the 

measured GM values. Overall, it was concluded that IGC is a good method 

for characterizing thermodynamic interaction between blend and copolymer 

constituents, but a severe limitation of the method is that the 

interactions are often too weak to measure accurately. 

Finally, the microphase structure of the above copolymers were 

studied by IGC from the retention behavior of hydrocarbon probes below 

the upper glass transition temperature of the copolymers. The degree of 

microphase separation, the size of the hard phases and the continuity of 

the soft phases in the copolymers characterized, and the results obtained 

were consistent with small angle x-ray, electron microscopy and 

differential scanning calorimetry data on the same materials. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The numerous collective worksl-6 appearing in recent years on block 

copol.,.mers and pol.,.mer blends attest to the growing importance of both 

areas in the field of pol.,.mer science. The increasing difficulty and 

expense of developing new pol.,.mer structures have led many workers to 

investigate the effects of chemical linking or blending unlike pol.,.mer 

chains. 

The blending of pol.,.mers is an inexpensive way to alter the 

physical properties of a material without introducing new chemical 

structures. In the case of miscible blends, one can often "select'' from 

a broad range of properties by changing the relative proportions of the 

components or maintain the properties of a more expensive material with 

the addition of a less costly one. 

Two key problems make the development of new pol.,.mer blends quite 

difficult. First, because the entropy of mixing of a pol.,.mer blend is 

very small, a negative enthalpy of mixing is necessary to meet the 

thermodynamic criteria for miscibility: a negative free energy of 

mixing. A negative enthalpy of mixing is usually-obtained only when 

strong specific interactions are present between the blend components. 

A second problem is that once a miscible blend is found it is difficult 

to determine the overall strength of the thermodynamic interactions 

between the blend components. Conventional techniques such as 

1 
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differential scanning calorimetry or infrared spectroscopy are used to 

determine the existence of a miscible blend or the strength of a 

specific interaction, such as hydrogen bonding, between the blend 

components; but do not provide the most important variable in predicting 

miscibility of blends - the overall Gibbs free energy of mixing. 

Block copolymers exhibit useful physical properties which are 

difficult to obtain with either homopolymers or pol~ner blends. As an 

example, styrene-isoprene-styrene (S-1-S) triblock copolymers exhibit 

elastomeric behavior typical of a crosslinked polyisoprene or 

polybutadiene at room temperature, yet flow or are processable above the 

polystyrene glass transition temperature. The polystyrene and 

polyisoprene blocks in the copolymer phase separate into small domains 

(typically 100 to 500 angstroms in diameter), and the glassy domains of 

polystyrene act as physical crosslinks for the flexible polyisoprene 

component. A problem with S-1-S and other block copolymers which behave 

as elastomers is their physical properties depend on the existence of 

microphase separation of the unlike blocks. If the copolymers are 

homogeneous or if the unlike blocks are partially miscible, the 

materials have poorer elastomeric properties. To characterize the 

morphology of block copolymers the techniques2 of transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and small angle x-ray scattering-(SAXS) are most 

frequently utilized. They provide information on the size and shape of 

the domains, but are expensive and restricted to copolymers in which one 

block can be selectively stained or to copolymers in which a significant 

difference in electron density exists between the two phases. 
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Inverse Gas Chromatography (JGC) provides a rapid and inexpensive 

way to analyze both the thermodynamic interactions between the 

components of a polymer blend and the microphase structure of block 

copolymers. To analyze interactions in polymer blends with JGC, the 

retention volume of a volatile probe (component 1) at infinite dilution 

is measured on columns containing as stationary phases the polymer blend 

and each of the pure homopolymers (components 2 and 3) of which the 

blend is comprised. From the data, activity coefficients9 of the 

volatile probe with each of the homopolymers and the corresponding blend 

can be calculated as well as the polymer-solvent interaction parameter 

X12, x13 and xl(23) of the Flory-HugginslO lattice model. By assuming 

the Scott model of ternary solutions is valid, a normalized 

polymer-polymer interaction parameter, X23, which is a measure of the 

Gibb's excess free energy of mixing of the two components in the blend 

or copolymer may also be calculated. X23 values have been determined in 

such a way for numerous block copolymers and polymer blends and reported 

in the literature 12-18. 

The microphase structure of a block copolymer also may be studied 

with JGC. In order to do this, one measures the retention volume of a 

hydrocarbon probe at temperatures between the glass transition 

temperatures of the unlike segments of the copolymer. Under these 

conditions, Rupprecht15 observed for a polydimethylsiloxane-polystyrene 

block copolymer that the retention volume was increased relative to 

that determined for the two homopolymers. This effect was presumed to 

be due to the adsorption of the probe at the interface of the liquid and 
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glassy domains. Moreover, it was shown that the adsorption contribution 

to total retention of the probe could be used to estimate the size of 

the glassy domains. 

In light of the above overview the following research problems 

were examined: 

1) How valid are the thermodynamic calculations on pol~ner blends 

and block copol~ers which assume the various three component solution 

models? Numerous workers have utilized the Scott ternary model to 

estimate the free energy of mixing of pol~ner blends, but, to this date, 

only a small amount of work has been reported in which the accuracy of 

the Scott model was evaluated. Some workersl20,135,138 have found a 

good correlation between the Gibbs free energy of mixing, t{j, of a 

pol~er blend obtained with the Scott ternary model and the values 

obtained from the depression of the melting point of one of the 

components in the blend. Othersl38,l39 found a good correlation between 

6G and the heats of mixing of low molecular weight analogs of the 

pol~er blends. In this work, the accuracy of the model was evaluated 

in a new way. The Scott model was extended to low molecular weight 

materials. Suitable activity data was obtained from parameters of the 

Wilson52 quasi-chemical model fitted to ternary vapor-liquid equilibrium 

data in the literature. The Gibbs free energy of-mixing per mole of a 

binary mixture was calculated assuming the Scott model~ the 

conditions of the IGC experiment. That is, GME was measured from the 

activity coefficients of component "1" at infinite dilution with pure 

components "2" and "3" (yl2 and Y13) and with their mixture (yl,(2,3))· 
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This result was then compared to the experimental GME value of the 

binary mixture calculated from the activity coefficients of two and 

three in the two-three mixture (y23 and Y32) to determine the accuracy 

of the ternary model. In addition, the accuracy of the equation of 

state models of Flory and Sanchez and an empirical solution model of 

Tager were evaluated in the same way as the Scott model. The relative 

accuracy of the ~E values calculated with the four solution models was 

evaluated. Based on the evaluation, the best models to use in the IGC 

calculations were determined. 

2) The Gibbs free energy of mi~ing of nitrocellulose blended with 

either poly(vinyl acetate), poly(methyl acrylate) or 

[poly(E-caprolactone)J was calculated from IGC data according to the 

Scott model. The results were compared with the heats of mixing of the 

blends as measured directly with microcalorimetry, and the accuracy of 

the Scott ternary model was again evaluated. 

3) The normalized polymer-polymer interaction parameter of several 

commercially important polymer blends containing poly(vinylidene 

fluoride) and poly(vinyl chloride) were measured to evaluate Inverse Gas 

Chromatography as a routine analytical tool for determining the 

existence of miscible blends and the strength of the thermodynamic 

interactions between the components of pol~ner blends. 

4) The microphase surface areas of perfectly alternating block 

copolymers of polydimethylsiloxane and bis-A-polycarbonate, and the 

commercially important S-I-S and polystyrene-hydrogenated-polyisoprene 

block copolymers were characterized. The technique of Rupprecht's 
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was applied to these copolymers in order to elucidate the applicability 

of this method to all block copolymers exhibiting microphase separation 

(i.e. to determine the importance of the interfacial tension between the 

unlike domains), and the utility of the method for determining the 

degree of microphase separation in a copolymer. 

5} The thermodynamic interactions between the constitueot blocks 

of the above copo 1 ymers in the melt were ana 1 yzed according· to the 

Scott ternary model. The unlike blocks in the copolymer were treated as 
• the components of a homogeneous pol~ner blend. X23 values were 

calculated to evaluate the interactions between the unlike blocks in the 

copolymers and the extent to which they vary with changes in the degree 

of microphase separation and the incompatibility of the constituent 

blocks. 

Before discussing the above research, a literature review is 

presented. The topics covered are the models of polymer solutions used 

in this research, the structure and properties of copolymers, and the 

developments of the IGC technique in the study of pol~ner solution 

thermodynamics and the microphase structure of block copolymers. The 

review is lengthy. For some of the solution models the equations 

necessary for our calculations have not been previously outlined or 

published. Moreover, it is assumed the reader is·not familiar with the 

subject matter of the thesis. 



Chapter II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Solution Thermodynamics 

1. Flory-Huggin's Lattice Modell,23-26 

a. Entropy of Mixing. In conventional solution th~rmodynamics 

of small molecules, the combinatorial entropy of mixing, ~, of an 

ideal binary mixture is expressed in terms of the number of molecules of 

each component, n, and the mole fraction of each component, x, in the 

mixture as 
~S = -k(n 1 lnx1 + n2 lnx2) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant. 

(2.1) 

From this treatment, if the enthalpy of mixing is assumed to be 

zero, one obtains for the activity of a component in a mixture Raoult's 

law. This law states the activity of a component in a binary mixture is 

equal to its mole fraction in the solution. 

Raoult's law provides the basis for treatment of simple molecule 

solutions. Although such solutions seldom behave ideally over wide 

ranges in concentration, the correlation is good enough to justify the 

adoption of the law as a standard for comparison.· Solutions in which 

one of the components is a polymer solute exhibit very large deviations 

from ideality. At concentrations exceeding a few weight percent of 

polymer, the deviations become so great that Raoult's law is of little 

value for correlating the thermodynamic properties of pol~ner solutions. 

7 
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Some other relationship is needed. 

In the Flory-Huggins theory, a lattice is used to model the 

behavior of the components of a pol~1er solution. The molecules in the 

pure components and in their solution are considered to be arranged with 

enough regularity to justify approximate representation by a lattice. 

In addition, it is assumed that the same lattice can be used to describe 

the configurations of both pure components and their solution. 

From the above approach, it is found that the combinatorial entropy 

of mixing of solutions with high molecular weight components is very 

low. Chain segments in a polymer must occupy continguous sites in the 

lattice. As is evident in Figure l, this reduces the number of 

configurations a polymer chain may assume on the lattice relative to an 

equivalent number of low molecular weight unconnected repeat units. For 

a binary mixture, the expression for the combinatorial entropy of mixing 

according to the model is 

!.iS = (2.2) 

where ¢1 and ¢2 are the volume fractions and n1 and n2 are the number of 

molecules of the components in the binary mixture. One observes that 

for a mixture of high molecular weight polymers n1.and nz are very 

small, and the entropy of mixing is much lower than it is for the 

corresponding low molecular weight materials. 

The effect of the new expression for the entropy of mixing on the 

activity of a low molecular weight solvent mixed with a polymer solute 

is shown in Figure 2. Here, the activity of benzene in solution with 



Figure 1. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Molecules of (a) a polymeric solute and (b) a monomeric 
solute distributed over the lattice used to describe a binary 
mixture. 
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Figure 2. Concentration dependence of the activity of benzene for 
rubber solutions. The upper dashed curve represents the 
ideal curves calculated according to the lattice model and 
Raoult's law. 
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natural rubber is plotted as a function of the volume fraction of 

rubber. The activity calculated according to Raoult's la~ and the 

lattice model are also plotted for comparison. It i~ evident that the 

experimental plot exhibits a better correlation with the activity versus 

composition plot calculated with the lattice model than with Raoult's 

law. The lattice model provides a better standard of comparison for the 

behavior of polymer solutions than Raoult's law. 

b. Enthalpy and Free Energy of Mixing. In the lattice 

treatment, intermolecular interactions in pol~ner solutions are treated 

essentially the swne way as are interactions in low molecular weight 

compounds. A simple quasichemica128,29 approach is used. Only the 

interactions between molecules or segments which are nearest neighbors 

are assumed to contribute to the interaction energy. Moreover, the 

effect of free volume between interacting segments is neglected. 

According to the quasichemical approach, each cell can accommodate three 

types of first neighbor interactions represented by the symbols [1,1], 

[2,2] and [1,2]. The formation of a solution may be likened to a 

chemical reaction in which bonds of the latter type are formed at the 

expense of the others, or 

1/2[1,1] + 1/2[2,2] = [1,2] (2.3) 

If Aw12 represents the change in energy of forn1ing a single [1,2] 

contact pair from the [1,2] and [2,2] contact pairs, the enthalpy of 

mixing, AHm, can be expressed as 

AH = 
m (2.4) 
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where P12 is the number of contact pairs between 1 and 2. To evaluate 

P12 in a solution, one assumes the components mix randomly. That is, 

the probability of a particular site adjacent to a polymer is occupied 

by a solvent molecule is approximately equal to the volume fraction, ~1, 

of solvent in the solution. From this assumption, it is easily shown 

that 

where z is a hypothesized lattice coordination number of a solvent 

molecule. 

(2.5} 

The above equation is just the well known van-Laar expression for 

the heat of mixing in any two-component system. Thus, in the 

Flory-Huggins approximation, the polymeric character of the solute does 

not alter the form of the heat of mixing expression. The above equation 

is usually recast in the form 

liH = kT x12 n1 ~2 (2.6} 

where X12 is a dimensionless parameter expressed as 

= (2. 7) 

which characterizes the interaction energy per solvent molecule divided 

by kl. 

Substituting the terms for the heat and entropy of mixing into the 

usual expression for the Gibbs free energy of mixing, one has 

iiG = (2.8} 

with the free energy of mixing being expressed in terms of the number 

and volume fractions of the components and one adjustable parameter X12, 
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The models validity can be assessed by evaluating the expression 

for the partial molar free energy of the solvent mixed with the polymer 

which is 

(2.9) 
0 

where xis the number of segments in the chain. The µ1-µ1 difference 

can be experimentally evaluated and hence, X12 calculated. Figure 3 

shows a plot of the interaction parameter versus volume frattion of the 

polymer for a number of polymer-solvent pairs as calculated from the 

equation. One can see that X12 is not a constant, but shows a 

pronounced dependence on composition for a broad range of systems. 

Thus, the model fails to accurately predict the activity of the solvent 

as a function of concentration. In addition, the systems shown7,30 have 

X12 parameters which are temperature dependent; reflecting an excess 

entropy of mixing not accounted for in the lattice theory as described 

above .... 

The discrepancy between the lattice model and the experimental data 

reflects the weakness of the assumptions used in obtaining the above 

equations. They are summarized here and serve as a basis for the 

presentation of other models of solutions: 

1. The use of only one interaction energy, ow12, and one 

probability factor, Pl2, for the expression of the heat of mixing as a 

function of the solution concentration is not sufficient. Interactions 

in solutions are best described by contributions from polar, dispersive 

and hydrogen bonding forces. The contribution of each force to the 

overall energy of mixing depends not only on the volume fraction of 
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Figure 3. Experimental values of the X12 parameter plotted against the 
volume fraction v2 of polymer. Data for polystyrene in 
methyl ethyl ketone (•}, polydimethyl~iloxane in benzene (6), 
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shown. (Redrawn from Fl orylO) • 
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each component but on the strength of the specific interactions and the 

concentration of specifically interacting groups. To incorporate more 

accurate assumptions, the more sophisticated quasichemical models of 

Guggenheiml2 and two liquid theories of Prausnitz31-35 were developed. 

Both of these treatments are discussed later in this chapter. 

2. The entropic component of the Gibbs free energy of mixing is 

regarded as independent of the magnitude of the heat of mixing term. 

Actually, orientation of the molecules ln the mixing process reduces the 

combinatorial entropy by a significant amount both for low molecular 

weight mixtures and polymer-solvent systems.30 No model, it appears, 

has accurately dealt with this problem at thls time. 

3. The use of a single lattice to describe both the polymer and 

the solvent molecules in a mixture ls not satisfactory. Polymer 

molecules have a significantly higher density than their corresponding 

low molecular weight analogs. (As an example, consider polyethylene and 

short chain hydrocarbons which have densities of approximately 1.0 

grams/cc and 0.8 grams/cc at room temperature, respectively). The 

difference in densities yields measurable volume changes36 of mixing 

even in mixtures of nonpolar polymers and solvents. One might consider 

that the small molecules with large lattice volumes must "contract" in 

order to interact with the high molecular weight species. Volume 

contraction introduces unfavorable entropic contributions ln the mixing 

process, and it is the cause of the phase separation behavior at 

elevated temperatures referred to as lower critical solution 

temperatures (LCST).37 The equation of state models of Flory? and 
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Sanchez20 account for the contributions of the above factor to a 

solution mixture and are discussed later in the chapter. 

2. Scott Ternary Mode1ll 

Despite the inadequacy of the Flory-Huggins lattice model in 

describing the activity of a solvent molecule in a pol~1er-solvent 

mixture, the mixing rules of the theory have been extended t~ ternary 

mixtures by Scott and Tampa in order to explain the phase behavior of a 

mixture of two incompatible polymers in a common solvent. 

In this section, the accuracy of the Scott model is discussed. The 

phase behavior of numerous mixtures containing two polymers and a 

sol vent are compared to the predictions of the Scott model • The reader 

is made aware of the need to further study the accuracy of the model 

before it is used in the IGC calculations. 

Application of the Flory-Huggins treatment from part one above to a 

ternary mixture yields for the free energy of mixing of a three 

component system: 

t.G = RT(n1 ln cpl + n2 ln cp2 + n3ln cp3 

X13n1¢3 + Xz3nz~3) 

+ + 

(2.10) 

where xl2 and Xl3 are the two polymer-solvent interaction parameters of 

the solvent with the pure homopolymers, x23 is the polymer-pol~1er 

interaction parameter and the remaining constants have their usual 

meaning. Taking the partial derivative with respect to the number of 

moles of the three components in the mixture, one has: 
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µ1-µ1 ° = RT[ln c,,1 + (l-(l/x 2 ))cp2 + (l-(l/x 3 ))cp3 + 

Xl2cp2 + X13$3(cp2+cp3) - x'z3'P2$3] 

µ2-µ2o = RT[ln <Pi + (l-x2)cpl + (l-(x2/x3))<P2 + 

x2[(x124>1 + x'23<1>3H<1i1+<1i3) - x13<P1<P3JJ 

µ3-µ/ = RT[ln cp3 + (1-x 3)cp1 + (l-(x 3/x 2 ))cp2 +. 

X3]( X13 <Pl +x' 23cp2 )( <Pl +cp2) - X12 cpl <;,2 ]] 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where x23 = X23(V1/V2) and is the polymer-poly111er interaction parameter 

per repeat unit in the polymer instead of per polymer chain, x2 and x3 

are the numbers of repeat units in the chains, and <P1, $z and <P3 are the 

volume fractions, respectively, of the solvent and two polymer 

components. 

Equation (2.11) is used in the IGC studies at conditions where 

the volume fraction of solvent, <Pl, approaches zero. At these 

conditions, the expression reduces to 

where 

and 

ln a12 = (1-1/x 2 ) + lncp1 + x12 

ln a13 = (l-1/x 3 ) + lncp1 + x13 

RTln ai(2,3) = µ1-µ1° = (1-(l/x2))'1>2 + (l-(l/x3))tl>3 

+ ln cpl + Xl(2,3) 

( 2 .14) 

( 2. 15) 

( 2. 16 ) 

(2.16b) 
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Here a1(2, 3), a12 and a13 are the activities of the solvent molecule in 

the polymer blend and in each of the pure hompolymers, respectively. 

Each of these parameters is easily determined via IGC from the retention 

volume of a probe on a column which has a polymer as the stationary 

phase. Once the aij values are determined, X23 and the free energy of 

mixing of the blend, ~G23, may be calculated from the relationship 

= RT[n2 ln 92 + (2.17) 

where Vi is the molar volume of component i. 

No conclusive experimental work has been done to show whether the 

Scott model is valid for determining the free energy of mixing of a 

blend in the way just mentioned. Experimental and theoretical work have 

been done, however, using equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) to 

predict the phase behavior of ternary systems. A brief review of this 

work fol lows. 

Mixtures of polymers in a mutual solvent phase separate for the 

same reasons polymer-polymer mixtures do. The connection of segments in 

the polymer chain make the combinatorial entropy of mixing of the 

polymers essentially zero; so, even a small unfavorable interaction (X23 

positive) between polymers diluted by a mutual solvent is enough to 

produce a phase separation. To determine the concentration of solvent 

at which two polymers phase separate, one needs only to know the x 

parameters in equations (2.11 -2.13) and the molecular weights of the 

polymers. The volume fraction of the components in the two phases can 
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be calculated from a mass balance between the two phases using the 

normal rules, and the relations 

llU 1 I ( <P1 I '<P2 I ' <P3 I ) = 

llU 2 I ( <Pl I ' cp 2 I ' <P 3 I ) = 

llU 3 I ( </>1 I '<P2 I ' <P3 I ) = 

llU 111 ( <P1 II ' <P2 II ' <P3 II ) 

6U2 II( <P1 II ,<Pz II ,<P3 II) 

llU 3 II ( Cjll 11 ' <P2 II ' <P3 II) 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

(2.18c) 

0 
where llUi = µi-µi and the prime and double prime superscripts represent 

the two phases, respectively. The phase diagrams of ternary mixtures 

have been calculated in this way by Prausnitz38 and Patterson39. Both 

workers calculated the equilibrium phase compositions for fictitious 

ternary mixtures as a function of the three interaction parameters and 

the molecular weights of the polymers. Two important conclusions were 

drawn from the calculations. 

1. The phase structure of two pol~ners and a solvent is a function 

of the molecular weight of the polymers. High molecular weight 

components phase separate at a greater concentration of solvent than 

low molecular weight materials. 

2. At low polymer concentrations the difference between the two 

polymer-solvent interaction parameters is directly responsible for the 

polymer-polymer immiscibility. Phase separation occurs at a higher 

dilution of the two polymer species with a select1ve solvent (IX12 -

X13I is large) than with a mutual one. Surprisingly, polymers which are 

compatible in the solvent free state are predicted to phase separate 

when mixed with a selective solvent. 

Experimental evidence for the phase behavior predicted by Prausnitz 
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et. al .38 is sketchy, not because the experimental data on ternary 

systems are scarce, but for the fact that few investigators have 

systematically studied properties as a function of solvent quality and 

polymer molecular weight. 

The effect of solvent on the phase behavior of incompatible 

polymers has been studied by Paxton40, Dondos41 and Kern42. The systems 

poly(vinyl-2-pyridine)-poly(methyl methacrylate), polystyrene-poly(vinyl 

methyl ether), polystyrene-polybutadiene and polystyrene-poly(methyl 

methacrylate) were investigated in from two to six different solvents. 

In all cases, the solvent concentration at which phase separation 

occurred was found to be higher for the selective solvents than for the 

mutual ones. Solvents which showed a greater affinity for one of the 

polymers in the mixture phase separated at higher solvent concentration 

than solvents which did not in the ternary system. 

The effect of polymer molecular weight on phase behavior has been 

studied by numerous workers.44-50 In all cases, it was observed that as 

the molecular weight of the polymers was increased, the solvent 

concentration at which phase separation occurs decreased. Furthermore, 

as the Scott model would predict, the tie lines were no longer 

horizontal to the 2,3 axis in the ternary diagrams as the average 

molecular weight of the chains became unequal. Tnese trends are seen in 

Figure 4. 

More quantitative work on the ternary model was done by Allen,47 

Lloyd,48 and Muniz49. They evaluated the polJner-polymer interaction 

parameter from the volume fraction of the components in each 
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of the two phases. If equations (2.14-16) and (2.18) are combined, an 

expression for the polymer-polymer interaction parameter in terms of the 

component's volume fractions in each phase and the polymer-solvent 

interaction parameters is easily obtained. 

1 <P3" 1 <1>2 I 
ln(- ) + ln(- ) (x13-x12)(cp1'-cp1") 

X3 <1>3' x2 <P2" 
(2.19) X23 = 

(cp "-cp ') + (tr2 "-<1>2 I) 3 3 

Allen studied a mixture of polystyrene and polybutadiene with 

tetrahydrofuran, a mutual solvent for the two species, and obtained a 

value for X23 of -0.02 for polymers with molecular weights of 106 

grams/mole. The quantity obtained agreed with values from the phase 

behavior of solvent-free low molecular weight analogs, and the value 

estimated from differences in the solubility parameters of the two 

polymers. 

Lloyd and Muniz examined the polystyrene-polybutadiene mixture in 

the selective solvent chloroform (x12-x13~0.4) to determine X23. The 

values varied from +.10 to -.10 as the molecular weight of the polymer 

components was increased from 104 to 105 grams/mole. A negative X23 is 

of course impossible since the two polymer species are incompatible, and 
. 

the authors attributed the anomalous values to either the general 

inadequacy of the Scott model or to the use of a selective solvent to 

measure polymer-polymer interactions. In conclusion, therefore, the 

Scott theory predicts on a qualitative level the phase behavior observed 

in ternary mixtures of two polymers and a solvent. On a quantitative 
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level, the few measurements of the polymer-polymer interaction parameter 

made from the ternary phase diagrams reflect the incompatibility of 

constituents, except when selective solvents were used. More 

quantitative data are, however, needed and the validity of the Scott 

model in predicting the free energy of mixing of a polymer mixture is a 

topic discussed in Chapter 4. 

3. Tager's Mode151 

As alluded to in earlier sections, the free energy of mixing of a 

polymer blend cannot be determined directly, in contrast to mixtures of 

low molecular weight compounds, as a consequence of the lack of vapor 

pressure of the polymer components. Polymers are nonvolatile and their 

activity can only be measured by finding the activity of a volatile 

solvent in which they are dissolved. If one accepts the Scott ternary 

model of solution behavior, the free energy of mixing of a blend can be 

solved from the activity coefficient of a volatile solvent at infinite 

dilution in two homopolymers and the corresponding blend. On the other 

hand, Tager attempted to eliminate any assumed solution model in his 

treatment by the use of a thermodynamic cycle to solve for the free 

energy of mixing of the blend, 6G. The cycle was: 

(2.20) 

where the thermodynamic changes represented by 
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6G 
polymer 1 + polymer 2 -+ 1-2 mixture 

i bb2 (2. 21) 

solution 1 + solution 2 solution 1-2 

were used. Here the free energy terms of the cycle are calculated from 

data taken on a vapor sorption apparatus which monitors vapor pressure, 

P, as a function of the weight fraction of solvent, wl· The relevant 

equations are 

al = P/P s (2.22) 

RT 
6µ1 = 1 n a1 

Ml 
(2.23) 

6gm = wl 6µ1 + W26µ2 (2.24) 

6µ1 wl 
d6µ1 6µ2 = - ! 

-co w2 
(2.25) 

m 6Gx = tsg /w2 (2. 26) 

where 6µ1 and 6µ2 are defined on weight instead of a molar basis, Ml is 

the molecular weight of the solvent, wl is the weight fraction of 

solvent and Psis the equilibrium vapor pressure of the pure solvent. 

The above equations are arrived at from the Gibbs-Duhem equation (eqn. 

2.25) and other basic thermodynamic principles, not from any solution 

model. The values of 6G obtained by this method would be the actual 
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values of that parameter, subject to experimental error. The only 

problem with Tager's approach is that to calculate ~G3 in the above 

thermodynamic cycle requires that equation (2.25) be integrated to high 

solvent concentrations. To do this, however, presents major problems. 

The activity of a solvent in a polymer solution approaches 1 

asymptotically as the solvent becomes the predominant species, as shown 

by Figure 1 in an earlier discussion, and analyzing equatio~s (2.23) and 

(2.25) accurately becomes quite difficult. 

To circumvent the above problem, Tager adopted a set of mixing 

rules which allow one to evaluate ~Gx at high solvent concentration from 

the free energy of mixing data obtained at low solvent concentrations, 

much like the Scott ternary model. He assumes the free energy of mixing 

curve for polymer-solvent systems is of the form 

(2.27) 

where k is a constant characteristic of a polymer-solvent system. To 

evaluate 6gm/w2, the tangent of a 6gm/w2 as a function of w2 plot is 

evaluated at high pol~ner concentration, and the intercept of the 

tangent with the w2 = 0 axis is evaluated. The intercept is according 

to equation (2.27) the value of ~gm/w2 as w2 + 0, ·the desired quantity 

in the study. 

Tager evaluated the above parameters graphically. That is, he drew 

the tangents to the curves and measured the magnitude of the intercept 

from the plot of the above quantities. It is also possible to solve the 
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problem analytically from data points taken at infinite dilution or the 

Henry's law region of the solvents. Under such conditions, which are 

also the conditions of the IGC experiment, the derivative of equation 

(2.24) is 

(2.28) 

which reduces to, according to the Gibbs-Duhem equation and Raoult's law 

as w2 + 1. Extrapolation of the tangent line to w1 = 1 indicates 

d~gm RT 
= -~µ1 = - -- ln YWl . 

dw2 Ml 

Finally, solving for the free energy of mixing of the blend using 

Equation (2.20): 

(2.29) 

that 

( 2. 30) 

( 2. 31) 

where Yl(2,3), Y12 and Y13 are the activity coefficients of the solvents 

with the polymer blend and with each of the homopolymers, ~G is the free 

energy of mixing per gram of polymer and w2 and Wj are the weight 

fractions of the respective polymer components in the blend. The latter 

two terms are introduced since ~G of the homopolymers and of the blend 

is being evaluated for the same weight of polymer. As is shown in 

Chapter 4, the expressions for ~G according to the models of Scott and 
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Tager are quite similar. In both models, the Gibbs free energy of 

mixing can be expressed in terms of the activity of a probe molecule 1 

with each of the pure homopolymers 2 and 3 and the 2,3 mixture. The 

accuracy of Tager's model is evaluated in Chapter 4. 

4. Non-Random Liquid Theories 

In recent years extensive work has been done by Prausnitz to 

develop semiempirical models which would express accurately the excess 

functions of non-ideal liquid mixtures. Equations were developed which 

express the free energy of mixing of a binary mixture in terms of two 

adjustable parameters and the mole or volume fraction of each of the 

components. Moreover, as with the Scott ternary model, Prausnitz 

expressed the excess thermodynamic functions of the ternary component 

mixtures in terms of constants obtained from the corresponding binary 

mixtures. A brief summary of one of the models and its assumptions is 

presented here. 

The Universal Quasichemical Model {UNIQAC)31 is a model proposed by 

Prausnitz which provides accurate values for the excess functions of 

many liquid mixtures, as do his earlier theories32-34, but which also 

has a strong theoretical foundation. 

In the Flory-Huggins theory, one assumes the.combinatorial entropy 

term to be independent of the interaction energy of a particular 

molecular configuration. Prausnitz assumed, based on arguments by 

Guggenheim12, that the combinatorial term, w, and the interaction 

energy, -U0 , were both a function of the configuration e. The free 
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energy of mixing resulted from evaluating a partition function of the 

form 

and the relation 

which led to 

Zlattice = [ w(0) exp[-U0 {8)/kT] 
0 

fu _ -kT ln 

( 2. 32) 

(2.33a) 

(2. 33b) 

Here, Z1at. is the partition function of either the mixture or the pure 

components, as noted, and arises from considering the motion of the 

molecules from lattice site to lattic site in the liquid. Ni and ni are 

the number of molecules and number of moles of component i in the 

mixture and gE is the excess molar Gibbs free energy of mixing. The 

remaining terms have their usual meaning. 

For a binary mixture, two types of interactions or configurations 

were assumed. For molecule 1 these were ~11 and 821, which are, 

respectively, the fraction of the external surface area of 1 surrounded 

by 1 and the corresponding fraction when 1 is sur~ounded by 2. 

Similarly, for molecules of species 2, one has e22 and 812· The lattice 

energy, -U0 , is then given by the sum of the product of the surface 

area of each of the configurations and the appropriate interaction 

energy, g, or 
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( 2. 34) 

where qi and Ni are measures of the relative molecular surface area and 

the number of molecules of each species in the mixture. A schematic of 

two types of cells and the interaction energies in both cells is shown 

in Figure 5. 

To continue on to the free energy of mixing, the lattice partition 

function is replaced by the maximum term in the sum, the usual 

approximation. To obtain the combinatorial entropy, it is convenient to 

assume that 

(2.35) 

where w1 and w2 are the number of distinguishable configurations in each 

of the two cells and are of the form 

(2.36) 

and that w0 is the combinatorial term of an athermal mixture 

approximated by equation (2.1). Here, k is the normalization constant 

determined from the boundary condition of athermal mixing (w = w0
). 

Once the combinatiorial term is known, the excess free energy of mixing 

is obtained by substituting equations (2.34) and (2.35) into (2.32) and 

differentiating the result with respect to e11 and 822· From this one 

obtains for the local area fraction e11: 

-( 921 - 911) 
exp [ J ( 2. 37) 

RT 
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and a similar expression for 622 (subscripts 1 are substituted for 2, 

and 2 for 1). Here el and e2 are the surface fractions of each 

component in the mixture. The free energy is obtained by substituting 

(2.37) into (2.34), the resultant expression and (2.35) into (2.32) and 

the quantity for Z1at into (2.33). If a small combinatorial term is 

ignored, it can be shown that 

where 

gE 

RT 

-c.. = exp - [(g .. - g .. )/RT] 
lJ Jl 11 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

for the free energy of mixing of a binary mixture. The UNIQUAC equation 

gives an excellent estimate of the free energy of mixing of binary 

liquid mixtures containing alcohols, water, hydrocarbons, aromatics, 

ethers and ketones in terms of only two adjustable parameters. If the 

above equation is simplified by approximating the surface fraction by 

the mole fraction, one obtains the Wilson equation: 

gE 

RT 

and for the activity coefficient of species 1: 

----] 
·21 xl + x2 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

A similar expression is obtained for species 2 of the binary mixture 

by interchanging subscripts. 
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The Wilson52 model has been extended to ternary systems in order to 

represent the activity coefficients of the components in ternary 

mixtures in terms of the Tij values from the binary mixtures. As an 

example, the expression for component 1 in the ternary mixture is 

interpreted as 

( 2. 42) 

In theory the Wilson model could be used very much like the Scott 

Model to predict the free energy of mixing of the polymer blend 

components, 2 and 3. This would require the activity coefficients of 1 

in each of the pure components 2 and 3 and in the 2,3 mixture. Only a 

minor modification of the Wilson equations such as that developed by 

Hei133 would be necessary in order to apply equation (2.42) to polymer 

mixtures. T12, T21, T13, T31 could be obtained by measuring the 

activity of a solvent in the pure homopolymers as a function of solvent 

concentration, and T23 and T32 from the activity of the same solvent in 

the blend. T23 and T32 would then be used to determine the free energy 

of mixing of the blend using an equation of the form of (2.42). Two 

problems, however, make the above approach quite difficult. First, to 

determine all six of the Tij values the activity of the solvent at 

several concentrations of solvent and polymer must be measured. The IGC 

technique could not be used, because with it one can only determine the 
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activities at very low concentrations of the solvent. Hence, more time 

consuming techniques, such as the vapor sorption method described 

earlier, would be necessary. 

Second, even if the activity of component 1 was measured at several 

concentrations in the 2,3 mixture to find r23 and r32, it would probably 

be difficult to determine the values accurately. Unlike low molecular 

weight liquids, the r23 and •32 quantities as well as the olher four Tij 

values in a ternary mixture must be calculated .2!!..!.i'. from the activity 

coefficient of component 1 and not the activity coefficient of all three 

components. As can be seen by inspection of equation (2.41), the 

activity coefficient of component 1 is less sensitive to the 2-3 

interactions measured with r23 and r32 than the 1-2 and 1-3 interactions 

measured with the remaining four Tij quantities. Because of these two 

facts, it is questionable whether an accurate non-linear regression of 

the activity coefficient of component 1 versus concentration of the 

three components can be found for T23 and r32· 

In the light of the above problems, the Wilson model was used only 

to test the validity of other solution models. That is, the mixing 

rules of the Scott, Tager and equation of state models (all theories 

which can be used in IGC measurements) were applied to activity data 

which were available in the literature expressed in terms of the Wilson 

parameters for low molecular weight mixtures. The free energy of mixing 

of 2 with 3 as predicted with the three models were compared to the 

values found by fitting T23 and T32 of the l~ilson Model to experimental 

results. The details of these calculations are given in the Results and 
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Discussion Section. 

5. Equation of State Models 

a. Overview.53 For a pure thermomechanical system, an 

equation of state is a constitutive equation which relates the stress 

tensor to time, strain and the thermal history. At equilibrium, time 

dependent effects vanish and the equation of state interrel?tes the 

variables of pressure volume and temperature. Other quantities appear 

in the case of mixtures. 

The equation of state of a polymer molecule is much different from 

that for corresponding low molecular weight analogs. The covalent bonds 

between the repeat units of a pol~ner chain reduces the external degrees 

of freedom and the free volume of a polymer relative to low molecular 

weight materials. The resultant reduction of the coefficient of 

expansion, specific volume and compressibility of a pol~ner is thought 

to be the cause of the peculiar phase behavior observed in polymer 

solutions. In a mixture containing a polymer and a solvent, the 

difference in the free volumes of the two species yields a densification 

of the solvent molecules and an unfavorable entropy of mixing. At 

higher temperatures as the free volume difference becomes larger, the 

entropy of mixing term becomes more unfavorable a~d phase separation 

occurs. 

In this section, a brief review is made of the equation of state 

models which incorporate the above contributions to the thermodynamic 

parameters of mixing. The models are reviewed critically and details 
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of two theories which measure the thermodynamic variables of interest in 

this thesis, the Sanchez lattice fluid theory and the Flory equation of 

state model, are presented. The models are labeled "equations of state" 

for contributions to the free energy due to free volume effects are 

incorporated by equation of state parameters, and the theories are used 

to predict equations of state of polymers and their mixtures. 

b. Statistical Mechanics of Liguids.53 In classital 

statistical thermodynamics of liquids the partition function Z is 

divisible into internal, Zi, and external, Ze, components as 

z = z .. z 
1 e (2.43} 

where the first term on the right represents contributions due to 

vibration and rotation of the molecules and the second term, those due 

to motions of the center of mass of the molecules. In the equation of 

state models Zi is treated as being independent of the density of the 

fluid. It thus does not alter the equation of state properties of a 

mixture relative to the pure component. Intermolecular interactions are 

reflected in the translational behavior of the molecules and only Zeis 

treated in the models. Classically the expression for Ze is 

2 3N/2 
Z = (2nmkT/h } e Q 

where Z(V,T,N} is the classical configuration integral of the form 

1 
Q = f ····J exp(-U/kT}dq1 ·••· dqN 

N! 

(2. 44} 

Here N is the number of molecules, U is the intermolecular potential, m 
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is the mass of a molecule, h is Plancks' constant and dqi is a 

differential volume element. Once Q is known, the equation of state 

and Gibbs free energy can be determined from equations such as (2.33) 

discussed in the last section. Determining Q exactly, however, is an 

impossible task, and the models in this section are organized according 

to the simplifying assumptions made to evaluate Q. 

c. Cell Models.53,57 The previous models in this· chapter are 

based on the cell model, only the assumption has been made that the 

molecules are not free to move around within their cell. Molecules are 

fixed when in a particular lattice site and their intermolecular 

potential is only a function of their nearest neighbor, not the distance 

by which they are separated. The cell models of Lennard-Jones and 

Devonshire, Prigogine and Flory attempt to account for the motion of 

molecules in their cells and the change in the intermolecular potential 

as molecules move about in their cells. 

The LJo54 model assumes that molecules can be regarded as moving 

independently in their cell centers and are of spherical shape. Under 

these conditions, Q can be separated into two independent contributions: 

the lattic energy, which equals the energy of the system when cell 

molecules are at their cell centers, and the energy due to motions of 

molecules about their cells. The configurational 'integral is divisible 

into two parts, namely Q1 and Qf where: 

(2.45) 

Here, Qf is "combinatorial factor" of the partition and Q1 represents 
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the contribution from the intermolecular or 6-12 bireciprocal field of 

the LJD model. The LJD model was used by Kirkwood55 to develop the 

first approximation to the exact Q for low molecular weight liquids. 

Prigogine56,57 later extended the LJD model to high molecular weight 

materials. A difficulty in his treatment was to represent the change 

from spherical molecules of the LJO model for which only intermolecular 

forces were present to a chain molecule where both intermolecular and 

valence forces exist. Chemically linking the segments reduces the 

number of external degrees of freedom of the molecule and introduces a 

bond potential between segments in the molecule. 

An empirical parameter c was introduced into the model to account 

for the reduced degrees of freedom of a chain molecule. It represents 

the ratio of the translational degrees of freedom of a molecule in a 

chain relative to one which 'is unlinked. For a flexible pol)ffler chain 

the value is -2/3. 

The valence potential was treated as for a harmonic oscillator as 

well as the LJD potential between segments on the same chain, leaving 

for the configurational partition function: 

-U0 kT 3cN/3 
Q = canst. {v*)NC(~f)3cN exp[~][~] 

kT k( v) 
(2.46) 

where v* is called the hard core specific volume of the liquid or the 
,..., 

specific volume of the liquid at zero Kelvin, vf is the free volume of 

* the liquid reduced by v, -U0 is the LJD cell potential and k(v) is a 

force constant of the bond dependent on volume. 
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d, Flory Model. Floryl,60,61 later introduced modifications 

of Prigogine's theory to correct for the erroneous LJD potential in the 

model. He changed the b-12 potential to an approximation which had been 

experimentally verified by Scott and Hildebrand02 by analysis of 

(aE/aV)T coefficients of liquids to the form: 

constant 
= -Nrsn/2v (2 ,47) 

V 

Here, sis the number of intermolecular contact sites per segment, n is 

a constant characterizing the energy of interaction for a pair of 

neighboring sites, Vis the volume per segment, N is the number of 

molecules in the mixture and r is the number of segments in the 

molecule. The above expression coupled with the previous partition 

function enabled Flory to determine the equation of state for polymer 

mixtures and develop expressions for the free energy of mixing of 

polymer solutions. Later work by McMaster58 indicated that the lower 

critical solution temperatures predicted with the model for several 

polymer blends were consistent with the experimental results. 

Pattersonl8 and Olabisil3 applied the model to IGC data to 

determine the polymer-polymer interaction parameters of miscible blends. 

The details of the derivations are not shown here.but only the relevant 

final equations. For the activity of a volatile probe in a binary 

mixture, a12, one has as t1 + 0: 

1 
= (2.48) 

RT 
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where t, is the hard core volume fraction, Vi* is the hard core molar 

volume of component 1 or its fictitious volume as a liquid at 0°K and 

vi is the ratio of the molar volume of the liquid to the hard core 
* "" volume. Pl and Tl are pure component parameters defined by the 

following relationships: 

(2.49) 

and (2.50) 

where Pl is the hydrostatic pressure (one atmosphere in this paper) on 

the mixture. Finally, Xl2 is the exchange energy between the two 

components expressed as an energy density (cal/cc). The activity of 

species 1 in the 2-3 mixture, al(2,3), can be expressed in terms of the 

above exchange energies and pure component parameters as 

ln 

+ 

al(2,3) 

4i1 

where s1 and s2 are 

components 1 and 2, 

= 

area which belong to 

1 
~ J 
V 

the surface to volume ratios of molecules 

e2 and 83 are the fractions of molecular 

components 2 and 3, x23 is the exchange 

between components 2 and 3 in the blend and vis the reduced 

the blend. 

+ 1 

(2.51) 

of 

surface 

energy 

volume of 
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An expression for X23 in terms of a12, al3 and al(2,3) is obtained 

by substituting equation (2.48) for the exchange energies Xl2 and X13, 

into equation (2.51). Assuming c/>1 is equal in both expressions, one has 

RTvs2 
f" 

[ 
02 v2 al2 v3 a13 ln( al,(2,j) 

Xz3 = * ln(-) + 83 ln(--) 
Vlsl82G3 

,._, -.., V 

-
+ (1-

82 v2 03 v3 
- -) .--V V 

+ 

cpl 

* * PlVl 

RTv 

1) 

- 1) 
+ 

V 

"" V282 

vi 

cpl 

·v3e3 V ' 
+ 

~ -vi vi 

( vi /3 - I) 
ln -(- 113- _ ln 

V3 - 1) 

¢1 

( 2. 52) 

(v/13_1) 
-:113-
Cv -1) 

From the expression for X23 the excess free energy of mixing of the 

blend is solved from the following expression 

E * *"' ,wl/3 1/3 tiGm = 3. {x/// 2 ln[(v 2 - 1)/(v - 1)] 

+ x3V;P;T3 lnl(v 3113-1)/(v 113-1)]} + x2P;v; ( ~ 
v2 

1 
~) + 
V V 

1 _) --v 

(2. 53a) 

where x2 and X3 are the mole fractions of components two and three in 

the binary polymer mixture and 

(2. 53b) 

Flory also redefined the polJner solvent interaction paratmeter in the 
* equation of state.model. Ax parameter was defined in which core 
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volume fractions are used in equation (2.9) instead of volume fractions. 

For the ternary model, equation (2.11) reduces to 

* * * * * '* * * = X12<!>2 + X13<l>3 - X23<l>24>3 (2. 54) 

as one would expect. 

e. Sanchez Model. Despite the extensive work in developing 

the cell model and its application to many polymer systems lo predict 

LCST58,59 and energies of mixing, the model has two major drawbacks. 

First, it can only be applied to model behavior of liquids; the 

equations of state of the cell theories do not reduce to the ideal gas 

laws at low pressure nor do they possess a virial expansion. The cell 

theory introduces too much order into the liquid through the use of a 

lattice which makes the fluid behave more like a solid under low 

pressure conditions. Secqndly, the use of a surface fraction, e, 

instead of a volume fraction makes accurate use of the model difficult. 

The surface areas of a molecule can only be estimated for long chain 

molecules by group contribution formats, a method shown to be quite 

difficult by some workers58,14 due to the inadequacies of the group 

contribution approach. In the light of the above problems, the lattice 

fluid theory of Sanchez20-22 was also chosen to examine the effect of 

equation of state properties on the calculated free energy of mixing of 

a blend in a ternary system. This model uses a lattice theory in which 

holes are introduced into the lattice to account for the free volume of 

the liquid and to correct for the order introduced by using a solid-

like lattice to model a liquid. The effect of free volume is accounted 
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for by empty lattice sites and the occupied sites have the volume of a 

hard core segment. Moreover, the model does not have wnbiguous 

concentration factors, the intermolecular energies are expressed in 

terms of volume fractions, and the critical solution behavior predicted 

with the model is in good agreement with the experimental results. 

A more detailed treatment of this model is presented since it has 

not been used in previous IGC calculations. In the lattic~ fluid model, 

the partition function of a binary mixture is of the form 

where 

and 

Z(T,P) =II n(E,V,N) exp [-(E+PV)/kT] 
V E 

1 
(-) 

f 
0 

N 
0 

( 2. 55) 

( 2. 56) 

(2.57) 

Here pis the reduced density of the mixture, fi is the fraction of 

sites unoccupied or containing components 1 and 2, Ni is the number of 

molecules or unoccupied lattice sites, ~ii* is the energy required to 

break up pair interactions between like components, X is the 

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, w. is the combinatorial factor or l -
the number of ways a polymer with r segments can be arranged in a 

lattice after one of its segments has been fixed on a lattice site, <P. 
l 

is the volume fraction of component i determined using hard core 

specific volumes, Eis the intermolecular energy, Pis the hydrostatic 

pressure and the remaining terms have their usual meaning. 
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Solving the partition function for the Gibbs free energy of 

mixing and the partial molal free energy of component 1 in the binary 

mixture, one has21 as ~1 + 0: 

a 
RT ln {_E) 

4>1 

and for the ternary mixture: 

where 

al,(23) 
RT ln ---

4>1 

,._ 

V * 1 

* V 

In the above expressions vi is the reduced volume or the ratio of 

{2.58) 

{2.59) 

specific volume to the hard core specific volume of species i, Pi is the 
-., 0 

reduced density or the reciprocal of v1, ri is the number of segments 
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in the molecule i and the remaining terms have their usual meaning. 
0 Values of cii*, ri, and pare obtained by solving the equation of state 

of the model which is 

·p ~ + r + r. [ 1 n ( 1 - p. ) + ( 1 - 1 p1. ) J = 0 
1 i 1 1 r? (2.60} 

l 

..., 
where P. = RP./ E: •• * 

l l 11 (2.61) 

and T. = RT./ E:. . * 
l l l l (2.62} 

The remaining parameters in equations (2.58} and (2.59} are solved 

by the following mixing rules outlined by Sanchez21: 

and 

* * 0 p. v. = M./r. 
l l l l 

0 
qi. = 

l 

* \) 

ri 
0 r· l 

cp. = 
l 

= 

= 

0 r.N. 
l l 

... 0 \ r · N· l l l 

I cp? * 
\) . 

l l 

* \). 

\) 

l 
= 

* 

rn./p.* 
l l 

"m./p.* 
l l l 

cj>. 
l 
0 

cp i 
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,v 
V = 

i' m. /p. * 
t.. 1 1 

(2.63) 

* In the above expression M. is the molecular weight, P. is the hard core 1 1 

* density, m. is the mass fraction, v. is the hard core segment volume and 1 1 

N. is the the number of molecules of species i. Once the pure component 1 

parameters have been determined, equations (2.58} and (2.59) are used to 

measure X12, X13, and X23 from the relevant activity data and the excess 

free energy of mixing of species 2 and 3 are determined by the following 

expression: 

+ -------} 

( 2. 64) 

where 

and the excess free energy of mixing is related to the free energy of 

mixing by equation (2.53b). It is important to point out that despite 

the complexity of the above relations, the above model reduces to the 

Flory-Huggins theory as the temperature of the liquid approaches zero. 

Under such conditions the reduced volume and density become equal to 

unity, v.* 
1 for all components become equal and equations (2.58), (2.59} 
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and (2.64) reduce to (2.9), (2.14) and (2.17) of the Flory-Huggins 

l at t i c e model • 

For the Flory equation of state model, the relevant equations also 

reduce to the lattice model if the additional assumption of 8 i = cpi is 

made. 

In summary, the equation of state models account for the effect of 

a component's free volume and the change of volume on mixing on the free 

energy of mixing of liquid species. The models, however, do not account 

for the non-random mixing which exists in mixtures. The mixing rules of 

both models reduce to a simple lattice model when free volume effects 

are ignored. The need to account for equation of state effects in IGC 

calculations is discussed in the Results and Discussion section. 

B. Microphase Structure of Block Copol~ners 

The purpose of this section is to summarize the current 

understanding of copolymers, the morphology of copolymers, the available 

models to explain the morphology of these materials and also the 

physical properties of block copolymers as opposed to homopolymers and 

blended polymers. 

1. General Aspects of Copol~ners 

a. Random/Alternating Copolymers.2 The most common copolymers 

are of the random and alternating type. Random copol~ners are 

characterized by a random or statistical linking of monomer units which 

is dependent on the relative rates of reaction of the two components 

with themselves and with each other. Virtually all commercial random 
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copolymers are obtained from vinyl monomers such as styrene, ethylene, 

vinyl-acetate, and acrylonitrile or conjugated dienes such as isoprene 

or butadiene63. The properties of random copolymers are intermediate to 

those of corresponding homopol~ners depending on the weight fraction of 

each species. The materials are transparent one-phase materials in the 

amorphous state and are easy to process. Alternating copolymers are 

characterized by the alternate, rather than statistical, pl'acement of 

comonomer units along the chain and are relatively few in number due to 

the fact that suitable monomers are rarely available. The endgroups of 

a chain must have no tendency to react with its own monomer type, yet be 

able to react with the comonomer. The copol~ner of styrene-maleic 

anhydride63 is an example of this type of copolymer. Like random 

copolymers, the resulting properties can usually be represented as an 

average of the two homopolymers. 

b. Graft Copol~ners. Graft copol~ners consist of a backbone 

chain (A segments) onto which branches or grafts of a second pol~ner 

type (B) are linked as shown below. 

A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A 
I I 
B B 
I I B B 
I I 
B B 

The most important commercial graft copolymers have butadiene as 

the backbone chain. Polybutadiene is reacted by a free radical 

polymerization in the presence of other vinyl monomers such as styrene 
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or acrylonitrile. The allylic hydrogens on the butadiene chain are 

susceptible to removal by free radicals, thus creating radical sites 

along the butadiene chain which initiate the vinyl polymerization. The 

final product consists of the pure vinyl homopol~ner, pure polybutadiene 

and the graft copolymer. 

The justification for utilizing graft copolymers is that this type 

of copolymer is a single chemical species that displays the· properties 

characteristic of each of the components rather than the average of 

their properties. Graft copolymers display the properties of the 

rubbery backbone and of the grafted species. Each of these polymer 

segments phase separate on a microscopic scale (as do block copolymers), 

and the transition temperatures observed in the pure homopol~ners are 

both seen in the graft copolymer. The synthesis of graft copolymers is 

reviewed in detail by several authors.64,65,1 

A problem with graft copol~ners is hompolymer contamination. Only 

a fraction of the final product of the above synthesis is graft 

copolymer, the remainder is the phase separated homo pol ~ners. 

Not being chemically linked, the homopolymers form large domains which 

reduce the elasticity and mechanical strength of the final product. 

c. Block Copolymers.2,6,66 To circumvent the problem of 

homopolymer contamination in graft copolymers block copolymers were 

developed. Block copolymers are macromolecules composed of dissimilar, 

terminally connected segments. Their arrangement can vary from 

copolymers containing two segments, A-B systems, to macromolecules 

containing three segments, A-B-A systems, to multiblock (A-B)n systems 
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possessing many segments. The architecture of these systems is shown 

below. 

---1~1---
A B A 

----1 wwwwww)n 
A B 

To prepare the above structures requires sophisticated synthetic 

techniques. Anionic polymerization is the most often used method, 

particularly for the vinyl containing polymers such as S-I-S discussed 

earlier. Anionic initiators such as alkyl lithium are placed in a 

solution containing the "A" monomer above. The initiator reacts with 

the monomer forming a new anion incorporating a monomer unit. The new 

anion reacts with the monomer much like the initiator and the process 

continues until all the monomer units have been incorporated, leaving 

one with an anion which is a "living" polymer chain. Monomer 11811 is 

then placed in the solution and reacts with the anion of A forming an 

A-B system as shown before. Additional quantities of A and B monomer 

can be added to form the A-B-A and (A-B)n systems: 

A problem with anionic polymerization is that rigorous purification 

steps are required. No moisture or impurity can be tolerated in the 

reaction vessel. They react with the propagating anion and terminate 

the reaction. To remove moisture requires the use of a vacuum or inert 
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atmosphere conditions in the reaction and very hygroscopic substances 

such as sodium to dry the reactants. To avoid the difficulties of the 

above reaction, step growth or condensation of the two chemically 

different species is used. The unlike segments of the block copolymers 

are terminated with functional groups which only react with each other 

and not themselves. Strictly alternating copol~ners of the (A-B)n type 

are obtained from such a reaction and the poly(dimethylsilcrxane)-bis-A-

polycarbonate block copol~ners studied in this work are an example 

of such a copolymer. 

Further details on capo l ymer synthesis are presented in the 

experimental section. 

d. Morphology of Copolyners. With a phase separated block 

copolymer, the chemical linking of the incompatible blocks limits the 

size of the phases formed relative to those obtained with an immiscible 

blend. The dimensions and shape of the phases are a function of the 

molecular weight of the blocks and the volume fraction of each of the 

components in the copolymer. Figure 6 shows the five general 

morphological structures observed for a block copolymer as a function of 

the volume fraction of the two blocks in the copolymer. The structures 

and their compositional dependence are those observed for the sever a 1 

styrene-diene block copolymers that have been studied. 7 At high volume 

fraction of one component relative to the other, spherical or 

cylindrical domains containing one component are dispersed in a matrix 

of the second. At intermediate compositions, a larnel lar structure in 

which both phases are continuous is observed. The domains become larger 
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as the molecular weight of the chains is increased and for most block 

copolymers the diameters range from 100 to 500 angstroms. 

To study the morphology of block copol~ners, the techniques of 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) are used. With TEM, the phases are contrasted from the 

difference in their electron density. For the PDMS-PC copolymer 

examined in this work, a natural contrast exists because of· the silicon 

in the PDMS segments. For most other block copolymers, the contrast is 

produced by selectively staining one of the phases with heavy metals, 

such as Os04. 

SAXS is also a powerful tool to study the size and spacing of the 

domains, particularly when contrast between the two phases cannot be 

obtained from TEM studies. Only a small contrast in electron density is 

necessary to examine the phase morphology. Moreover, the technique can 

provide information on the thickness of the interface between the 

domains.68 

e. Transitional Behavior.2 Phase separated block copol~ners 

exhibit the softening temperature (glass transition temperature, Tg) 

and/or melting point of each of the pure components. Random copol~ners 

or miscible polymer blends exhibit a transition intermediate to the 

transitions of each of the segments in the copolymer or components of 

the pol~ner blends. The effect of chemical structure on mechanical 

properties is shown in Figure 7. The modulus or strength of the 

homogeneous material in the top graph changes at only one temperature, 

the glass transition temperature of the blend or copol~ner. Changing 

the compositions of the two components only alters the temperature at 
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which the modulus is reduced. Block copolymers show a reduction of 

modulus at the glass transition temperature of both the components. At 

the transition temperature of component A, the block copolymer changes 

from a material which is rigid and glassy to a rubbery or ductile one. 

Species A softens making the material more flexible, but the molecules 

and phases of B remain rigid acting as physical crosslinks for the 

materi a 1. Above the glass trans it ion temperature of B, all· the chains 

have mobility and the modulus shows another sharp reduction. In block 

copolymers, changing the relative composition of the two species affects 

the modulus between the two glass transition temperatures but not the 

transition temperatures. Only mixing between the unlike phases changes 

the transition temperatures significantly. 

f. Microphase Separation. In order to provide a better 

understanding of the factors causing microphase separation, a brief 

review of theoretical models on this subject is presented below. The 

emphasis is on a model developed by Meier, currently the most 

. popular theory on microphase separation, for it provides accurate 

quantitative predictions on copol~ner morphology without the 

mathematical complexity of other treatments. 

The factors governing phase separation in copol~ners are mainly 

entropic. The covalent linkage between blocks at.the interface of the 

phases introduces unfavorable entropy terms not present when considering 

phase separation in blends. Meier69-73 isolated three contributions to 

the entropy change of microphase separation not present in the phase 

separation of a polymer blend. His model is based on the following 
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assumptions: a) the domains are assumed to be spherical, consisting of 

the A component imbedded in a matrix of B, b) random flight statistics 

are applicable, with perturbations allowed for by use of the chain 

expansion factor a, c) A and B segments are equal in size, d) the 

polymers are non-crystalline, and e) the density is uniform throughout 

the domains. 

Utilizing the above constraints, the entropic contributions are: 

1) A placement entropy difference, 6Sp, which is the entropy 

decrease of the A-B junctions of the block copol~ners resulting from 

their restriction to the interface of the A-B domains. The entropy 

change is interpreted in terms of the lattice model and is: 

where 0 A and 0 B are the 

and block B, NAB is the 

thickness of the domain 

can observe that making 

3o 6R p 
( 2. 66 ) 

number of segments or repeat units in block A 

number of A-B junctions, 6R is the interfacial 

and R is the radius. 6S is negative, and one p 

the interfacial thickness larger or the radius 

of the domains smaller decreases 6Sp and is thermodynamically 

unfavorable. 

2) The restricted volume entropy, 6Sv, is a'term which arises from 

the constraint of the placement of the A and B segments to the inside 

and outside of the spherical domains of A, respectively. It is 

difficult to evaluate with the lattice model and is interpreted instead 

by a modified version of the diffusion equation.74 The equation is 
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treated for a molecule of 0A or 0 s segments in which one of the segments 

is restricted to the A-8 junction, and the remaining segments are free 

to diffuse anywhere in the material. The probability, P, of all the 

segments in the A chain remaining within a sphere Rand the probability 

of the segments of B being totally excluded is 

(2.67) 
(R'-R)] 

where 
Erfc(z) = 1 - Erf(z) 

ancl Erf(z) is the error function. Here J0 (x) is a spherical Bessel 

function of order zero, R. is the length of a segment and r' is the 

radius of a sphere minus the interfacial thickness. The entropy of 

microphase separation becomes 

(2.68) 

The value of R in the above expressions is not determined by 

minimizing the entropy change of microphase separation but by density 

considerations. The value of R which produces a uniform density of 

segments throughout the domain with a minimum of ~erturbation of the 

chain dimensions from their average value is taken to be the value of 

the parameter. For a spherical domain of A containing approximately 20 

to 30 chains 
2 1/2 

R = 1.33 u (aAR.) (2.69) 
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where a is the chain expansion factor or perturbation of the chain 

dimensions resulting from the interface of the two domains. 

3. A third entropy difference, also a decrease relative to the 

simple mixture, arises for the perturbation of the average chain 

dimensions of a block from the random flight statistical values assumed 

to hold when the chain is in a homogeneous system. This is termed the 

elastic entropy, 6Sei, and is derived from the theory of rubber 

elasticity: 

-3 2 
6Set = --- NA8k(a - 1 - 2lna) 

2 
(2.70) 

where u, as before, is the ratio of the end-to-end distance of the chain 

in the domain to the value in the homogeneous system. 

The last two contributions to the free energy of microphase 

separation are energetic. First, there is the enthalpy change of 

microphase separation which is expressed as the negative of the enthalpy 

of mixing according to the Flory-Huggins lattice model, or: 

(2.71) 

where XAB is the interaction parameter per polymer chain and ~A is the 

volume fraction of A in the copolymer. This equa~ion is an expression 

for the only thermodynamic driving force for microphase separation - the 

unfavorable energetic interactions between the unlike segments. Second, 

one has contributions from the interactions of the unlike blocks at the 

interface of the domains. It can be expressed in terms of the 
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interfacial surface tension, y, the radius of the spherical domains R, 

and the number of spherical domains as Gs= nA 4nr2y. Using our 

previously derived relationship between Rand ( 0Al2)1/2 (equation 2.69) 

one can express Gs as: 

( 2. 72) 

where A is Avogadro's number and p is the density. By combining 

the above 3 entropic and 2 energetic contributions, the expression for 

the Gibb's free energy of microphase separation is obtained. 

The radius of the domains is determined with equation {2.69) by 

solving for the chain expansion factor a in the expressions for the free 

energy of microphase separation. The parameter a appears in the 

expressions for the interfacial free energy (favoring a large a) and the 

elastic free energy (favoring a ~nall a). The equilibrium value is 

obtained in the usual way by differentiating the two terms with respect 

to a and setting the resultant quantity equal to zero. The final 

expression is: 

(2.73) 

As expected, a and the radius of the domains are predicted to increase 

as the blocks in a copolymer become larger or more incompatible. 

Based on the above treatment, Meier was able to make many 

predictions about the behavior of microphase separated block copolymers. 
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Below is a comparison of these predictions and the relevant experimental 

results. Emphasis is placed on the areas which are relevant to the 

experimental work in this thesis. 

1. The block molecular weights at which phase separation occurs in 

copolymers is 2.5 to 5 times as large as the molecular weights of 

homopolymers. The additional entropy terms of the model alter 

significantly the free energy of phase separation. Experimental data on 

polystyrene-poly(a-methyl styrene)75,76, polyisoprene-polybutadiene77,78 

and bis-A-polycarbonate-bis-A-polysulfone79,80 block copol~Tiers are in 

agreement with the prediction. The diblock copolymer incorporating 

polystyrene and poly(a-methyl styrene) do not exhibit phase separation 

until the overall molecular weight exceeds 500,000 grams/mole, whereas 

the blend shows two phase behavior at a molecular weight of -160,000 

grams/mole for each component. Similarly, for the remaining two 

copolymers, one phase behavior is observed in the block copolymer at 

block molecular weights at which phase separation is seen in the 

corresponding homopolymers. 

2. The five block copolymer morphologies shown in Figure 6 are 

predicted with the model. By solving for the free energy of microphase 

separation for a lamellae and rod structure as was outlined for the 

spherical domains shown earlier, Meier was able to calculate the 

relative stability of the five morphologies and their dependence on the 

volume fraction of each component. The calculations were in good 

agreement with the experimentally observed dependence shown in Figure 6. 

Spherical domains are preferred below volume fractions of 0.20, 
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cylindrical domains between 0.20 and 0.30 with lamellae structure 

existing above 0.30. 

3. By inspection of equations (2.69) and (2.73), it is easy to 

observe that the radius of a spherical domain containing A should vary 

as the 1/3 to 2/3 power of the block molecular weight of A in a 

microphase separated block copol~ner. Data of Campos-Lopez83 is in 

agreement with the prediction of the model. The domain radii of 

spherical polystyrene domains in a sytrene-butadiene-styrene triblock 

copolymer containing -30% by weight polystyrene vary as the 1/2 power of 

the molecular weight of the block copolymer, ranging from 93 to 170 

angstroms for samples having polystyrene block molecular weights between 

7,000 and 21,200, grams/mole. Similarly, the domain spacings of S-I 

diblock copolymers which have lamellar shaped microphases follow the 

predictions of Meier as pointed out by Hashimoto.Bl The domain spacings 

(which are the total thickness of two adjacent domains) follow a 

dependence on the 2/3 power of the molecular weight of the copolymer as 

it is increased from 21,000 to 120,000 grams/mole. Domain spacing range 

from 170 to 500 angstroms in these copolymers. 

4. A narrow interface of approximately 20 to 30A to exist between 

unlike domains is predicted with the model. The change in the placement 

entropy, ilSp, produced by having a thick interface doesn't offset the 

unfavorable molecular interactions at the interface. Experimental data 

supporting this conclusion are extensive, with the most recent 

quantitative work in this area being done by Kawai.84 
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5. The effect of the solvent used to cast the polymer film. A 

copolymer dissolved in a solvent selective for one of the block 

components should upon evaporation of the solvent produce a microphase 

structure which enhances the continuity of the phase containing the 

particular block. As an example, a film of a polystyrene-polybutadiene 

block copolymer in which the styrene phase is normally discontinuous may 

be cast from methyl ethyl ketone, a better solvent for the µolystyrene 

component. In a concentrated solution the domains of polystyrene are 

swollen more than the polybutadiene phase, producing a morphology in 

which the polystyrene is continuous. Upon evaporation of the solvent, 

the polymer chains do not have the mobility to relax to the equilibrium 

morphology and the polystyrene phase remains continuous. 

Several experimental studies reflect the above fact. The 

morphology85-87 and the mechanical properties88,89 of the above 

copolymer become those normally seen in a block copol~ner which have a 

higher polystyrene content. 

6. The rate of solvent evaporation affects the final property of 

the film. Experimental evidence shows that rapid removal of the solvent 

from the polymer solution produces a film which has a very irregular 

domain structure90 and a thicker interfacial layer.91,92 The logical 

explanation is much the same here as in the case Of a selective solvent. 

Namely, the morphology of the copolymer in the concentrated solution is 

11frozen 11 in by rapid solvent removal. The intermixing of the phases 

and the poor domain structure in the concentrated solution are retained 

in the polymer film. 
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It is worth noting that the above effects are reversible. 

Annealing of the copolymer above the polystyrene glass transition 

temperature of l00°C produces improved phase separation in the above 

samples, the paracrystalline order of Figure 6 67 and relaxation of the 

microphase structure to its equilibrium morphologyl86. 

Other important models of microphase separation have been developed 

by Helfand93-96 and Krause97-99. Since the predictions of 'these models 

are similar to Meier's, they are only briefly reviewed. 

Helfand's model is similar to Meier's. Random-flight chain 

statistics is used along with the modified diffusion equation to solve 

for the restricted volume entropy, ~sv· Key differences between the 

models are: first, Helfand modifies the diffusion equation with a 

chemical potential like term to account for the repulsive forces between 

unlike chains and the deviation of the density from a uniform value in 

the domain; the two forces are not treated separate from the solution of 

the diffusion equation. Secondly, although not discussed earlier, some 

of the boundary conditions used to solve the diffusion equation for the 

entropy of phase separation are different in Helfand's and Meier's 

model. 

Despite the differences in the approach of the two models, the 

predictions mentioned earlier are basically the same, with the 

exception that Helfand predicts the interfacial thickness of the domains 

to have a molecular weight dependence, whereas Meier does not. 

Krause developed a model of microphase separation which is 

concerned only with thermodynamic phase separation and hence cannot be 
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used to predict the morphology of the domain structure. The treatment, 

unlike the above models, is not restricted to diblock copolymers but can 

be used for multiblock systems as well as mixtures of one or more of the 

copolymers with constituent homopolymers. Two contributions to phase 

separation are elucidated in the model, a favorable enthalpic 

contribution expressed in terms of the Flory Huggins lattice model (i.e. 

equation (2.71)) and an unfavorable entropic contribution derived from a 

lattice model as 

llS 

R 
+ VC l nVM ] + 

B B 

- 2N (m - 1) l1Sd/R + N ln(m - 1) C · C 

(2.74) 

where NHA represents the number of homopolymer molecules, VA and. VB are 

the volume fraction of the monomer repeat units for constituent A and B, 

Nc is the number of block copolymer molecules, l1Sd/R is the 

disorientational entropy lost when the junction segments are confined to 

the domain surface, superscript c refers to the block copolymer and mis 

the number of blocks in the copolymer. 

The main application of Krause's theory has been in estimating 

the block molecular weight at which phase separation takes place in a 

block copolymer relative to the homopolymer. Agafn, as with Meier's 

model, phase separation in block copol~ners is predicted to occur at 

molecular weights of several times those of the hornopolymer. 

Other theoretical treatments of phase separation in block 

copolymers include those of Pouchleyl00,101, Bianchil02,103, Markerl90, 
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Leary and Williamsl04,105, and LeGrandl06,107. 

C. Inverse Gas Chromatography 

1. Thermodynamic Studies 

a. Polymer-Solvent Interactions. When absorption in the bulk 

polymer is the dominant retention mechanism of a solvent interacting 

with a polymer stationary phase, the theory of gas-liquid partition 

chromatographyl08,109 may be applied to the results to calculate various 

thermodynamic quantities. From the theory, the activity coefficient of 

the solvent mobile phase (or probe molecule) at infinite dilution of 

the solvent, Yi , can be expressed in terms of the net retention volume, 

Vn, or the amount of carrier gas required to elute the probe, as 

where 

273.2R 
= ---

V0P0M g 1 2 

Vo_ 273.2 
- • F • (tp-to) 

g T W 

(2.74) 

( 2. 75) 

Here al and xl are the activity and mole fraction of the probe 

molecule in the polymer phase, Tis the temperature of the flow meter 

used to measure the flow rate of the carrier gas,_W is the weight of 

polymer on the column, P~ is the equilibrium vapor pressure of the pure 

probe molecule at the temperature of the column, M2 is the molecular 
vo weight of polymer, g is the specific retention volume of the probe 

R is the universal gas constant, Fis the flow rate of the carrier gas, 
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tp is the retention time of the probe molecule and t 0 is the retention 

time of a noninteracting marker (air). 
00 

Once Yi is determined, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, x, 
can be evaluated from the following relations:110 

al al V al M2 v2 00 

(-2) yl = = = 
xl <P1 vl <P1 V 1 

{ 2. 76) 

as <P1 + 0, and from Equation (2. 9) 

al 1 2 
ln = (1 - -) <P2 + X<P2 

<P1 X 
(2.77) 

where Vl and V2 are the molar volumes of the probe and the polj111er, 

respectively, v2 is the specific volume of the pol~ner and <P2 is the 

volume fraction of polj1Tler in equilibrium with the solvent. ~2 is unity 

in the IGC experiments. Combining the above equation one has 

a oo 273.2R \)2 
(~) = 

4>1 vopov 
g 1 1 

and 

(2.78) 

0 273.2R v2 1 p 1 ( 811 - V 1) 
X = ln [ vopov J (1 - -) 

g 1 1 X RT 
(2.79) 

Here, as small correction has been introduced through the second 

virial coefficient, 811, of the solvent molecule to correct for the 

nonideality of the solvent probe. Thus, knowing the retention volume of 

the probe, one can measure the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter by 
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obtaining the constants characteristic of the pure solvent and polymer 

available in the literature. 

Early work in IGC dealt with ascertaining the accuracy of the 

technique in determining the X parameter. Activity coefficients and the 

polymer solvent interaction parameter were determined with IGC on 

systems characterized with the more conventional technique of vapor 

sorption. Table 1 is a partial listing of the polymer solv~nt systems 

studied with both methods. All of the polymers studied with both 

methods are listed in the table with the solvents chosen to represent 

the range of molecular interactions examined (polar, dispersive, etc.). 

Comparisons are limited to systems which have been studied at 

approximately the same temperature (within 15°C) and composition (~2 + 

1). The agreement between the two methods is good. The experimental 

error in the measurements explains in most cases the discrepancy 

between the two sets of values. The error in the IGC measurements is 

±0.04 of the experimental x value and for vapor sorption it is typically 

±0.02. Other differences arise from the indirect way the x value is 

determined with IGC, a topic reviewed later. 

Other polymers studied via IGC and vapor sorption can be found in a 

review article by Orwo11.lll Other polymer solvent systems whose X 

values have been determined only with IGC have as'the polymer component 

polyethylenellS,119, poly(vinylidene fluoride)l20, poly(vinyl methyl 

ether)ll2, polyisobutylenell9,125, ethylene-propylene rubberllS,122, 

polydimethylsiloxanel26-128, poly(methyl methacrylate)l20, poly-

(e:-caprolactone) 13, ethylene-(vinyl-acetate)l19,133 copolymer, 
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Table 1 

A Comparison of Polymer-Solvent Interaction Parameters Measured by the 
Static Method of Vapor Sorption and Inverse Gas Chromatography (IGC) 

X Parameter Temper-ature Ref. 

Polymer Solvent Vapor IGC 
Sorption 

Polystyrene Chloroform 0.10 0.14 40°C 111,112 
Polystyrene Toluene 0.25 0.19 35°c 113 

Poly(methyl Methyl 0.56 0.52 40°C 113 
methacrylate) Ethyl Ketone 

Poly(vinyl Tetrahydro- 0.56 0.54 40°C 113 
chloride) furan 

Polyisoprene Benzene 0.41 0.46 35°C 111,114 

Poly~dimethyl- Octane 0.51 0.56 25°C 111,115 
s, oxane) 

II II Benzene 0.85 0.81 25°C 
II II Xylene 0.78 0.80 25°C 

Polyisobutylene Benzene 1.06 0.91 25°C 111,116 
II II Cyclohexane 0.41 0.43 25°C 
II II Pentane 0.64 0:62 25°C 

Poly(ethylene Benzene 0.07 0.16 70°C 111,17 
oxide) 
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poly(n-butyl methacrylate)l24,125, bis-A-polysulfonel29-130, poly(methyl 

acrylate)l21, polypropylenel32, and poly(vinyl-acetate)l31. 

b. Polymer-Pol~Tier Interactions. The utility of the IGC technique 

for measuring polymer-polymer interactions has not, hitherto, been 

examined extensively. Fewer than 10 references have appeared in the 

literature in the last ten years pertaining to the application of the 

method to polymer blends. 

To determine the polymer-polymer interaction parameter from the 

Scott Model, recall equations (2.14}-(2.16b}. If the latter three 

expressions for the activity of a solvent molecule in the homopolymers 

and blend are substituted into 2.14 one obtains 

x1(2,3} = (2. 80} 

The polymer-pol~ner interaction parameter is obtained from 

measuring the polymer-solvent interaction parameter of a particular 

solvent probe with each of the pure homopolymers, X12 and X13, and the 

copolymer or blend, Xl(2,3}· Knowing ~2 and $3, the volume fraction of 

the two components in the blend, X23 is easily obtained from the 

application of the IGC method and equation (2.80}. 

A simpler approach was devised by us and published recently14,134. 

By simply combining equations (2.79} and (2.80}, one finds, as would be 

expected, that the pure component parameters of the solvent probes, Pt 
0 V1,.and 811, do not enter into the calculations of X23• Only the 

specific volume of the homopolymers and blend (v2, v3, and v23}, the 

volume fractions of the blend components (~2 and 93}, and the specific 
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0 

retention volumes of the probe with the homopolymers and blend, (Vgl,2, 
0 0 

Vgl,3 and Vgl(2,3)) are necessary to calculate the X23 value. The new 

relation is: 

Here, the term in the logarithm involving the specific volume is 

approximately unity, and thus: 

ln[( 

(2.81) 

( 2. 82) 

It is well known that X23 must be negative (not less than 0.5 as 

for mixtures of a polymer with a solvent) for a compatible polymer blend 

to exist. A negative value is obtained when the specific retention 

volume of the probe molecule is less in the blended species than the 

corresponding geometric mean of the retention volume in the pure 

homopolymers, weighted according to their volume fractions in the blend. 

Positive values are calculated when the reverse is true; the retention 

volume is enhanced in the blend or copolymer relative to the pure 

homopolymers. In a compatible blend the interactfons between the unlike 

components exclude the interaction of a third solvent component with 

the blend. The solvent, in a sense, must compete with the interactions 

between the blend components, and the retention volume is consequently 

reduced. For incompatible systems, the solvent interaction with each of 
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the components is enhanced relative to the homopolymers, since the 

solvent disrupts unfavorable interactions between the components. 

Equations such as (2.82) can be derived for the free energy of 
'* 

mixing of the blend according to Tager's model and for X23, the hard 

core polymer-polymer interaction parameter of the Flory-Huggins model. 

By combining equations (2.77) and (2.31) one has for Tager's model 

G 
RT 

I\ 
ln[( (2.83) 

where w2 and w3 are the \'leight fractions of the polymer blend 

comronents, G is the Gibbs free energy of mixing per gram of polymer and 
'* 

Ml is the molecular weight of the probe. To obtain X23, hard core 

volume fractions are substituted for volume fractions in the Scott 

equation, (2.80), and one obtains, after substitution into (2.79): 

•* 1 Vo 
ln[( gl,.23 

<P *) J (2. 84) X23 - * * (V0 )<Pt <P2 <P3 (V0 ) 3 gl, 2 gl, 3 

* * 
where <P2 and <P3 are the hard core volume fractions of the blend 

IGC studies of blends have been performed predominantly with the 
'* Scott ternary model to measure x23 and X23 values. Pattersonl4 studied 

the interactions of Tetracosane (C24) with DioctyTphthalate (DOP) and a 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oligomer. The X23 values calculated for 

both blends were positive (approximately 0.5), reflecting the positive 

excess free energy of mixing of the low molecular weight compounds. The 

average X23 values were approximately the same as the polymer-solvent 
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interaction parameters obtained for the hydrocarbon solvents with the 

pure DOP and PDMS. The internal consistency of the two values, X12 and 

X23, led Patterson to conclude that the ternary model is a valid 

approximation in these systems. A slight dependency of the interaction 

parameter on the solvent probe (the mutual solvent benzene yielded a 

lower value than the somewhat selective hydrocarbon solvents) was 

explained in terms of the selective solvent effect discusse~ earlier. 

Pattersonl2 later studied a mixture of the polar compounds 

dioctyphthalate and poly{vinyl chloride), and again applied the Scott 

ternary model. Negative values for X23 were obtained in this case, 

reflecting the strong hydrogen bonding interactions between the 

carbonyls of the DOP and the Cl-C-H group in PVC. In this 

investigation, however, the effect of the selective solvents was 

reversed, the X23 values for the selective hydrocarbon probes were 

significantly lower than the values for the mutual aromatic solvents. 

Values of X23 ranged from -1.1 to -0.4. 

Olabisil3 studied the poly{vinyl chloride)-poly(£-caprolactone) 

(PVC-PCL) blend with IGC. Here, also, compatibility of the species 

exists because of strong hydrogen bonding between PVC and the carbonyl 

of the poly{£-caprolactone). The polymer-solvent interaction parameters 
'* 

and the polymer-polymer interaction parameters X23 and X23 are shown in 

Table 2 for Olabisi's system. Again, an effect of the type of solvent 
'* 

probe used is seen. The values of X23 and X23 were higher with the 

nonpolar probes hexane and carbon tetrachloride than the more polar 

solvents such as acetonitrile. Olabisi explained the observed behavior 
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Table 2 

Interaction Parameters for the System PVC-PCL at 120°C 
Determined by Inverse Gas Chromatography 

Probe PCL-PVC (50:50) 

PCL PVC 

Ethanol 1.15 2.35 0.21 

Chloroform -0.20 1. 38 0.33 

Methyl ethyl 0.53 1.00 -0.10 
Ketone 

Pyridine 0.18 0.94 -0.17 

Acetonitrile 1.11 1.85 -0.40 

Hexane 1. 24 1. 76 1.16 

,* 

-0.13 

-0.09 

-0.60 

-0.47 

-0.98 

0.60 
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in terms of selective interactions. The polar solvent interactions with 

the polymer blend were thought to be most affected by the hydrogen 

bonding between the two polymers - an interaction which is favorable and 

thus should yield a low X23 value. The nonpolar probe interactions with 

the blend were attributed to dispersive forces in the blend - an 

interaction which is unfavorable. A large X23 value is, therefore, 

obtained for these probes. 
'* A problem with Olabisi's data is that the calculated X23 and X23 

'* 
values are inconsistent. The X23 values should be larger than the X23 

values based on the polymer-solvent interaction parameter data also 
* * presented. The X12 and X13 quantities indicate that all the solvents 

that were tested had a higher affinity or specific retention volume in 

the pure PCL than the PVC. Moreover, the hard core volume fraction of 

PVC is larger than its volume fraction in the blend. Therefore, the 

quantity 

and the X23 values calculated using equation (2.82) are smaller than 
,* 

the X23 values determined with equation (2.84). 

A discussion of the above problem with Dr. Olabisi did not resolve 

the issue. The original retention volume data were no longer available, 

and the above calculations could not be repeated. In light of this, the 

X23 parameter was calculated from the data obtained in our laboratory 

and the results are presented in Chapter IV. 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride)-poly(methyl methacrylate)l20 and 
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polystyrene-poly(n-butyl methacrylate)l24 blends were studied by 

Dipaola-Baranyi with IGC. The X23 values were calculated using 

aromatic, alcohol and carbonyl containing probes. The interaction 

parameter did not vary with the type of probe used, but showed a strong 

compositional dependence. For the poly(vinylidene fluoride) blend, the 

X23 value ranged from 0.2 to -0.6 as the weight fraction of 

poly(vinylidene fluori'de) was increased from 0.25 to 0.90. · For the 

polystyrene blend the values ranged between 0.30 and -0.30. 

Lipatovl35 characterized the interactions of polyethylene glycol 

adipate (PEGA) with polypropylene glycol (PPG) oligomer and polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) with each of the above materials. The X23 values 

calculated for the blends were found to be a function of the composition 

of the blend, but not the solvent probe used. For the three blends 

studied the range of values measured were for PPG-PEG, 0.2 to -0.2; for 

PPG-PEGA, -0.2 to 0.2 and PEGA-PEG, -1.0 to -2.0. 

Harrisl38,139 studied the interaction parameter of polymer blend 

with the vapor sorption technique instead of IGC. X23 values were 

calculated for "phenoxy"{polyhydroxylether of bisphenol-A) with a range 

of aliphatic polyesters with the ternary method as was done with IGC. 

Values ranged from approximately -0.05 to -0.07 with the miscible 

systems. Values of the Gibbs free energy of mixing estimated from X23 

were compared to the data obtained by the melting point depression of 

the polyester in the blend and the heats of mixing of low molecular 

weight analogs of the polymer species. Fair agreement was obtained 

between the two methods (error of less than 50%}, but a clear conclusion 
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concerning the accuracy of the Scott model could not be drawn. The 

model was used only for blends which have a small (in magnitude) Gibbs 

free energy of mixing. Whether the model is valid when the magnitude of 

X23 is much larger.was not determined. Furthermore, the% error in the 

measured X23 values was very large because of their small magnitude. 

Finally, Purne11144,145 studied the interaction of weakly 

complexing mixtures of hydrocarbons with dioctylether, dioctylphthalate, 

dibutylphthalate, dodecanol and other ethers and esters of similar 

molecular weight. For all the systems studied, the retention volume of 

a probe molecule in the mixed stationary phase could be defined in terms 

of the value with the pure components as 

0 

vgl,(23) ( 2. 85) 

where w2 and w3 are the weight fractions of components 2 and 3 in the 

mixture. Essentially the miscible mixtures could not be distinguished 

from immiscible mixtures, which always follow the above relationship, 

from their retention behavior. Moreover, a comparison of the above 

equation with (2.82) indicates the Scott model is a valid approximation 

for these systems. The X23 values, as expected, are close to zero and 

reflect the weak interactions between the blend components. 

To summarize the above work, three generalizations can be made: 

1. The effect of the solvent probe on the measured X23 values is 

unclear. In some works, the X23 values determined with selective 

solvents were the same or larger than those obtained with mutual 

solvents. In other studies, the values were found to be smaller with 
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the selective solvents. 

2. For some miscible polymer blends, the Xz3 value measured were 

positive for all the solvent probes studied. Obviously since Xz3 must 

be negative for a blend to be miscible, it indicates some inadequacies 

of the model, and, as is discussed later, the magnitude of experimental 

error in the measurements. 

3. Work of Harris and Purnell indicate the ternary mo'del is a good 

approximation when the Gibbs excess free energy of mixing is small in 

magnitude. 

In light of the above findings, our work on examining the validity 

of the ternary solution models emphasizes two factors. First, since the 

effect of the probe molecule on the accuracy of ternary solution models 

is still unclear, polymer blends and low molecular weight mixtures v,ere 

examined with several different probe molecules. Second, because the 

validity of the models has not been determined for blends that have a 

large (in magnitude) free energy of mixing, blends for which the 

magnitude of the quanity was large (greater than 1 calorie/gram) were 

studied. 

c. Copolymer Interactions. Several workers have treated 

copolymers as pol~ner blends and have analyzed the interactions between 

the unlike segments of copolymers in the melt according to the Scott 

model. In this case, IGC was a unique tool for defining the 

incompatibility of the unlike segments in a copolymer. 

Rupprecht investigated the polydimethylsiloxane-polystyrene15 and 

the polydimethylsiloxane-poly(ethylene oxide)l36 block copolymers by 
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IGC. Both systems show microphase separation, and the unlike blocks 

are very incompatible as estimated by the difference in their solubility 

parameters. Large positive X23 values (>0.5) were calculated for the 

systems when they were examined in the melt, reflecting the presence of 

a ternary mixture between the probe and the microphase separated 

polymers. Apparently, because of the microheterogeneous structure of 

the copolymer molecular interactions between the unlike seginents are 

able to exist. Moreover, it is possible that an increased level of 

intermixing between the unlike blocks was occurring as the temperature 

was raised above the polystyrene glass transition temperaturel85. 

Kleinl37 studied in the melt a series of immiscible blends and 

block copolymers containing polystyrene and polybutadiene. The systems 

followed the micropartition theory of Purnell. The retention volume of 

a probe in the copolymer could be expressed as the weighted sum of its 

retention volumes in the pure homopolymers. The data reflected X23 

values which were close to zero as is expected from the small difference 

in solubility parameters of the two components. Klein17 later studied 

an ethylene-vinyl-acetate copolymer and found the retention volume of 

probes in the copolymer were higher than expected from the 

micropartition theory. Although no X23 values were calculated, 

inspection of equation (2.82) indicates that the value would be 

positive, a result in accordance with the large difference in the 

solubility parameters of the two homopolymers (8.0(cal/cc)l/2 for 

polyethylene versus -10.0(cal/cc)l/2 for poly(vinyl-acetate)). 

DiPaola-Baranyi125 studied the polymer-polymer interaction 
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parameter of polystyrene-poly(n-butyl methacrylate) random copolymers in 

the melt. The Scott ternary model was again adopted. Values very close 

to zero were obtained for the copolymers with a broad range of solvent 

probes. Again, the results were consistent with the compatibility of 

the copolymer constituents; low molecular weight homopolymers of these 

materials are miscible with one another. 

Although several random and block copolymers were char·acterized by 

IGC, no systems were systematically investigated as a function of the 

degree of microphase separation or the molecular weight of the 

constituent blocks. In the work on the styrene-isoprene-styrene and 

polydimethylsiloxane-bis-A-polycarbonate copolymers presented in this 

thesis, the emphasis has been placed on determining the degree of 

molecular interaction between the unlike blocks as the molecular weight 

of each is changed. If block length affects the level of mixing between 

unlike blocks in a copolymer significantly the measured X23 value should 

vary, increasing with the level of mixing. 

2. Morphology Studies 

a. The Glass Transition and Retention Mechanisms.9 The 

variation of the retention volume of a probe with temperature is such 

that a plot of the logarithm of the retention vol~me versus the 

reciprocal absolute temperature, called a retention diagrrun, is linear. 

In the temperature region of a change in retention mechanism, however, a 

deviation from linearity occurs. Figure 8 shows the retention diagrams 

of hexadecane on polystyrene in the vicinity of the polstyrene glass 
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transition temperature. The diagrams are plotted as a function of the 

weight percent of polymer to support material in the column, or, 

essentially, the film thickness of the polymer on the support. Below 

the glass transition temperature, hexadecane, a very poor solvent for 

polystyrene, can only be adsorbed on the surface of the polystyrene 

films in the column. As the polymer softens the probe is able to 

diffuse into more of the polystyrene. The increasing contr1bution of an 

absorption mechanism causes the retention volume to rise over a moderate 

temperature interval. At more elevated temperatures, the probe is 

diffusing completely into the polymer film and the retention diagram 

again becomes linear. To explain quantitatively the behavior of the 

probe in the two linear regions of the retention diagram a partition 

coefficient for adsorption of the probe, Ka, expressed in units of 

retention volume per unit area of polymer (milliliters/square meter), 

and a parition coefficient for bulk absorption, Kb, in units of 

retention volume per unit weight of polymer in the column (milliliter/ 

gram), are introduced. Below the glass transition temperature the 

specific retention volume can be expressed as: 

v0 = K 
g a 

A 

w 
(2.86) 

where A is the surface area of the polymer film in the column and Wis 

the .weight of polymer. As the percent loading of the support material 

is decreased the ratio of the film area per gram of polymer increases 

and V~ rises as is shown in Figure 8. 
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Above the glass transition temperature, both the absorption and 

adsorption retention mechanisms are active and V~ may be expressed as: 

vo = 
g ( 2. 87 ) 

Under these conditions, the contribution from absorption becomes much 

larger than that from adsorption, provided the percent load1ng of the 

support is moderate (five percent weight of poljTier or a film thickness 

of 5000A or more) as can be seen in the Figure. 

More recentlyl29,196, the diagrams of probes which are good 

solvents for a polymer have been investigated. The retention diagrams 

were found to have little or no deviation from linearity at the glass 

transition temperature of the polymer. These solvent probes were able 

to diffuse into the bulk of polymer below its glass transition 

temperature, but at a much lower rate. Consequently, the retention 

volume exhibited more of a dependence on the flow rate of the carrier 

gas and the elution peaks displayed some tailing. Accurate 

measurementsl29 of the polymer-solvent interaction parameter were made 

at these conditions, however, because the retention volumes were 

measured at low flow rates where the retention is not diffusion 

controlled. 

b. Block Copolymer Morphology. The main structural parameter of 

amorphous block copolymers measured via IGC is the interfacial surface 

area between the microphases containing the unlike blocks. This yields 

an excellent estimate of the size of the microdomains. Other 
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information on the continuity of the unlike microphases and the 

existence of intermixing between microphases can also be obtained and 

are discussed in the Results and Discussion chapter. 

To measure the interfacial surface area, use is made of the dual 

retention mechanism which can exist when the retention volume of a probe 

is measured between the two glass transition temperatures of the block 

copolymer. At these temperature conditions, molten and gla~sy phases 

are present in the copolymer. If a probe which is a nonsolvent for the 

material in the glassy phases is used, it is clear that two retention 

mechanisms contribute to the retention volume of the probe, absorption 

of the probe in the molten phase and its adsorption at the large 

interface between the molten and glassy phases. By measuring the 

contribution of the adsorption mechanism in the retention volume of the 

probe, the interfacial surface area is calculated from the partition 

coefficient for surface adsorption, Ka, of the probe with the polymer 

which constitutes the glassy phase. 

Mathematically, the contribution of the adsorption mechanisms is 

measured by assuming that the probe behaves much as described by 

equation (2.87). That is, the probe is assumed to be integrally 

accessible to each of the phases, and the retention volume in each of 

the phases is not influenced by the presence of tHe other phases. Under 

these conditions, the following relation is valid: 

Vo= 
g 

+ w v0 
3 g,a 

Here V~ is the specific retention volume of the probe in the 

(2.88} 
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0 
copolymer, vg,b is the specific retention volume of the same probe in 

vo . the pure homopolymer which comprises of the soft phase, g,a 1s the 

specific retention volume of the probe. in the homopolymer which makes up 

the glassy phase, and w2 and w3 are, respectively, the weight fractions 

of the soft and glassy phase in the copol~Tier. 
0 0 Vg and vg,b are independently determined from columns 

containing only the copolymer and the polymer which constitutes the soft 

phase. The surface area of the glassy domains in the copolymer is 
Vo calculated by solving for g,a in the above equation and measuring Ka of 

the probe on a column containing only the homopolymer which consitutes 

the glassy phase. Once Ka is known, the surface area, A, may be 

calculated using equation (2.87) or: 

A= v0 
w 

g,a K 
a 

where Wis the weight of the glassy phase per gram of the the 

copol~Tier. 

(2.89) 

From the surface area data, the diameter (or thickness) of the 

glassy domain can be calculated if their shape and density are known. 

For block copolymers, the surface to volume ratio can be expressed in 

terms of the diameter or thickness of the domain, ·d, as 6/d for 

spherical domains, 4/d for rodlike domains and 2/d for lamellae shaped 

domains. Equating these expressions with the expression for the surface 

to volume ratio obtained from the surface area, A, and the density, p, 

one has for a spherical domain: 
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6 A 
= • p (2. 90} 

d w 

Thus, from the retention volume of hydrocarbon probes at room 

temperature between the two glass transition temperatures of a 

microphase separated block copolymer, an estimate of the diameter, d, of 

the domain can be obtained from the above equations or similar relations 

for rodlike and l~nellae shaped phases. 



Chapter III 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. Inverse Gas Chromatography 

1. Preparation of Columns 

To prepare a column, the polymer was first dissolved in a volatile 

solvent in a 250 or 400 milliliter beaker. A weighed quantity of 

support material was added to the polymer solution and the mixture 

agitated to insure that all of the support was wetted by the solution. 

The mixture was first placed in a hood to remove the bulk of the solvent 

and then in a vacuum or convection oven for several hours to remove the 

remaining traces of solvent. An acid washed, dimethylchlorosilane 

treated, 60/80 mesh, chromasorb W support made by Johns Manville was the 

support chosen for these studies with a 60/80 mesh glass beads being 

used only for the determination of adsorption coefficients of 

hydrocarbons on the glassy polymers. Loadings were from 4% to 13% by 

weight polymer for the chromasorb Wand 0.5% for the glass beads. The 

quantity of polymer solution per gram of stationary phase was 2 to 4 ml 

for the chromasorb W suppport and 0.5 ml for the glass beads; amounts 

greater than this produced polymer films on the walls of the beaker and 

aggregation of the support. 

Once the coated support was prepared it was resieved through a 40 

mesh grid to eliminate the large support particles present. The coated 

support was then packed into a quarter inch overall diameter steel 

85 
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column with the aid of a column vibrator. The weight of coated support 

in the column was carefully noted and the ends of the columns plugged 

with silanized glass wool. The column was coiled, placed in the gas 

chromatograph oven and annealed at l0°C above the use temperature for a 

period of 2 hours or more under a helium purge. 

The amount of polymer in the column, essential for the measurement 

of V~, was calculated by determining the percent loading or the 

remaining resieved support. Two methods to find loadings were used -

soxhlet extraction and ashing of the polymer. Soxhlet extractions were 

done on silicone containing polymers, since (polydimethylsiloxane) is 

not particularly volatile. Approximately three to four grams of the 

coated support were placed in a small (20 ml) ceramic thimble and 

extracted in chloroform for a period of 12 hours or more. The percent 

loading was calculated by comparing the dry weight of the polymer and 

support before and after the extraction. Duplicate extractions were 

made to insure accuracy. The percent error of the value for the column 

loading was estimated to be less than 2%. The main source of error was 

the loss of small amount of support particles in the extractor. The 

ashing method was used for the remaining polymer types. Ashing was 

found to be easier and more accurate than the extraction process. The 

coated support, again in ceramic thimbles, was placed in the oven of the 

gas chromatograph at temperature exceeding 450°C for a period of 12 

hours or more. Again, the support was weighted before and after the 

process to determine the percent loading. Contributions of the polymer 

ash or weight loss of the uncoated support were estimated by running 
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blanks of each and found to be negligible. 

2. Apparatus and Measurements. A dual column Bendix Model 2300 

gas chromatograph with a thermal conductivity detector was used in the 

measurements. The column oven temperature was controlled within ±0.5°C, 

and monitored with an Otlega Instruments platinum resistance thermometer. 

Temperature variation in the oven, estimated by placing probes in 

separate regions of the oven, was less than 0.3°C. 

The key parameter in the IGC measurements is the specific 
0 

retention volume, Vg, or the amount of carrier gas required to elute a 

probe from a column containing a gram of polymer. The exact quantity in 

terms of experimental variables is9 

where 

and 

273.2 Vo = 
g 

T 

C = 

J = 1.5 

t -t 
p 0 

w 

PH 0 
1 - ( 2 

p 
0 

F 

) 

(P./P )2 - 1 
[ 1 0 ] 

{P./P )3 - 1 
1 0 

J C (3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here, Tis the temperature of the flowmeter·which measures the 

carrier gas flow rate F, Wis the weight of polymer on the column, tp is 

the retention time of the probe molecule, t 0 is the retention time of 

the noninteracting marker such as air, J is the correction for the 

pressure drop across the column, C is the correction for the vapor 
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pressure of water in the soap bubble fl owmeter, p 
0 is the pressure of 

the carrier gas at the outlet of the column (atmospheric pressure), P. 
l 

is the pressure as the inlet and PH20 is the vapor pressure of water at 

the temperature of the fl owmeter. 

A schematic of the IGC apparatus used in the experiments is shown 

in Figure 9. A helium carrier gas sweeps the volatile probe introduced 

in small quantities (less than 0.1 microliters) in the injettion block 

and transports it over the column containing polymer. Inlet and outlet 

pressures are measured with a mercury manometer to within one torr and 

retention times are recorded with a strip chart recorder. The low flow 

rates of carrier gas, 5 to 10 milliliters per minute, are controlled by 

regulator valves on the gas cylinder and on the instrument to insure 

constant readings on the flowmeter. 

To measure thermodynamic parameters such as X from retention 

volume data, one has to be certain of two facts. First, the retention 

mechanism must be only bulk absorption; adsorption of the probe on the 

surface of the polymer film and the support must make a negligible 

contribution or the parameters obtained will not correspond to those of 

the bulk material. Second, the probe must diffuse throughout the 

polymer film if the retention volume is to be representative of the 

equilibrium vapor pressure of the probe-polymer pair. To assure rapid 

diffusion, the pol~ners were studied, whenever possible, above their 

glass transitions or melting points, where coefficients of diffusion are 

quite large. Also, the flow rates of carrier gas and probe volumes were 

kept very low (less than 10 ml/min and 0.1 microliters, respectively). 
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Figure 9. Schematic of the gas chromatographic apparatus. 
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Contributions of adsorption to the retention volume were eliminated by 

moderate loading of the support, between 4 and 13% by weight of polymer 

for the chrornasorb W support, with the polymer. Lower loadings were 

shown by several workersl51-153,115 to yield detectable contributions to 

the retention volume from adsorption, while at higher loadings diffusion 

of the probe throughout the film became a problem. 

To measure the retention time, a small amount of the probe was 

injected (with a 10 microliter syringe) into the chromatograph along 

with air as a marker. Retention times were noted. Then traces of the 

probe remaining in the syringe from the previous injection were again 

introduced with air into the column and the retention time measured. 

The procedure was repeated until consecutive injections showed no 

dependence of the retention volume on the amount of probe in the column. 

Typically this occurred when the probe peak area was of the same order 

of magnitude as the 5 to 10 microliters of air injected with the probe. 

The retention volumes were calculated from the chromatogram peak 

maxima as recommended by Young154. For the morphology studies, where 

considerable tailing of the probe peak occurs because of a contribution 

from adsorption, the retention volume values were obtained by drawing 

tangents to the elution profile. The experimental range of retention 

volumes measured for a particular probe-polymer interaction was 2% of 

V~ for those polymers in \'1hich only one column \'1as examined and 4% for 

polymers in which additional columns were packed and examined. 

The error in the measured polymer solvent, normalized polymer-

polymer interaction parameters, and block copolymer domain radii was 
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estimated from the above range of specific retention volume values. 
I Absolute errors of ±0.04 and 0.40 were obtained for the X12 and X23 

parameters, respectively, and ±10% for the drnnain radii of the block 

copolymers. The relative error was from 33 to 100% of the values for 

the thermodynamic parameters. In the case of the X12 values, the 

smallest error was observed ~hen different probes and temperatures on 

the same column were compared ( ±0 .10 for X23 and ±0. 02 for ·x12) while 

the largest errors occurred when comparisons of values for different 

blends and hompolymers (±0.20-0.30 for X23 and ±0.04 for X12) were made. 

B. Thermodynamic Calculations 

1. Interaction Parameters 

The polymer and probe properties used in the calculations of the 

polymer-solvent interaction parameters and polymer-polymer interaction 

parameters were taken from the literature. Probe molecule vapor 

pressures were calculated from Antoine coefficients obtained from 

Olabisil30, Dreisbackl55 and Reidl56. Probe molecule molar volumes were 

obtained from the same sources. Second virial coefficients of the 

probes were calculated by the method of Vetere outlined in Reid. The 

specific volume of nitrocellulose and polydimethylsiloxane were taken 

from Epsteinl58 and Galinl27, respectively, and the values for the 

remaining polymers were obtained from Van Krevelanl57. 

2. Wilson Equation Parameters. The six adjustable parameters of 

the Wilson equation used to characterize the activity coefficients of 

the components of a ternary mixture were taken from a compilation of 
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vapor-liquid equilibrium data published by Gmehlingl60. The collection 

is quite exhaustive, containing the equilibrium data for over 100 

ternary systems appearing in the literature prior to 1977. The 

activitiy coefficient, Yi, of a species i in a mixture is found by 

determining the mole fractions, xi and Yi, respectively, of that species 

in the liquid and vapor phases, the total vapor pressure P of the 
pO . system, and the vapor pressure i of the pure component 1 iith the 

relation: 

0 Y· • p = x . . y .• P. 
1 1 1 l (3.4) 

Here, the fugacity coefficients of the liquid and vapor are 

assumed to be equal and the Poynting correction for the influence of the 

vapor pressure on the fugacity of the liquid was assumed to have a value 

of unity. These assumptions introduce a negligible (<1%) error at one 

atmosphere pressure at which the activity coefficient measurements were 

made. 

Wilson parameters were fitted to the activity coefficient data by 

a simplex method of Nelderl60 outlined in Gmehlingl59, and the objective 

function was the sum of the squared relative deviations of the activity 

coefficients. Deviations of the Wilson parameters from the experimental 

data were expressed as 6yi, the difference in the calculated and 

experimental mole fractions of component in the vapor phase. For all 

the systems studied in this work, l6Yi I, had a mean value of 0.015 or 

less. 

The objective of these calculations was to find the activity 
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coefficients of species 11111 in each of the pure components, 11211 and 11311 , 

Y12 and Y13, and the activity coefficient of species 1 in the mixture of 

2 and 3, both computed at infinite dilution of component 1. These 

values were then used to calculate the excess free energy of mixing from 

the ternary solution models. In addition, the activity coefficients of 

2 and 3 in the 2-3 mixture, Y2 3 and Y3 2, were required to calculate 
' ' 

the Gibbs free energy of mixing predicted according to the models from 

binary data. To calculate the coefficients, the Aij values tabulated 

for a ternary mixture in Gmehling were used to calculate the activity 

coefficients from the fol lowing equations derived from the Wilson model. 

For the Wilson parameters one has: 

T •• 
lJ 

A .. 
exp [ - - 1J-J 

RT 
(3.5} 

For the binary activity coefficients the general form of equation 

(2.41} is used 
T. • - T •• 

lny .. = -ln(x. + -r •• x.) + x. [ 
lJ l lJ J J 

lJ 
X. + T •• X. T • • X. X. 

Jl 
+ J 

1 1 J 1 J 1 1 J 

and for the activity coefficient of 1 in the 2-3 mixture 

equation (2.42)is used in the limit as Xi + 0: 

lnyl(2,3) l - ln(X2Tl2 + X3•13) -
X2 T21 x3 131 

= [ + J 
X2 + X3 •23 X3 + Xz •32 

L L 
In the above equations, Vj and Vi are the molar volumes of 

(3.6} 

(3. 7) 
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liquids j and i, and Tis the average temperature at which the 

vapor-liquid equilibrium calculations are made. 

The binary parameters should correlate well with the values 

determined from the binary mixture even though they are determined from 

ternary vapor-liquid equilibrium data. Furthermore, the activity 

coefficients calculated from the Wilson parameters should be based on 

experimental data obtained at low concentrations of cornpone"nt 1. To 

ensure that above criteria were met, calculations were done only on 

systems for which the activity data had been calculated over a broad 

range of compositions for x2 and X3 (0.2 to 0.8) and at low 

values of xl (data points at values of 0.2 or less). 

Systems for which fewer than 20 data points were collected, were 

rejected. The above criteria eliminated about one-half of the ternary 

systems which were listed in the literature. 

C. Polymers 

1. Copolymers 

Two different copolymers were investigated. Perfectly alternating 

block copolymers of polydirnethylsiloxane (PDMS) and bis-A-polycarbonate 

{PC) were synthesized by Riffle, and a complete description of their 

synthesis is availablel46. The PDMS oligomer was.made by equilibrating 

a low molecular weight (<Mn>= 1800) dimethylamine terminated 

polydimethylsiloxane oligomer (obtained from Union Carbide) with the 

appropriate amounts of cyclic tetramer and tetramethyl ammonium 

silanolate catalyst in a neat solution. The reaction is thought to 
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proceed by the mechanism proposed by Scott147 and Hurdl48. End group 

titrations were used to characterize the number average molecular 

weights of the oligomers and their values ranged from 5,000 to 10,000 

grams/mole. 

The polycarbonate al igomers were made by phosgenating bisphenol-A 

(Union Carbide) in methylene chloride/pyridine. Well defined block 

lengths were obtained by using the method of capping portio"ns of the 

bisphenol with trimethylsilylchloride. The silyl end groups were 

reconverted to reactive hydroxyls after phosgenation by the addition of 

dilute hydrochloric acid. The molecular weights were determined using 

a UV-visible technique developed by Shchori and McGrathl49 and ranged 

from 3,400 to 19,000 grams/mole. 

The perfectly alternating block copolymers were prepared by the 

silyl amine-hydroxyl reaction as outlined below. 

CH3 0 CH3 

H-foOiOo-~~oQ){Q)oH 
CH3 CH3 

+ 

+ 
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Slightly less than a stoichiometric amount of siloxane was added 

to the dehydrated solution of the polycarbonate oligomer in refluxing 

chlorobenzene. A slight excess of polycarbonate was used for stability 

purposes. A perfectly alternating copol~Tier was obtained in the silyl 

amine reaction because the end groups on the PDMS and PC oligomers can 

react only with each other and not the end groups of the same oligomer. 

Estimates of the number of block units in the copolym·er were made 

by comparing solution viscosities of the samples with other POMS-PC 

block copolymers of known number average molecular weight synthesized in 

our laboratoryl50. The results gave Mn between 50,000 and 

100,000 grams/mole indicating that the number of blocks in the copolymer 

was from 4 to 10 on the average. The weight fraction of the components 

in the PDMS-PC copolymers was determined by proton NMR (the absorbance 

of PDMS methyl and PC aromatic hydrogens). The technique was accurate 

to ±1% but yielded values somewhat lower than calculated from the block 

lengths of the copolymer due to exclusion of cyclic siloxane oligomer in 

the copol~ner synthesis. 

A randomly coupled block or segmented copolymer was synthesized 

using a PDMS oligomer of low molecular weight (Mn - 2000} reacted in 

situ with phosgene and bisphenol A monomer. The phosgene coupled both 

unlike segments or like segments with each other,·and the sequence of 

segments in a chain was controlled by the kinetics of the phosgene 

reaction with the siloxane and carbonate components (not by the 

functionality of the oligomer end groups, as was the case for the 

perfectly alternating copolymer). The importance of this difference is 
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apparent in the morphology studies discussed later. 

Styrene-isoprene-styrene triblock copolymers were synthesized 

anionically by Dr. I. C. Wang of Phillips Petroleum Company. Tert-butyl 

lithium and cyclohexane were the initiator and solvent, respectively, in 

the reaction, and the copolymer was obtained by sequential addition of 

the isoprene and styrene monomers to the above mixture. Gel Permeation 

Chromatographs of the final products showed the polymers to· have very 

narrow molecular weight distributions (the ratio of the weight to number 

average molecular weights was less than 1.1) and no diblock 

contamination. NMR measurements of the copolymer indicated the isoprene 

block contained over 95% of the 1,4 isomer which was predominately cis. 

Block molecular weights were higher than for the PDMS-PC copolymers, 

ranging from 10,000 to over 100,000 grams/mole. 

Complete characterization data of the copolymers is in the Results 

and Discussion Section. 

2. Homopolymers 

The polyisoprene studied in this work was synthesized anionically 

in Dr. McGrath's laboratory and had a molecular weight of 210,000 

grams/mole. The remaining homopolymers were obtained commercially and 

their source and molecular weights are listed in Table 3. All of the 

polymers were used as received. 

D. Thermal Analysis 

Glass transition temperatures and melting points of the block 

copolymers and blends were measured by differential scanning calorimetry 
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Table 3 

Information on the Source Structure and Molecular Weight of the 
Commercial Homopolymers 

Polymer 

Poly(vinyl chloride) 

Poly(vinyl acetate) 

Repeat Unit 

H H 
I I 

-C-C-

i t1 
H H 
I I 

-C-C-
1 I 
H 0 

l=o 
I 
CH3 

H F 
I I 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) -C-C-

i i 
0 
II 

Poly(£-caprolactone) -(CH2)5-C-O-

CH3 
I 

Polydimethylsiloxane -Si-0-
I 
CH3 

Poly(methyl acrylate) -CH2-CH-
~=O 
I 
OCH3 

Source 

Po 1 ys c i en t if i c 

Aldrich 

University of 
Texas 

Polyscientific 

Silar 
Laboratories 

Polyscientific 

Molecular 
Weight 

( grams/mo 1 e) 

93,000 

Mv = 80,000 

Mv = 23,000 
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Table 3 (cont.) 

Molecular 
Weight 

Polymer Repeat Unit Source (grams/mole) 

Polystyrene 6H2-Union Carbide Mv = 200,000 

CH20N02 

~ 0 
Nitrocellulose rOz H 

H Lo2 

Polyscientific 

Bis-A- 0rQL- Mobay Mv = 30,000 
Polycarbonate 

tH3 
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(DSC). DSC scans were obtained at l0°C/minute on a Perkin Elmer DSC-2. 

A DSC scan of the polydimethylsiloxane homopol~Tier is shown in Figure 10. 

At lower temperatures a glass transition temperature (Tg) is apparent as 

the point of inflection in the heat capacity change associated with the 

softening of the pol~er. At higher temperatures the pol~er chains, 

now in a liquid-like state, are able to crystallize and a 

crystallization temperature, Tc, was taken as the temperature at which 

the rate of heat capacity change was greatest or at which the peak in 

the endotherm was observed. At even higher temperatures another peak is 

observed and was assigned to the melting point, Tm, as indicated in the 

figure. Throughout this work DSC scans are consistent with the above 

interpretation. 

E. Electron Microscop~ 

Transmission electron micrographs were obtained with a JEOL lOOC 

electron microscope for the polydimethylsiloxane-bis-A-polycarbonate 

copol~ers. Specimens were prepared by casting one drop of a 2% 

chloroform solution of the copol~Tier on a water surface in a rectangular 

(8.5 11 x 1111 x 311} glass vessel filled with distilled water. Films of 

approximately lOOOA thickness were transferred to the sample holders, 

80/100 mesh copper grids, by removing the ~,ater u11til the film draped 

over the copper grid sitting on a metal screen at the bottom of the 

vessel. The films were then dried at 120°C for several hours to remove 

the remaining water. 

Specimens were examined at an accelerating voltage of 60 kilovolts 
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on the instrument at magnifications of 30,000 to 40,000. Calibration of 

the magnification was done with a carbon grating and the micrographs 

were recorded as photographic negatives. Domain dimensions were 

determined by making slides of the negatives and making measurements 

on the magnified images of the slides produced by a projector. 

Estimated error of this technique is ±20A in the measurement of domain 

size. 

F. Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) 

A standard kratky small angle x-ray camera was used for the SAXS 

measurements. The x-ray source was a Siemen AG Cu 40/2 tube, and a CuKa 

monochromatic beam (A=l.542 angstroms) was obtained by Ni foil 

filtering. The counting of x-ray intensity was with a proportional gas 

detector and the camera motor, as well as data acquisition, were 

controlled by a PDP/Ba computer. A slit source of the x-ray beam was 

used, and desmearing of the data was done by a method developed by 

Vonkl91. The Bragg's maximum or the d spacing of the domains were 

utilized to determine the domain diameters by the method of Skouliosl92. 

Further details of the experimental technique can be found in.Abouzahr's 

thesisl93. 

G. Calorimetry 

Heats of Mixing of nitrocellulose containing blends were measured 

with a Tian Calvet microcalorimeter. Heats of solution of the blended, 

6H4, and unblended, 6H12, compositions were separately obtained in order 

to find the heat of mixing of the blend, 6H, from the thermodynamic 
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cycle below. 

polymer 1 + polymer 2 1-2 mixture 

~12 /.4 
- solution 1-2 

where ~H = ~H12 - &-14. 

Obviously, the heat of mixing of the blend cannot be determined directly 

because of the viscous or glassy nature of polymers. The above cycle 

comes from basic thermodynamic principles (Hess' law), and the heat of 

mixing of the blend~ not based on any solution model; the heats of 

mixing reported below are the actual experimental values. 

The heats of solution were measured with a Setaram MS70 

microcalorimeter, a sample cell and chamber of which are shown in Figure 

11. The apparatus has four such cells and detectors. Each detector 

consists of a 496 junction thermocouple pile and two piles are connected 

in electrical opposition. Heats of solution were obtained by first 

placing equal 0.15 to 0.20 gram quantities of the blended and unblended 

polymers in -2.5 milliliter vacuum sealed ampoules, and immersing them 

in the solvent. The sample cells were placed in the sample chambers and 

allowed to equilibrate overnight. The polymer was then mixed with the 

solvent by breaking the fragile tip on the ampoule. The heat flow 

produced was registered as a voltage in the thermoelectric pile 

connecting the sample cell with the constant temperature block. The 

voltage was integrated until steady state was reached, typically about 
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Figure 11. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CALORIMETER SAMPLE CELL (I) AND 
CHAMBER (II) 
A: r1ICROCALORIMETRIC ELrnrnT (DETECTOR) 
B: TEMPERATURE REGULATOR PROBE 
C: TEMPERATURE REGULATOR HEATER 
D: TEMPERATURE REGULATOR 
E: AMPLIFIER 
F: RECORDER 
G: INTEGRATOR COUNTER 
H: PLATINUM RESISTANCE THERMOMETER 
I: INSULATION 

\ 
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two to three hours. Heats of solution could then be calculated. The 

calorimeter integrator outputted the results as counts and the 

sensitivity in the measurements was 2 x 10-3 Joules per count. Steady 

state was considered to be reached when a constant number of counts 

resulted for a period of 15 minutes. This criteria corresponds to a 

detection limit of< 60µJ/sec. 

Corrections including the vaporization of the solvent· in the 

mixing process were applied by measuring the heat change when the 

empty ampoule was broken in the presence of the solvent. In all cases 

the correction was small, about 10% of the heat of solution value. The 

polymer concentration in the ampoules was assumed to be determined by 

the initial stoichiometries. The small size of the opening in the 

ampoule prevented the polymer from diffusing out of the ampoule into the 

solvent reservoir, thus eliminating the problem of different dilutions 

of the polymer with solvent. 

The error in the measurements was estimated from duplicate 

determinations of the heat of solution of three of the unblended 

nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) mixture. The duplicate values for 

the 20%, 40% and ao,; by weight NC (using different films) were within 

1.0-1.5 joules of one another, making the estimated error in the heat of 

mixing of the blend of about 2.0 to 3.0 joules/gr~m. The% error in the 

heats of mixing of the blend was approximately 15-25% of the calculated 

values. 



Chapter IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Ternary Model Calculations on Low Molecular Weight Compounds 

1. Scott Ternary Model 

a. Background. Again, as mentioned in the historic~l section, 

a good way to ascertain the validity of the ternary model in IGC 

calculations is to extend the model to low molecular weight mixtures. 

Here, the Gibbs free energy of mixing calculated according to the 

ternary models can be compared easily to its experimental value. 

According to the Scott model the excess Gibbs free energy of 

mixing, GE, as ~1 + 0 is from equation (2.14) and (2.17): 

where 

( 4 .1) 

(4.2) 

To express GE per mole of the binary mixture one divides both sides of 

equation (4.1) by n1 + n2, and substitutes equation 4.2 into 4.1 

leaving: 
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where Vl is the molar vo 1 ume and x · l the mole fraction of species 

The above expression reduces to 
. 

RT(x2V2+x3V3) 
4>2 <1>3 ( V /1>2 ( V ) 4>3 

GME ln 
[ {yl2) h13) J [ 2 3 ] = 

vl yl, 23 (x/ 2 +x/ 3) 

when the activities are referred to the same volume fraction of 

component 1. 

(4.3) 

i. 

(4.4) 

To determine the free energy of mixing according to the Scott 

model, the contribution of the combinatorial entropy of mixing to the 

overall free energy of mixing is added to the above expression. From 

equation (2.10) one has: 

The experimental value of the Gibbs free energy of mixing is 

calculated with the binary vapor-liquid equilibrium data from the 

following expression: 

(4.5) 

where Y23 and Y32 are the molar activity coefficients of 2 and 3 in the 

binary mixture of 2 and 3 only. 

For a particular binary 2-3 mixture, the validity of the Scott 
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model is determined by comparing the value of GM determined with 

equations (4.5) and (4.6). A good correlation indicates the 

experimental value of GM is accurately calculated with the Scott model 

at the conditions of the IGC experiment, infinite dilution of component 

1 (the probe molecule). 

To make the calculations on the low molecular weight liquids a 
. 

better model of the calculations done with IGC on polymer blends, the 

contribution of the combinatorial entropy of mixing to the Gibbs free 

energy in equations (4.5) and (4.6) is subtracted. Polymer blends, as 

discussed earlier, have a very small combinatorial entropy of mixing. 

Subtracting the combinatorial free energy of mixing from equation (4.5) 

and (4.6) gives one a better picture of the magnitude and the accuracy 

of the Gibbs free energy of mixing which would be calculated for the 

polymer analogs of low molecular weight mixtures. A second modification 

of the above equations, which makes the reporting of the data much 

easier, was made; the excess free energy of mixing was divided by RT and 

expressed as a reduced excess free energy of mixing, GM/RT. With these 

changes, equation (4.5) and (4.6) reduce to: 

cj,2 <j>3 (V ) <1>2(V /3 GME (x2V2+x3V3) (y12) (yl3) 
= lnl 2 3 ] ( 4. 7) RT vl y123 , (x/ 2 +x3V 3) 

and 

(4.8) 

respectively. 
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Two important points concerning the above equations and the meaning 

of any comparison between them should be made. First, because the 

combinatorial entropy of mixing according to the Scott model in these 

calculations is the same as the combinatorial entropy of mixing of a 

binary mixture according to the Flory-Huggins model, equation {4.8) is 

GME/RT of a binary mixture according to the Flory-Huggins model. In 

this section, in order to make the discussion simpler, GME/RT calculated 

according to equation {4.8) is referred to as the value calculated 

according to the Flory model. Second, even though the results in the 

above equations are expressed as a reduced excess Gibbs free energy of 

mixing calculated according to the Scott and Flory models, a correlation 

between GME/RT calculated with equations 4.7 and 4.8 indicates the 

experimental Gibbs free energy of mixing may be accurately calculated 

with the Scott model. The same expression for the contribution of the 

combinatorial entropy of mixing to the overall free energy of mixing was 

subtracted from equations (4.5) and (4.6) to obtain equations {4.7) and 

(4.8). Thus, if good agreement between ~E/RT calculated with both 

equations (4.7) and (4.8) is found, then the Scott ternary model at the 

conditions of the IGC experiment can be used to accurately calculate 

the experimental Gibbs free energy of mixing of a binary mixture. 

Calculations of GME according to the two models were made on 

mixtures of small molecules exhibiting a broad range of molecular 

interactions. Systems containing hydrocarbons, aromatics, alcohols, 

ketones, chlorinated hydrocarbons and water were studied. Emphasis was 

placed on examining mixtures expected to have large GME values, and on 
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systems in which the same binary mixture could be investigated with many 

different third components. To anticipate the conclusion, when dealing 

with polymers, this research has shown that IGC calculations must be 

subject to some definite constraints: a large number of probe molecules 

can be used to study the same binary mixture, but only mixtures having 

large absolute Gr.,E values can be measured with a high percent of 

accuracy. 

b. Hydrocarbon and Aromatic Mixtures. Systems containing 

aromatic compounds plus hydrocarbons usually exhibit the behavior 

normally identified with ideal solutions. The excess entropy and the 

excess Gibbs free energy of mixing are small. The mixing among 

molecules may be considered to be random, and no strong specific 

interactions exist between the components of the solution. Thus, as 

shown in Table 4, it was no surprise to see good agreement between 

GME/RT calculated according to the binary and ternary solution models. 

For the five mixtures compiled in the table, GME/RT calculated according 

to the ternary model are within the experimental error of 0.02 of the 

values determined with the binary model for four of them. Both the 

magnitude and the concentration dependence of the ~E/RT are accurately 

calculated with the Scott model. The reason for the poor agreement 
. 

between models for the heptene-heptane-octane mixture is not well 

understood. The system is one which the Scott model should be accurate 

because the interactions between components are primarily dispersive and 

all the species are homologous. Possibly the the activity data reported 

in the literature for the mixture was not accurate. In any case, the 
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Table 4 

The Reduced Excess Free Energy of Mixing (GME/RT) Calculated 
for Mixtures Containing Hydrocarbons and Aromatics A~cQrding to the 

Scott TernarytaJ and Flory-Huggins Modelt0J • 

cj,2 + 0.10 0.30 a.so 0.70 0.90 COMPONENTS 

Binary f.bdel 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.02 Heptane (1), cyclohexane 
Ternary Model 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.02 toluene (3) 

Bi nary Model 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Benzene (1), Methylcyclo-
Ternary Mode 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 pentane (2), Hexane (3) 

(2) 

Bi nary Model o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 Benzene (1), cyclohexane (2) 
Ternary Model 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 Hexane ( 3) 

Bi nary f.bde 1 0.05 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.05 Cyclohexane (1), Cycle-
Ternary Model 0.05 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.04 Hexene (2), 1,2 Dichloro-

ethane ( 3) 

Bi nary Mode 1 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 Heptene ( 1), Heptane (2), 
Ternary Model -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 Octane (3) 

a) Equation 4.7 
b) Equation 4.8 
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the overall agreement between the ternary model and the binary model 

was excellent for these systems. 

c. Benzene-2-Propanol. For this mixture, the excess Gibbs 

free energy of mixing is large in magnitude and positive, refl~cting the 

unfavorable interactions between benzene and the more polar 2-propanol. 

In Table 5, GME/RT calculated according to the binary and ternary model 

is listed for four different ternary mixtures. Two points should be 

made concerning the data. First, there is a slight difference in the 

quantity GME/RT calculated according to the binary model for the five 

ternary mixtures. This is because the experimental value {binary model) 

of Gr,,E/RT was calculated from the four different sets of thermodynamic 

data for the ternary mixtures. Thus, some variation is seen because of 

experimental errors in the thermodynamic data and also because of the 

slightly different temperatures at which the data was collected. 

Second, with the exception of the ternary mixture containing carbon 

tetrachloride, good agreement between the results for the two models is 

observed. Despite the fact that these mixtures display large deviations 

from "ideal" soluton behavior, the model is still accurate. Moreover, 

the compositional dependence of the excess free energy of mixing is 

accurately reflected with all the type 1 molecules, as can be seen in 

Figure 12. 

d. Ketones and Chlorinated Solvents. Mixtures of chlorinated 

compounds and ketones are most important solutions to analyze, since it 

is these that display the strong hydrogen bonding often found in 

miscible polymer blends. Tables 6 and 7 display ternary mixtures of 
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Table 5 

GME/RT for Be9z~ne-2-Propanol Mixtures Pr~g~cted 
the ScottlaJ and Flory-Huggins Modelsl 1 

0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0. 90 COMPONENTS 

Bi nary Model 0.10 0. 25 0.32 0.30 0.15 2-Butanone fl~, Benzene 
Ternary Mode 1 0.13 0.32 0.·41 0.41 0.23 2-Propano l 3 . 

Bi nary Model 0.14 0.30 0.33 0.27 0.11 Methyl Acetate (1) 
Ternary Mode 1 0.18 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.10 Benzene (2), 

2-Propanol (3) 

Binary Model 0.14 0.28 0.33 0.30 0.14 Hexane (1), Benzene ( 2) ' 
Ternary Mode 1 0. 20 0.35 0.36 0.27 0.11 2-Propanol (3) 

0.11 0.25 0.33 0.31 0.15 

(2) 

Bi nary Model Tetrachloromethane (1), 
Ternary Mode 1 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.06 Benzene (2), 2-Propanol (3) 

ba) Equation 4. 7 
) Equation 4.8 
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Figure 12. (GME/RT) calculated for the benzene-2-propanol ~ixture 
according to the Scott ternary model with the probes methyl 
acetate (A), hexane(•), 2-butanone (T), and carbon 
tetrachloride (0). The results are compared to the values 
calculated according to the Flory-Huggins ~odel ~-
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Table 6 

The Reduced Excess Free Energy of Mixing (GME/RT) Calculated 
for Chloroform-Acetone Mixtures by the Scott Ternary and the 

Flory-Huggins Model 

~2 + 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 COMPONENTS 

Binary Model -0.06 -0.14 -0.17 -0.15 -0.07 4-Methyl 2-Pentanone (1) 
Ternary Model -0.06 -0.16 -0.21 -0.19 -0.09 Chloroform (2), Acetone (3) 

Binary r-.bdel -0.04 -0.10 -0.14 -0.13 -0.06 Toluene (1), Chloroform (2) 
Ternary Model -0.02 -0.05 -0.08 -0.09 -0.05 Acetone (3) 

Binary Model -0.06 -0.16 -0.19 -0.17 -0.08 2,3 Dimethyl butane (1), 
Ternary r-.bdel -0.04 -0.11 -0.14 -0.13 -0.07 Chloroform (2), Acetone (3) 

Binary r-.bdel -0.05 -0.14 -0.18 -0.17 -0.08 Hexane (l)~ Choroform (2), 
Ternary Model 0.00 -0.05 -0.08 -0.09 -0.06 Acetone (31, . 

Binary Model -0.07 -0.05 -0.16 -0.12 -0.05 Dimethoxymethane (1), 
Ternary Model 0.08 0.26 0.39 0.43 0.26 Acetone (2), Chloroform (3) 
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Table 7 

GME/RT for Other Mixtures with Strongly Hydrogen Bonding Components 

~2 + 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 COMPONENTS 

Binary Model -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 Benzene (1), Acetone (2) 
Ternary Model -0.03 -0.07 -0.08 -0.06 -0.02 1,2 Dichloroethane (3) 

Binary Model -0.06 -0.14 -0.17 -0.15 -0.07 Acetone (1), Chloroform (2) 
Ternary Model -0.07 -0.17 -0.22 -0.20 -0.10 4-Methyl 2-Pentanone (3) 

Binary Model -0.07 -0.15 -0.17 -0.14 -0.06 Benzene (1), 2-Butanone (2) 
Ternary Model -0.06 -0.11 -0.13 -0.10 -0.04 Chloroform (3). 

Binary Model -0.11 -0.24 -0.28 -0.23 -0.10 Cyclohexanone (1), cyclo-
Ternary Model -0.16 -0.32 -0.32 -0.23 -0.10 hexanol (2), Phenol (3) 

Binary Model -0.46 -0.68 -0.61 -0.41 -0.15 Cyclohexane (1), Cyclohexa-
Ternary Model -0.32 -0.35 -0.26 -0.16 -0.05 none (2), Cyclohexanol (3) 

Binary Model 
Ternary Model 

Binary Model 
Ternary Model 

-0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.01 Ethyl acetate(l}, Acetone(2) 
0.03 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.01 Methyl Acetate (3) 

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 2 Butanone(l},3-Pentanone(2) 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4-Methyl 2-Pentanone (3) 
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this type for which vapor-liquid equilibrium data were available. Data 

for the acetone-chloroform mixtures were found with five third 

components having a range of chemical structures. Thus, there was an 

opportunity to examine molecular structures effects on the 

thermodynamics as was discussed earlier for the polymer blends. Three 

facts concerning such structural differences are easily discernable. 

First, the GME values calculated according to the ternary m~del for 

molecules which are poor solvents for both acetone and chloroform (the 

aromatics and hydrocarbons) were higher than those determined with a 

mutually good solvent (4-methyl-2-pentanone). This result is in 

accordance with arguments of Olabisil3 cited above. Good solvents for 

both of the components of a binary mixture seem sensitive to the 

favorable interactions between the two species, whereas poorer solvents 

apparently monitor the unfavorable ones. A similar trend was also seen 

in the remaining ketone and alcohol containing mixtures in Table 7. The 

Gibbs free energy calculated with the third components acetone and 

cyclohexanone, mutual solvents for the species in the mixtures, are more 

accurate that the values calculated with the poorer solvents, the 

hydrocarbon and aromatics. Data taken by Pouchleyl61 on the heat of 

mixing of heptane with a 2-butanone-chloroform mixture also support such 
' 

an observation. The measured heats of mixing of heptane with the 

mixture and with the pure components indicated a weaker interaction 

between the butanone and chloroform species than was actually found to 

exist. 

A second observation concerns the dimethyloxymethane-chloroform-
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acetone mixture. In this case, the reduced excess free energy 

calculated by using the ternary model was greater than that predicted 

with binary data even though the third component was a good solvent for 

both species in the binary mixture. A similar discrepancy was found for 

the ethyl acetate-acetone-methyl acetate mixture. Here the third 

component was a good solvent for both species, but yielded the results 

expected of a poor solvent. Again, no satisfactory explanation exists. 

This example emphasizes the point that no absolute rules exist for 

predicting the applicability of the Scott ternary model, given the 

molecular structures of all three components. For the best estimate of 

GME, ~ large number of different types of compounds (ketones, esters, 

etc.) which are good solvents for the species of the mixture should be 

investigated. Good agreement between the results obtained with 

different molecular types can serve as an indicator of the accuracy of 

the ternary model. Such an approach was used in the IGC calculations of 

the present work. 

A third point to be made in summary is that for most of the data 

which were analyzed the shape of the free energy of mixing vs. 

composition curve was accurately predicted with the ternary model - the 

concentration dependence of GME which resulted in the case of both the 

good and poor third components was in agreement with the binary data. 

This conclusions is supported in Figure 13 where the excess free energy 

of mixing of the binary acetone-chloroform mixture is presented for all 

of the third components examined. The results are compared with the 

average of the binary model calculations of the above five mixtures. 
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Figure 13. (GME/RT) calculated for the chloroform-acetone mixture 
according to the Scott rnodel with the rrobes dimethoxy-
methane (Y), hexane (V), toluene (6), 4-~ethyl 2-pentanone 
(0), and 2,3 di~ethylbutane (•). The results are plotted 
with values calculated according to the Flory-Huggins model. 
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The Scott model allows one to calculate the excess free energy of 

mixing, but not the heat of mixing of a binary mixture. The latter 

typically has a value two to three times the excess free energy of 

mixing for mixtures of ketones and chlorinated hydrocarbons primarily 

because of the contribution of the large negative excess entropy of 

mixing of such systemsl62. 

In light of the above facts, a question arises about the 

fundamental nature of the details of the Scott model and of what one 

might expect when it is applied to binary solution data. The Scott 

model assumes that there are no specific interactions and that there is 

no excess entropy of mixing of the components; but nevertheless, yields 

a fairly accurate prediction GME for the ketone and chlorinated 

hydrocarbon mixtures. A possible explanation for this surprisingly 

satisfactory representation is that for binary mixtures the density of 

specific interacting groups, such as carbonyls, is about the same for 

all the components in the mixture. As an example, for the acetone and 

chloroform mixture the molar volumes of the two species are about the 

same (-aocc/mole), and a molecule of each contains one group capable of 

hydrogen bonding interaction. Therefore,the GME of the mixtures follows 

the predicted compositional dependence of the Scott model {proportional 
' 

to X2$3). By the choice of a suitable third component, such as 

4-methyl-2-pentanone, a similar compositional dependence for component 

1 with each of the pure species, 2 and 3, was observed. The success of 

the Scott model is probably, in part, related to artifacts arising from 

similar densities of interacting groups of all components and not to the 
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validity of the random mixing approximation. This idea is reinforced in 

the calculations on the nitrocellulose blends below. 

e. Alcohol and Aqueous Systems. Comparisons of the results of 

the Scott and the Flory model for low molecular weight alcohol and 

aqueous systems may be made by referring to Table 8. In these systems, 

the predictions of the Scott ternary model were poorer than those for 

the previous mixtures. With the exception of the methanol-methyl 

acetate-ethylacetate system the agreement between the two sets of 

calculations was unacceptable. The model failed to approximate the 

actual free energy of mixing to any level of accuracy. Two possible 

reasons for this are: 

1) Alcohol containing mixtures typically show the largest 

deviation from ideal solution behavior of any of the systems studied, 

e.g., azeotropes of alcohol containing mixtures are common. 

Representing the activity or free energy of mixing of these systems with 

the Wilson parameter approach is known to be quite difficult; the values 

of 'ji cannot represent azeotroping systems precisely, as discussed by 

Prausnitz34. 

2) Now, a situation exists where quite different densities of 

specific interacting groups exists among the mixture components. For 
' this reason, the random mixing approximation is not valid. GME values 

of the 2-3 mixtures calculated according to the binary model are not 

proportional to the product of the x2 and ~3 in the mixtures, but are 

probably better expressed as being proportional to the product of X2 and 

X3. 
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Tab le 8 

(GME/RT) For Mixtures Containing Water and/or 
Low Molecular Weight Alcohols 

o e 
Fraction + 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 COMPONENTS 

(X2) 

Binary Model 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 Ethanol (1), 1,2 Dichloro-
Ternary Model 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.02 ethane (2), Benzene (3) 

Binary Model 0.30 0.63 0. 72 0.63 0.31 Acetone (1), Methanol (2) 
Ternary Model 0.57 0.86 0.91 0.80 0.43 Cyclohexane (3) 

Bi nary Model 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.03 Methanol (1), Methyl 
Ternary Model 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.02 Acetate{2), Ethyl Acetate(3) 

Binary Model 0.10 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.15 Chloroform (1)( Methanol (2) 
Ternary Model -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 Ethyl Acetate 3) 

Bi nary Model 0.10 0.24 0.29 0.24 0.13 2,3 Dimeth21 butane (li 
Ternary Model 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 Methanol ( ), Acetone 3) 

Binary Model 0.38 0.67 0.63 0.46 0.15 Ethanol (1), n-Propanol (2) 
Ternary Model 0.32 0.28 0.22 0.16 0.06 Water (3) 

Bi nary Model 0.30 0.53 0.57 0.46 0.20 Ethanol (1) ( Ethyl Acetate 
Ternary Model 6.46 3.53 2.15 1. 28 0.50 (2), Water 3) 
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2. Equation of State Models 

The objective of the calculations was to determine if the adoption 

of a more sophisticated lattice model than that of Scott's would improve 

the correspondence between GME calculated with the binary and ternary 

models. Flory60 has already shown the importance of his refinements to 

the lattice model in describing the thermodynamic properties of binary 
. 

low molecular weight mixtures containing nonpolar components. 

The pure component parameters necessary for use with the equation 

of state approaches are listed in Table 9. The values of the reduced 
* volume, v, the internal pressure, P*, the hard core molar volume, V , 

the reduced temperature, Ti, and the number of segments in the pure 

species, ri O
, were taken from articles by Sanchez20 and Reid156. The 

surface area parameters, si, were obtained from Gmehlingl59. The volume 

changes on mixing were found or estimated from data in the International 

Critical Tablesl63. The excess free energy of mixing was calculated 

from equation (2.53b) using the x23 exhange parameter obtained from 

(2.52). The closeness of agreements between Gr,JE determined with 

Equations (2.53b) and with (4.8) was a measure of the accuracy of the 

EOS approach to predicting the Gibbs free energy of mixing. It should 

be noted that each of these equations presumes the same combinatorial 

entropy term. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the reduced excess free energies of mixing 

calculated for two binary mixtures and several third components in 

addition to the value calculated directly from the binary data. The 

values coming from the Flory EOS model are seen to be in no better 
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Table 9 

Pure Component Parameters used for Equation of 
State Calculations at 25°C 

si(c) 
- ( a v. V* P* Ti l 

(cc/mole) ( atm) 

Acetone 1.156 0.0368 63.4 5260 0.0488 

Chloroform 1.186 0.0340 70.7 4500 0.0466 

Toluene 1.120 0. 0311 95.4 3970 0.0331 

Hexane 1.183 0.0346 111. 2 2940 0.0461 

4-Methyl -
2-Pentanone( d) 

1.142 0.0360 109.7 4400 0.0379 

2,3-Dimethyl- 1.189 0.0348 110. 3 2850 o. 0471 
butane 

Benzene 1.191 0.0291 80.4 4380 0.0475 

2-Propanol 1.302 0.0407 61. 5 8420 0.0646 

2-Butanone 1.142 0.0364 79.0 4400 0.0379 

Methyl Acetate 1.175 0.0374 68.8 4900 0.0445 

Tetrachl oro- 1. 266 0.0391 74.4 5809 0.0597 
methane 

~ g~ Fl or~ Model 
Sane ez Model 

- (b) 
T· . l 

0.636 

0.602 

0.567 

0.647 

0.600 

0.665 

0.589 

0. 771 

0.600 

0.661 

o. 600 

(c) A measure of the relative molecular surface area of the 
above materials. It is equal to the area parameter, qi, 
in Einehling divided by V*. Here 0i=Sivi/Esivi*· 

r· l 
0 

8.40 

7.58 

8.50 

8.10 

8. 28 

8.29 

8.02 

15.83 

8.28 

8.82 

8. 24 

(d) The quantities p*,T;* and r; 0 are the values for 2-Butanone. 
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Figure 14. (Grl/RT) calculated according to the Flory equation of 
state model for the chloroform-acetone mixture with the 
probes 2,3-dimethyl butane (V), toluene (n) and 4-methyl-
2-pentanone (0). The results are compared to the values 
calculated accordin~ to the Flory-Huggins model (-,-). 
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Figure 15. (Gr,E/RT) calculated according to the Flory equation of state 
J11oc1el for ttie benzene-2-propanol Mixture vdth the prohes 
hexane (0), 2-hutanone (o), and carbon tetrachloride(~). 
Values are col'lparerl to the res11l ts calculated accorrlin9 to 
the Flory-Huggins modE>l (-t-). 
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agreement with the binary data than those from the Scott model were. 

Indeed, the numbers showed only a slight variation from those previously 

presented above. The net effect of introducing the pure component 

parameters of Table 9 is negligible. 

Closer inspection of 2.52 and 2.53b reveals why the results for the 

EOS and the Scott model are similar. First, X23 and GME are mainly a 

function of the expressions containing the terms a12, a13 and a123· 

remaining expressions in the equations which account for the 

contribution of free volume to GME introduce only small changes to its 

The 
' 

values (<0.02 RT). Secondly, the surface fraction, o, of the mixture 

components are approximately equal to their volume fraction. At these 

two conditions, (2.52} and (2.53b) approach, with the exception of the 

term s2/S1, the Scott model. For systems containing polymers a similar 

result would be expected. Because the free volume of a polymer is much 

smaller than that for low molecular weight liquids, the contribution of 

differences in equation of state variables should be even lower than 

seen for these two mixtures. 

The Sanchez EOS model was evaluated for the same ternary mixtures 

by the method outlined earlier in the literature review section. The 

pure component parameters required for these calculations are also 

listed in Table 9. The results for the excess free energy of mixing, 

again, were compared to GME as determined by using equation (4.5). The 

data are shown in Figures 16 and 17. Both the magnitude of (GME/RT) and 

its dependence on the concentration of components 2 and 3 were in poor 

agreement with experimental values calculated with the binary model. 
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Figure 16. GME/RT calculated according to the Sanchez equation of state 
model for the benzene-2-propanol mixture with the prohes 
methyl acetate {~), hexane {o) and 2-butanone {O). The 
results are compared with the values calculated according to 
the Flory-Huggins model {-&-). 
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The inclusion of free volume effects and rather complex mixing rules 

actually reduced the accuracy of the Sanchez EOS model relative to 

Scott 1 s treatment. The reason for this can be seen upon closer 

inspection of equations (2.58) and (2.59). Here, the value X23 and thus 

GME are a sensitive function of the ratio of the hard core segment 

vol um es of component 1 to those of pure 2 and 3 ( vl * / v2 * and vl * / v3 *) 

and of component 1 to those of the 2-3 mixture (v1*/v*). When all three 

of the ratios have a value of unity, equations (2.58) and (2.59) can be 

combined to yield an expression for X23 that is quite similar to 

relations derived from the Scott model. When the three ratios are 

unequal and deviate from unity, the expressions for X23 in the Scott and 

Sanchez models are quite different. 

A quantitative illustration of the importance of these ratios is 

provided by the case of the two mixtures just analyzed. For the 

benzene-2-propanol mixture, the difference in the value of v2* and 

was large and therefore the relevant ratios varied substantially. 

V * 3 

The 

accuracy of the Sanchez model was much poorer for this system than the 

acetone-chloroform mixture where v2* * and v3 were nearly equal and 

the relevant ratios ahd values approaching unity. 

Finally, the above ratios are a result of the difference in the 

number of segments of a pure component in a mixtu~e, rl, and the value 

of segments in the unmixed state, r 1 °. Sanchez1 s model includes terms 

that predict the number of segments in a chain are a function of the 

number of segments or hard core segment volume of the remaining 

components in the mixture. The value of ri changes with the composition 
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of the mixture. In view of the above results, it appears that the 

mixing rules are poor and other lattice fluid modelsl64 which do not 

incorporate such assumptions should be considered. 

3. Tager's Model 

In the model proposed by Tager the free energy of mixing per mole 

of components 2 and 3 in the binary mixture is, according tp 

equation (2.31), 

GM= RT ( 4. 9) 

as w1 + 0. This expression is similar to equation (4.4). If the 

densities of the three components in the ternary mixture are the same, 

the two equations yield the same result. The quantity GM in equation 

(4.6) is equal to GME calculated with the Scott model. The only 

difference is that GME is an excess quanity and GM is not. The two 

differ by the contribution of the combinatorial entropy of mixing to 

For a polymer blend the difference, of course, is insignificant. 

However, with low molecular weight liquids the difference is large 

(greater than 0.3 RT for x2 = 0.1 to 0.9) and Gr,,, ~alculated with 

equation 4.9 is in poor agreement with the actual value for both the 

benzene-2-propanol and acetone chloroform mixtures. For the former 

mixture, GM calculated according to Tager's model does not differ 

significantly from GME determined with the Scott model. For the 
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acetone-chloroform mixture, the values were significantly lower than 

GME, as shown in Figure 18. The quantity GM determined with Tager's 

model is in poor agreement with both Gr/ and GM calculated according to 

the Flory Huggins model. 

This model is further discussed in the section on blends below. 

To summarize, the following conclusions can be drawn for the low 

molecular weight liquid mixtures analyzed in this section. 

1. GME calculated with the Scott ternary model was in fair to good 

agreements with experimental values for mixtures containing 

hydrocarbons, aromatics, ketones and chlorinated hydrocarbons. In these 

systems, the agreement between the two sets of values was best when 

probe molecules which were good solvents for both components of the 

binary mixture were used. 

2. For the mixtures containing water and low molecular weight 

alcohols, the agreement between GME determined with the Scott model and 

the experimental values was poor. It appears that the Scott model is 

not suitable for determining GME of mixtures containing these 

components. 

3. For the benzene-2-propanol and acetone-chloroform mixtures, 

GM values calculated with the model of Tager's were inaccurate. It is 

thought to be inaccurate because of the large combinatorial free energy 

of mixing of low molecular weight mixtures. 

4. For the above two mixtures, GME values determined with the 

Sanchez equation of state model were inaccurate. Both the compositional 

dependence and the magnitude of the Grv,E values were in poor agreement 
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with the experimental values. Analysis of the model indicates that a 

cause of the inaccuracy could be the making of the number of segments in 

a molecule of component i in a mixture, ri, dependent on the r values of 

the remaining mixture components. 

In light of the above results, the equation of state models were 

abandoned for the remaining polymer blends. Little if any improvement 
. 

over the Scott model in the accuracy of the calculated GM values is 

obtained with these models. Also, the EOS models require more involved 

caclulations and experimental measurements (Expansion coefficients and 

compressibility factors of each of the blend ocmponents must be measured 

to determine Pi*, v·* 
1 ' 

B. Heats of Mixing of Nitrocellulose Containing Blends 

The heats of mixing of the nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) and 

nitrocellulose-poly(methyl acrylate) blends are tabulated in Table 10. 

Using the thermodynamic cycle discussed earlier, the heats of mixing 

were calculated from the difference in the heats of solution of the 

blended and unblended materials in methyl ethyl ketone. Four points 

concerning the results should be made: 

1. For both blends the magnitude of the heats of mixing are quite 

large - much greater than those of other compatible blends discussed in 

the literature.165-170,51 The results reflect the strong hydrogen 

bonding between the proton on the nitrated carbons and the hydroxyl 

groups in nitrocellulose and the carbonyl groups of the remaining 

polymers. 
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Table 10 

Heats of Solution of Nitrocellulose Containing 
Mixtures (6H12) and Blends (6H3) in Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

and the Heats of Mixing of the Blend (6HJ 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(vinyl acetate) 

WT% 6H12 6Hl NITROCELLULOSE ( JOULES GRAM) 

20 -10.2 -2 .1 

40 -18.l -7.1 

50 -21. 8 -6.2 

60 -27.7 -15.3 

80 -39.2 -29.9 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(methyl acrylate) 

40 

50 

60 

-17.5 

-20.3 

-26.3 

-7.1 

-7.0 

-14.2 

6H 

-8.l 

-11. 0 

-1~.6 

-12.4 

-9.3 

-10.4 

-13.3 

-12.1 
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2. As discussed earlier for the low molecular weight mixtures, 

the dependence of the heats of mixing on the composition of the blends 

appears to be strongly influenced by the number of hydrogen bonding 

groups in each component. All of the blend components have 

approximately the same number of hydrogen bonding groups per unit 

weight. A nitrocellulose repeat unit with a molecular weight of 252 

grams/mole has three hydrogen bonding groups whereas the poiy(vinyl 

acetate) and poly(methyl acrylate) repeat unit, each with a molecular 

weight of 86 grams/mole, have only one. Thus, the magnitude of the 

heats of mixing values for both blends are greatest at a 50/50 by weight 

composition because at this composition the number of hydrogen bonding 

groups in each component is nearly equal. 

3. Our results for the nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) blends 

are in good agreement with other workers. Tager51 measured the heats of 

mixing for this blend in the weight range of 40% to 60% nitrocellulose 

and found the magnitude of the heats of mixing to be greatest at the 

50/50 composition, but his values were somewhat smaller than ours, 

ranging from -8 to -12 joules/gram. Ichiharal81 also looked at the 

nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) blend and obtained a value of -18 

joules/gram for the 50/50 composition. 

4. No calorimetric measurements were made on the 

nitrocellulose-poly(c-caprolactone) blend. At room temperature the 

semicrystalline PCl is difficult to dissolve in any solvent. Moreover, 

the measurement of the heats of mixing of a blend containing a 

crystalline component is difficultl89 to do accurately because of the 
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large correction needed for the heats of fusion of the crystallites in 

the blended versus the unblended mixture. 

C. Inverse Gas Chromatography Studies of Polymer Blends 

1. Nitrocellulose Containing Blends 

a. Polymer-solvent interaction parameters: The polymer-

solvent interaction parameters and specific retention volumes of four 

solvent probes with the nitrocellulose and poly(vinyl-acetate) 

homopolymers are collected in Table 11. Values for poly(methyl acrylate) 

are not shown but they were similar to the poly(vinyl-acetate) data. 

Experiments were conducted at elevated temperatures because at lower 

temperatures accurate retention volumes for the nitrocellulose 

homopolymer could not be obtained; the values of Vg0 were too large, 

and the probe molecule had a concentration dependence which could not be 

accurately extrapolated to zero concentration. 

Four comments concerning these results should be made. First, for 

all the polymer-solvent pairs the polymer-solvent interaction parameters 

were low (less than 0.5) indicating that the probes were good solvents 

for the polymers at these conditions. Particularly good polymer-solvent 

pairs occurred by selecting the polar probes along with nitrocellulose. 
' 

The values of X were lower than any literature values of this parameter 

calculated from IGC data, and reflected the tremendous affinity of the 

hydrogen bonding groups of nitrocellulose for the carbonyl and nitrile 

containing species. 

Second, the temperature dependence of the polymer-solvent 
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Table 11 

Specific Retention Volumes (Vg0
, in cc/gram) and Polymer 

Solvent Interaction Parameters of Poly(vinyl acetate) 
(X12) and Nitrocellulose (X13) Homopolymers 

80°C 100°c 120°C 

Xl2 X13 x12 X13 X12 

Ethyl Acetate 0.34 -2. 33 0.27 -2. 02 0.14 
(43.5) (475.7) (25.2) (187.8} (16.6) 

Acetone 0.27 -3.00 0.12 -2. 51 0.04 
(32.2) (638.6) (21.2) (221. 9) (13.8) 

CH3CN 0.43 -2. 03 0.24 -1. 52 0.14 
(82.5} ( 7 34) (53.5) (308.9) (33.9) 

Toluene 0.32 
(33.2) 

X13 

-1.43 
(61.5) 

-1. 90 
(73.4) 

-1.40 
(121. 5) 

-0.08 
(38.3} 
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interaction parameters for the nitrocellulose system was quite large. 

The values increased with increasing temperature indicating that the 

excess partial molar entropy of mixing was negative (approximately -16 

kcal/mole-°K for acetone), and the magnitude of the partial molar 

enthalpy of mixing was very high (-17.2 kcal/mole for acetone). These 

observations are to be expected for polymer-solvent pairs described by 
. 

large negative free energy of mixing; the partial molar entropy of 

mixing is reduced because of the strong specific interactions between 

the polymer and the solvent. 

Third, even though the nitrocellulose polymer was in the glassy 

state for all the measurements, the solvent probes diffused throughout 

the polymer stationary phase at low flow rates (less than 10 ml/min) of 

carrier gas. To check for this, retention volumes were measured at 

flow rates of 3-10 ml/min and column loadings of nitrocellulose of 5 and 

10% by weight of polymer. Only a negligible dependence (less than 5%) 

of the retention volume on the above variables was seen. The flow rate 

and column loading affected the retention volume no more than what has 

been observed for other polymers characterized in the meltl08,109. The 

probes, being excellent solvents for the polymer, were able to diffuse 

throughout the film. However, because the diffusion rate of a probe is 

lower in a glassy polymer than a molten one, the elution profiles were 

broad and tailing. 

Finally, the polymer-solvent interaction parameters of acetone and 

ethyl acetate with nitrocellulose compared favorably with values 

obtained with the static method of vapor sorption. A direct comparision 
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was difficult since the static measurements were made at room 

temperature and at a higher concentration of solventlll,172 and because 

the vapor sorption values exhibited a large concentration dependence, 

decreasing almost exponentially at the higher volume fractions of the 

polymer. However, a rough extrapolation of the static values to zero 

solvent concentration put the x parameter well below -3.0 for both 

solvents. Extrapolating the IGC data to room temperature yields values 

between -3.5 and -4.5 for the parameter - a fair comparison considering 

the dissimilar conditions of the measurements. 

b. Polymer-Polymer Interactions. The interaction of 

nitrocellulose with poly(vinyl-acetate), poly(methyl acrylate) and 

poly(E-caprolactone) were determined with IGC. The objective of this 

study was to test the validity of the Scott model for determining GME of 

a polymer blend when the magnitude of the quantity was quite large. As 

discussed in the literature review, the accuracy of the model for 

determining a small GME has already been studied extensively. 

Column parameters of the three polymers and their blends are 

compiled in Table 12. Glass transition temperatures of the homopolymers 

and several blends determined with DSC and dynamic mechanical methodsl94 

(for nitrocellulose which does not have a DSC transition) are also 

included. These data indicate the blends to be miscible. The 

compositions of the blend on the coated support were assumed to be 

determined by the initial stoichiometry of the solution for coating the 

support, since only a small percentage (<5%) of the polymer material was 

lost in the coating step. 
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Table 12 

Copolymer and Column Parameters for the 
Nitrocellulose Containing Blends 

Po 1 ymer 

Nitrocellulose (NC) 

Nitrocellulose (NC) 

Poly(vinylacetate) 
(PVAC) 

NC-PVAC Blend 

NC-PVAC Blend 

NC-PVAC Blend 

NC-PVAC Blend 

NC-PVAC Blend 

Poly(methylacrylate) 
(PMA) 

NC-PMA Blend 

NC-PMA Blend 

Poly(E-caprolactone) 

Nitrocellulose-
Poly(E-caprolactone) 

al. 1terature Values 

Wt. % 
Nitrocellulose 

20.3 

40.2 

49.5 

59.4 

80.0 

40.2 

59.9 

59.3 

% Loading 

11.36 

5.36 

12.1 

12.6 

11. 2 

11.8 

10.1 

11.09 

12.8 

11.3 

9.5 

9. 77 

10.8 

Wt. of 
Po l:ymer 
(grams) 

0.980 

0.472 

1.395 

1.365 

1.042 

0. 762 

0.980 

o. 971 

1.083 

1.004 

1. 213 

0.9366 

0. 946 

T °C g 

a 
115 

a 
30 

50 

70 

85 
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The miscibility of the above blends was seen in the elution 

profiles and retention diagrams of volatile probes with the blends and 

homopolymers, as well as the calculated X23 values. Figure 19 contains 

the elution profiles of the acetone probe at 120°C for columns 

containing the nitrocellulose and poly(vinyl-acetate) homopolymers and 

the corresponding blends. For the column containing nitrocellulose, 

the broad tailing profile observed indicates that the probe was 

diffusing slowly into the polymer. For the remaining columns, the 

narrow profiles show that the probe was diffusing rapidly into the film, 

and that the materials were above their glass transition temperature. 

Poly(vinyl-acetate) plasticized the nitrocellulose, making the blends 

molten at 120°C. 

Similar observations can be made from the retention diagrams of 

decane with the above materials shown in Figure 20. The non-solvent 

probe decane diffuses into the poly(vinyl acetate) homopolymer and the 

blends at elevated temperatures. Near the glass transition temperatures 

of the materials, however, absorption of the probe is blocked and a 

non-linear retention diagram is the result. For the nitrocellulose 

homopolymer, the adsorption mechanism operates throughout the 

temperature region investigated (40°C-120°C) and the retention diagram 

is linear. 

The specific retention volumes of the four solvent probes at 120°C 

discussed in the previous section with the nitrocellulose blends and 

also the homopolymer constitutents are shown in Table 13. The retention 

volumes of the probes in the blends were found to be depressed relative 
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PVAC 

40% NC Blend 

60% NC 

80% NC 

NC 
-J ;----~--------::._ ____ 

Figure 19. Elution profiles of air (1) and acetone (2) on stationary 
phases containin9 nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) 
(NC-PVAC) blends and their correspondin~ ho~opolymers at 
120°c. 
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poly(vinyl acetate) (0), and the blenrls containing 40% (VJ 
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Table 13 
0 Vg (cc/gram) Values of Nitrocellulose Containing Blends at 120°C 

Weight% 0 20 40 50 60 80 · 100 
Nitrocellulose 

Ethyl Acetate 16.6 13.8 14.4 14.5 15.0 25.8 55.1 

Acetone 13.8 12.8 14.8 15.1 15.6 32.1 73.5 

Ac eton it r i 1 e 33.9 31. 7 33. 2 · 33.7 34.8 67.3 121. 5 

To 1 uene 33.2 24.0 20.5 20.5 20.7 38.3 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(methyl acrylate) 

Ethyl Acetate 12.3 12.4 12.9 55.1 

Acetone 10. 5 13. 2 14.8 73.5 

Toluene 26.2 15.0 15.5 38.3 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(E-caprolactone) 

Ethyl Acetate 19.7 13.8 55.1 

Acetone 13.9 12.1 73.5 
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to the average values of the homopolymers. In accordance with the Scott 

model, the strong favorable interactions which were present among the 

blend components resulted in unfavorable interactions between the blend 

and a third solvent molecule. This loss of intermolecular association 

strength was easily detected for the acetone and toluene probes in 

conjunction with the nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl acetate) blends. For 

toluene, the retention volume would range between 33.2 and 38.3 cc/gram 

if the interactions between blend components were weak. However, the 

values fall below this range by 50% or more to the values of 20.5 to 

24.0 cc/gram. Similarly, for acetone, the 50/50 blend would have a 

value of about 40 cc/gram, but the observed quantity was only 15.1 

cc/gram. No other polymer blends reported in the literature modify the 

retention volume of a probe relative to the pure hompolymers so much as 

the nitrocellulose blends. The IGC data strongly corroborate the 

earlier calorimetry results of the interactions in these systems being 

stronger than any other blends studied. 

Table 14 lists the X23 parameter calculated from the above 

retention volume data. The quantities, as one would expect, are 

negative and very large in magnitude. They range between -3.5 and -2.3 

and show little variation with the type of solvent probe used; the 

aromatic, ester and nitrile mobile phases all yield about the same 

quantities. In comparing the three blends, the interaction parameters 

obtained for the blends containing poly(vinyl-acetate) and 

poly(methyl-acrylate) were found to be about the same. The two polymers 

of almost identical chemical structure had an equal affinity for the 
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Table 14 

X23 Values of Nitrocellulose Containing Blends at 120°C 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(vinyl-acetate) 

Weight% 
Nitrocellulose Toluene 

20 -2.6 

40 -2.4 

50 

60 

80 

-2.8 

-3.0 

Ethyl Acetate 

-2.9 

-2.5 

-2.8 

-2. 7 

-2. 7 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(methyl acrylate) 

40 

60 

-3.0 

-2.9 

-2.2 

-2.8 

Nitrocellulose-Poly(£-caprolactone) 

60 -3.5 

Acetone Acetonitri le 

-2.3 -2.7 

-2.2 -2.4 

-2.6 -2.3 

-2.6 -2.4 

-2.5 -2.5 

-2 .1 

-2.5 

-3.9 
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nitrocellulose polymer as indicated by this study and the calorimetry 

data. 

The blend of nitrocellulose and poly(E-caprolactone) displayed a 

lower free energy of mixing than the above blends according to the X23 

data. This was observed despite the poly(E-caprolactone) of having more 

hydrocarbon character than other esters. Poly methyl methacrylate, an 

ester which is an isomer of poly(E-caprolactone), has a poorer affinity 

for nitrocellulose. Calorimetry resultsl68 indicate its interaction 

with the polymer is much weaker than poly(vinyl-acetate) or poly(methyl-

acrylate). Possibly for poly(E-caprolactone) the carbonyl residing in 

the chain instead of being pendent increased its availability for 

hydrogen bonding to nitrocellulose. Corroboration of this idea is seen 

in other studies of miscibility. Krause has found poly(vinyl chloride) 

is miscible with syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate), but not the 

atactic form. The carbonyl in the latter form is sterically hindered 

from hydrogen bonding to poly(vinyl chloride). Studying polymer-polymer 

interactions of nitrocellulose with other methacrylates of different 

tacticities would be a good way to further investigate the importance of 

this variable in miscibility. 

The contributions of excess entropic driving forces to the free 

energy of mixing of the above systems were characterized by measuring 

x23 values for the blends containing poly(vinyl acetate) as a function 

of temperature. X23 values for three of the blends at 80°C and l00°C 

are listed in Table 15. Unlike the polymer-solvent interaction 

parameter for the nitrocellulose homopolymer, the X23 values only 
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Table 15 

x23 Values of Nitrocellulose-Poly(vinyl acetate) 
Blends at 80°C and l00°C 

Weight% 80°C l00°C 
Nitrocellulose Ethyl Acetate Acetonitrile Ethyl Acetate Acetonitrile 

20 

50 

80 

-3.4 

-3.1 

-3.2 

-3.2 

-2.6 

-3.2 -2.9 

-2.9 -2.3 

-2.7 
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increase slightly with decreasing temperature. These data reflect that 

there is a small entropic component to the free energy of mixing. 

The free energy of mixing, directly proportional to the product X23T, 

is approximately constant throughout the temperature region 

investigated. The entropy of mixing is not unfavorably reduced by 

specific interactions in the polymer blend as was found to be the case 

for low molecular weight liquidsl62. The combinatorial entropy of 

mixing itself normally is very small for a polymer blend, and the excess 

entropy may only arise from losses of internal degrees of freedom. In 

these blends, even when the enthalpy of mixing was large and favorable, 

it did not contribute significantly to the entropy of mixing of the 

blends. 

Reinforcement of these conclusions appears when the excess free 

energy of mixing calculated with the Scott Model is compared to the 

experimentally determined heats of mixing of the blends containing 

nitrocellulose. Assuming the Scott ternary model, the excess free 
I 

energy of mixing per gram, GE, in terms of X23 may be computed from the 

relationship 

where V1 is the molar volume of the probe molecule. A direct comparison 

of GE derived from the X23 values at 120°C with the results from 

calorimetry is shown in Figures 21 and 22. The shapes of the estimated 

excess free energy of mixing curves in these Figures are similar to 

those for the heat of mixing results. However, the magnitude of GE 
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Figure 21. The heats of mixing (HM) of nitrocellulose-poly(vinyl 
acetate) hlends measured via microcal9ri~etry (-0-) and 
the IGC values calculated according to the Scott ~odel with 
the probes toluene (6), ethyl acetate (•), acetone (v) and 
acetoni tril e (a). 
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Figure 22. Experimental heats of mixing of nitrocellulose-poly(methyl 
acrylate) blends neasured via microcalorimetry (-0-), 
and the Inverse Gas Chromatography values calculat~d with 
the probes acetone (~), ethyl acetate (~), and toluene (o) 
according to the Scott model. 
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depends on the molecular weight of the solvent probe. Experiments with 

the higher molecular weight probes gave approximately the same results 

for the free energy of mixing, as expected, as for the enthalpy of 

mixing. On the other hand, with the lighter probes one finds the free 

energies of mixing to be lower than the enthalpies of mixing. The 

values calculated according to this model indicated that the entropy of 

mixing of the blends is large and positive, as large as would be 

expected for mixtures of a polymer and a solvent. Obviously the result 

is incorrect, the entropy of mixing of polymer blends is known to be 

quite small relative to the values obtained from this calculation. 

Possibly the higher concentration of specifically interacting groups in 

the lighter probes limits their usefulness as "objective" monitors of 

the thermodynamics of mixing. As with the alcohol and aqueous systems 

discussed earlier, the concentration of specifically interacting groups 

in the probes is greater than in the blend components. Consequently, 

the excess free energy of mixing between the probe and the homopolymers 

is not adequately described by a simple proportionality to the volume 

fraction on which the Scott model is based. Instead there is a 

dependence on the density of specifically interacting groups. (Indeed, 

activity datalll,172 of acetone and acetonitrile in nitrocellulose 

homopolymers indicate that the free energy of mixing of the binary 

mixtures has a minimum at very high concentrations of the polymer). On 

the other hand, for the ethyl acetate probe the concentration of 

specifically interacting groups is about the same as for each of the 

polymers, and as one would expect, the mixing rules of the Scott model 
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should be followed for the reasons already discussed. 

The excess free energy of mixing of the NC-PVAC blends was also 

calculated from the retention volume data at 120°C according to the 

Tager's model, and the results are shown in Figure 23. These results 

are compared to the values of the heat of mixing at room temperature. 

Again, better agreement between the two approaches was realized for the 

probes having a concentration of specifically interacting groups similar 

to those in the components of the polymer blend. 

In summary, the following two generalizations can be made 

concerning the use of the Scott ternary model in depicting the 

interactions in nitrocellulose blends: 

1. The calculated X23 values, appeared to give a good qualitative 

picture of the strength of the interactions between the components the 

above blends containing nitrocellulose. It may be concluded that the 

calculated X23 values obtained with all the probes reflected the 

enormous magnitude of GE and the compositional dependence of the free 

energy of mixing. 

2. The x12 parameters measured for polar solvents with 

nitrocellulose reflect the strong hydrogen bonding strength of the 

homopolymer. It appears the parameter provides a rough measure of the 

strength of the interactions between polymer "analogs" of the probe 

molecules and the nitrocellulose polymer. 

3. For the nitrocellulose blends the calculated GE values obtained 

with the Scott and Tager model were accurate when the concentration of 

specifically interacting groups in the probe molecule and the blend 
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components was the same. 

In light of the above results for the polymer and low molecular 

weight blends, it appears that the X23 or GE values calculated from the 

Scott ternary model give a useful ordering of the strength of molecular 

interactions in a polymer blend. In the next two sections the Scott 

model is used to analyze the interactions of blend components which are 

commercially important. 

2. Blends Containing Poly(Vinyl Chloride) 

Blends incorporating poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) as one of the 

components are commercially very important Mixtures of PVC with 

plasticizers such as dibutylphthalate and poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL) 

result in a material having improved toughness and flexibility which has 

uses in a broad range of products such as vinyl upholstery and 

adhesives, shoe uppers, tubing and hosing.173 A problem with PVC blends, 

however, is that there are very few plasticizers miscible with the 

material which are inexpensive, easy to process and do not migrate out 

of the blend. In this brief section, the strength of the thermodynamic 

interactions of PVC with poly(~-caprolactone) and dibutylphthalate is 

characterized. 

It was of interest to see if IGC could be used as a tool to 

determine miscibility in polymer blends containing PVC. The hydrogen 

bonding interactions between the carbonyl groups in the plasticizer and 

the CL-C-H group of PVC should produce retention behavior of a probe in 

the blend which distinguished it from an immiscible blend of the two 
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components. Moreover, the IGC method yields unambiguous evidence for 

thermodynamic miscibility in a blend, whereas conventional techniques 

such as DSC have been shown to occasionally yield misleading results174. 

Furthermore, it was of interest to see if the relative strength of the 

thermodynamic interactions of the two plasticizers with PVC could be 

measured. This information would be helpful in predicting what 

functionalities should be incorporated into other materials to make 

them miscible with PVC. 

Column parameters for the three homopolymers and the corresponding 

blends are listed in Table 16. A dimethylformamide casting solvent was 

used to coat the stationary phases on a chromasorb W support and a small 

amount of di(2-ethyl hexyl) succinate (1% by weight) was added to the 

PVC homopolymer as a stabilizer. The stabilizer was not completely 

effective. Some discoloration of the polymer occured in the course of 

the measurements at 120°C. However, its effect on the final results did 

not appear to be significant. There was good agreement between the 

polymer solvent interaction parameters calculated in this paper and 

those obtained by Olabisi. For example, the x parameter for methyl 

ethyl ketone with PVC at 120°C was calculated to be 0.68 in this work 

and 0.83 by Olabisi13. 

The polymer-solvent interaction parameters and specific retention 

volume of several probe molecules with PVC and with the two plasticizers 

are listed in Tables 17 and 18. For the PCL homopolymer the importance 

of having strong hydrogen bonding in order to approach a miscible system 

is seen. Chloroform, a good proton donor, has a lower polymer-solvent 
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Table 16 

Column Parameters of the Blends Containing 
Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVF2) and Poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) 

Wt. % 
Polymer PVC or PVF 2 

PVC 

Dibutylphthalate (DBP) 

DBP-PVC 53.2 

poly(E-caprolactone)(PCL) 

PVC-PCL 50.2 

PVF2 

poly(vinylacetate) 

PVF2-PVAC 50.5 

% Loading 

12.4 

11. 5 

13.25 

9. 77 

11. 7 

9.206 

12. 35 

11. 97 

Wt. of 
Polymer 
(grams) 

1.026 

1.0328 

1. 2935 

0.736 

1.085 

o. 713 

0.807 

1.111 
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Table 17 

. Specific Retention Volume {V0 °), Polymer-Solvent Interaction 
Parameters (x) and Normal-ized Polymer-Polymer Interaction Parameters 

(x' ) of Poly{vinyl chloride) and Poly(E-caprolactone) Homopolymers 
23 and a 50/50 Blend of the Materials at 120°C 

PVC PCL 50/50 PVC-PCL 
X12 vg• X13 V • I V • 

(cc/gram) g X23 g 

De cane 2.15 16.0 1.10 60.5 0.65 39.5 

THF 0.34 10.7 -0.17 23.4 0.31 17.8 

Methyl ethyl Ketone 0.68 10.8 0.18 23.6 0.36 18.2 

Chlorobenzene 0.66 37.7 -0.24 121. 6 0.31 78.2 

Acetoni tri le 0.90 13.5 0.19 36.5 0.12 24.2 

Chloroform 0.74 6.6 -0.60 33.7 0.70 19.8 
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Table 18 

Specific Retention Volume (VC'J0 ), Polymer-Solvent Interaction 
Parameters (x) and Normalized Polymer-Polymer Interaction Parameters 

(x' ) of Dibutylphthalate-Poly(vinyl chloride) (DBP-PVC) 
23 Bl ends at 110° C 

X (Vgo) x2~Vgo) 
a 

DBP PVC 

Methyl ethyl ketone -0.14 0.74 +0.26 
(44.29) (13.6) (28.8) 

Toluene -0.35 0.82 0.05 
( 112. 5) (25.8) (61.4) 

Acetonitrile 0.31 0.99 -0.17 
(45.8) (17.3) (29.2) 

aAssuming x = oo 
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parameter than methyl ethyl ketone, a material more similar in chemical 

structure to PCL. The complementary dissimilarity of PCL and chloroform 

results in a negative x parameter and a negative excess free energy of 

mixing. Methyl ethyl ketone has no such interactions and its x value 

indicates a positive excess free energy of mixing. For PVC a similar 

trend is seen; methyl ethyl ketone and tetrahydrofuran interact more 

favorably with the polymer than its chemical analog chloroform because 

of the strong hydrogen bonding of PVC with the former species. It is 

interesting to note that the tetrahydrofuran (THF) probe is indicated to 

interact with PVC better than methyl ethyl ketone. Apparently the 

hydrogen bonding between the ether oxygen and the Cl-C-H group of PVC is 

comparable in magnitude of the interaction of the carbonyl with the same 

group. Indeed, mixtures of low molecular weight ethers and chlorinated 

hydrocarbons are reported to have negative excess heatsl63 and free 

energies of mixing159 of magnitude comparable to the values for ketones 

with the same solvents. The above results indicate that more 

investigations of the compatibility of ethers with chlorinated pol~1ers 

are needed and could be fruitful. 

The specific retention volumes of several probes and the calculated 

normalized polymer-pol~1er interaction parameter of a 50/50 blend of PCL 

with PVC are also tabulated in Table 17. The retention volume data 

indicate that the overall interactions between the two components are 

weak. The blend cannot be distinguished from an immiscible mixture of 

the same components; the retention volumes are in accordance with the 

micropartition theory of Purnell discussed earlier. The retention 
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volumes of the probes with the blend are simply the weight averages of 

the values for the homopolymers. Such a result is not surprising. The 

polymer-solvent interaction parameters of the hydrogen bonding probes 

indicate that the specific interactions between the blend 

components are much weaker than for the nitrocellulose blends. 

The X23 values also reflect the weak interactions between the blend 

components. For the mutual solvents, such as tetrahydrofuran and methyl 

ethyl ketone, the values are within· experimental error of zero. For the 

selective solvents, higher values which reflect the earlier trends of 

the low molecular weight liquids are observed. Selective solvents are 

again noted to mix non-randomly with the blend components, and to give 

an inaccurate measurement of the free energy of mixing of the blend. 

The X23 data also exhibit discrepancies with the results of Olabisi 

which were discussed in the literature review. The range of interaction 

parameters is smaller than those reported by Olabisi, and the effect of 

the type of solvent probe was not as pronounced in the current studies. 

In this particular case, probes which were selective solvents were 

observed to generate data that were reasonably consistent, whereas in 

Olabisi 1 s work the values were a function of the selectivity of the 

solvent as well as the type (alcohol, ketone, etc.) of solvent. 

The results for the DBP-PVC blend in Table 18 were similar to the 

findings for the PVC-PCL system. The retention volumes of the probes 

with the blend were about the same as those observed for an immiscible 

blend. The molecular interactions between the blend components are very 

weak, and the measured X23 values are close to zero regardless of the 
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type of probes employed. Again, the magnitude of Xz3 is very close to 

the experimental error in the calculations, so no comparisons concerning 

the relative strength of the molecular interactions between the DBP and 

PCL components blended with PVC can be made. 

3. Poly(Vinylidene Fluoride) - Poly(Vinyl-Acetate) Blends 

Blending of poly(vinyl-acetate), poly(methyl-methylacrylate) and 

poly(methyl-acrylate) with PVFz has been suggested as a way to make the 

melt processing of PVFz much easier. A problem with these blends is 

that because of the crystallinity of PVFz the blend components are not 

completely mixed below the PVFz melting point (l68°C). Thus, 

conventional methods such as DSC or dynamic mechanical spectroscopy are 

difficult to use to characterize the miscibility of these blends - the 

glass transition temperature of the blends is well below the melting 

point of PVF2. For this reason, it was thought that the JGC technique 

would be a powerful characterization tool for PVF2 blends. IGC 

experiments can be run at elevated temperatures at the conditions where 

the blend components are amorphous and completely mixed. 

Miscible blends of PVFz-PVAc are thought to exist because of the 

hydrogen bonding between the ester carbonyl of PVAc and the hydrogens on 

the carbon a to the fluorine containing carbon in the PVFz repeat unit. 

Melting point depression and cloud point studiesl81 indicate that mixing 

in this particular blend is thermodynamically very favorable. For this 

reason the system was chosen for. 

Column parameters of the PVF2 and PVAc homopolyrner and their 
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respective 50/50 blend are also listed in Table 19. Again, a 

dimethylformamide solvent was used to cast the polymer film on the 

support. Specific retention volumes and polymer-solvent interaction 

parameters of sever a 1 probes with the homo po 1 ymers as we 11 as the x23 

values calculated for the polymer blend are in Table 19. The negative 

values obtained for the x parameter with the PVF2 polymer for the probes 

dimethylformamide and dimethylsulfoxide reflect the hydrogen bonding 

strength of PVF2. The specific interactions are weaker than for the 

nitrocellulose systems studied earlier. This indicates that the excess 

free energy of mixing of the polymer blend is probably small. The 

specific retention volume of the probes and the calculated X23 values 

also support this idea. The Vg0 values in the 50/50 blend were 

approximately the weight average of the values for the homopolymers. In 

addition, the calculated x23 values were, on the average, zero. The 

thermodynamic interactions between the blend components are too weak for 

IGC to be used as a technique for determining miscibility. The 

The retention behavior of the probes with the miscible blends was 

approximately the same as that expected for an immiscible system. 

In summary for the blends containing either PVC or PVF2, the IGC 

method does not appear to be a useful tool in studying miscibility. 

The calculated polymer-solvent and normalized polyn1er-polyrner 

interaction parameters indicate that the hydrogen bonding strength of 

the two polymers is too weak for accurate thermodynamic calculations to 

be made from IGC generated data. 
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Table 19 

Specific Retention Volumes (V 0
), Polymer-Solvent Interaction 

Parameters (x) and Normalized Pol~er-Polymer Interaction Parameters 
(x' ) of Poly(vinylidene fluoride)-Poly(vinyl acetate) Homopolymers 

23 and a 50/50 Blend of the Materials at 180°C 

X (V g O ) x 1 2 3 and ( V g O 
) 

PVF 2 PVAC 50/50 Blend 

Tetradecane 2.50 1. 90 0.08 
(8.9) (23. 8) (15.4) 

Dimethyl sulfoxide -0.13 0.02 -0 .12 
( 90. 3) (127.3) (106.2) 

Aniline 0.42 -0.07 0.22 
(34.2) (82.0) (60.6) 

Dimethylformamide -0.81 -0.16 -0.14 
(56.4) ' {44. 7) (47.5) 
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D. IGC Studies of Block Copolymer 

1. Microphase Structure Studies 

In this section a discussion of IGC as used to investigate the 

microphase structure of three block copolymers as well as the molecular 

interactions between the segments of the block copolymers in the melt is 

presented. The morphology work is presented first because the 

interpretation of the thermodynamic data is based on information 

concerning the microphase structure. 

a. PDMS-PC Copolymer Morphology. The column parameters and 

solution viscosities of the PDMS-PC copolymers, homopolymers and blends 

used in this study are listed in Table 20. The methods for obtaining 

the information in the table have been outlined in the experimental 

section. 

Table 21 contains the observed thermal transitions for the POMS and 

PC homopolymers and copolymers obtained from DSC experiments. All of 

the copolymers studied had lower glass transition temperatures and/or 

melting temperatures only slightly lower than those of the pure PDMS 

homopolymer. The first, second and fourth block copolymers listed, 

incorporating short PC sequences, had upper glass transition 

temperatures, Tg2, smaller than those of the corresponding hompolymers, 

suggesting that the microphase separation in these systems was not 

complete. In other words, the PDMS segments were penetrating into the 

PC domains and "plasticizing" the PC segments, and lowering the 

temperature at which the PC phase softens. 

The "randomly coupled" block copolymer had an upper glass 
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Table 20 

Column and Composition Parameters of the 
Polydimethylsiloxane-Polycarbonate 

Copolymers, Homopolymers, and Blends 

Block Mn 
% 

Loading 
Mass of 
Polymer 
( grams) 

Wt. % 25 °C 
PDMS PC PDMS [ 11] 

CH2Cl2 dl/g 

10,000 3,400 4.64 .433 69.7 0. 94 
5,000 3,400 5.13 .510 57.2 1.38 

"Random" Copo 1 ymer 6.85 .324 49.0 .68 
10,000 11,500 8.80 .869 42.0 0.88 
10,000 11,500 4.32 .405 42.0 0.88 
5,000 6,300 9.54 . 767 41.0 1.1 

10,000 16,000 4.80 .231 36. 3 1.60 
10,000 19,000 4.64 . 423 32.2 0.80 

PDMS 11. 75 .881 
PDMS 7.20 .591 

Merlon 10.0 1.043 0.53a 
Merlon 0.45 .096 
Merlon 11.2 . 993 

PDMS/PC Blend (81) 13.2 .860 77 .2 
PDMS/PC Blend (B2} 14.1 .986 63.9 
PDMS/PC Blend (B3) 11.3 .341 57.1 
PDMS/PC Blend (B4) 19.7 2.00 53.9 
PDMS/PC Blend (B5~ 12.4 .630 49.0 
PDMS/PC Blend (B5 10.0 .425 42.2 
PDMS/PC Blend (B7) 11.4 . 635 , 25.5 

acHC13 solvent 
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Table 21 

DSC Transition of Polydimethylsiloxane-Polycarbonate 
Copolymers and Homopolymers 

Sample 3 Mn X 10-
PDMS/PC 

10/3.4 

5/3.4 

"Random" 

10/11.5 

5/6. 3 

10/16 

10/19 

PDMS 

Merl on 

oligomera 

oligomerb 

-125 

-126 

-132 

-127 

-145 

-131 

-125 

b 

Tc, C Tm, C 

-100 -63 

-107 -50 

-105 -70 

-99 -56 

-108 -60 

-98 -54(-45) 

"H = n 3400. M = n 6000. 

87 

105 

102 

144 

127 

142 

143 

146 

125 

136 
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transition temperature which seemed particularly high for a material 

incorporating short PC sequences. Since it was prepared by a unique 

chemical route compared to the other block copolymers, further 

experiments were conducted to define its anomalous behavior. Electron 

microscopy indicated that large scale separation into regions rich in 

siloxane or in carbonate was taking place. Apparently the kinetics of 

the random coupling reaction yielded chains which were extr~ordinarily 

rich in either the siloxane or the carbonate components. 

The electron micrographs of the seven PDMS-PC copolymers 

investigated are shown in Figure 24. The micrographs illustrate that 

phase separation takes place in these types of systems. Dark regions 

which are the PDMS phase can easily be distinguished from the lighter PC 

domains in all examples. For the perfectly alternating block 

copolymers, the microphase dimensions are very small (less than 500A in 

diameter), and the materials are, as one would expect, chemically 

microheterogeneous. 

However, the paracrystalline ordering of the domains found in other 

styrene-diene type block copolymers (see Figure 6) is not seen in these 

materials. This is not unusual. The film specimens were prepared 

by solution casting the polymers on a water surface, and the rate of 

solvent evaporation was quite high. Moreover, thi molecular weight 

distribution of the polymer blocks is quite broad; uniform block lengths 

are necessary for the paracrystalline organization to exist. Other 

aspects of the phase structure were not unusual. For the block 

copolymers which contain 35% or more PDMS by weight, the siloxane phase 
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Figure 24. Electron micrographs of PDMS-PC copolymers. Block molecular 
weights: (a) randomly coupled copolymer; (b) 10,000-3400; 
(c) 5000-3400; (d) 10,000-11,500; (e) 5000-6300; (f) 
10,000-16,000; (g) 10,000-19,000. 
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appears to be continuous. For the 10,000-19,000 PDMS-PC block copolymer 

the PC component comprises over 2/3 of the polymer and the PDMS phase is 

discontinuous. 

The IGC studies on the morphology of the PDMS-PC were done by 

recording the elution profiles and retention volume of a decane probe 

with the copolymer and homopolymers at 60°C. The elution profiles for 

some of the block copolymers are shown in Figure 25. For the PDMS-rich 

copolymers the elution peaks were relatively narrow because the decane 

probe was able to diffuse rapidly into the copolymer. As the 

concentration of PC in the copolymers was increased, the elution 

profiles became much broader- the probe was not able to diffuse through 

the PDMS phases as rapidly as with the above copolymers. The PC phase 

was more continuous in nature and provided a more "tortuous" path for 

the probe diffusing through the PDMS phase. Finally, for the 

10,000-19,000 PDMS-PC block copolymer the elution profile of decane 

showed less tailing than the other copolymers of similar composition. 

This indicates, as is shown more clearly later, the probe was not 

diffusing throughout all of the polymer; the soft phase 

was discontinuous and the PC domains blocked the probes diffusion into 

the PDMS. 

The specific retention volumes of decane with each of the 

copolymers and homopolymers are compiled in Table 22, as well as the 

calculated surface area of the PC domains. The retention volumes of the 

homopolymers, again, were to determine the relative contributions of 

absorption of decane into the PDMS phase and its adsorption at the 
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(I) 
Flow Rate~ 10 cc/min 
Chart Speed• 0.2 fn/min 
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5/3. 4 K 
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10/19 K 

Figure 25. Elution profiles of air (1) and decane (2) on columns 
containing polydimethyl siloxane-bis-A-polycarbonate 
copolymers at 60°C. 
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Table 22 

Vq0 (cc/gram) of Decane at 60°C with the PDMS-PC Copolymers and 
Homopolymers, and the Calculated Surface Area of the PC Domains 

Mn x 10-3 Vol. % 

Column PDMS/PC PC 

1 10/3.4 26.2 

2 5/3.4 37.9 

3 Random 45.9 

4 10/ 11. 5 53.0 

5 10/11. 5 53.0 

6 5/6. 3 53.7 

7 10/16 58.9 

8 10/19 63.2 

PDMS 

Merlan 

1465 

1165 

840 

1300 

1260 

1240 

1200 

250 

1630 

36.2 

Domain Area 

(m2/ gram) 

95.1 

47.6 

3.6 

93.0 

87.0 

83.9 

83.2 
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interface of the PC and PDMS domains in the copolymer. The partition 

coefficient for surface adsorption, calculated using a column containing 

a PC stationary phase was 11.4 cc/m2. Two important observations 

concerning these data can be made. We note that Vg0 and the calculated 

surface area of t)le PC domains in the "randomly" coupled copolymer are 

considerably lower than in any of the block copolymers of similar 

composition. This result is easily accounted for by reference to the 

earlier electron micrographs. The phases present are an order of 

magnitude larger than those of the block copolymers. Consequently, the 

contribution of adsorption at the interphase of PC and PDMS domains to 

the retention volume is drastically reduced. 

Also, in comparing the results of 10,000-16,000 and 10,000-19,000 

molecular weight materials, a discontinuity in the observed retention 

volume appears. These data support the observations concerning the 

elution profiles. Since the PDMS phase is discontinuous in the 

10,000-19,000 copolymer, the PC domains block the penetration of the 

probe molecules. 

Structural information obtained from the electron micrographs and 

small aogle x-ray scattering data is compared to the calculated PC 

diameters in Table 23. The electron micrographs indicate that the block 

copolymers have structures similar to those reported by Saaml82 for 

microphase separated block copolymers of PDMS and polystyrene. 

Specifically, the present PDMS-rich block copolymers (10,000-3,400 and 

5,000-3,400) exhibited a spaghetti-like PC phase similar to the PS phase 

in the PDMS-PS copolymers. This structure can be pictured as being a 
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Table 23 

PC Domain _Diameters of the PDMS-PC Copolymers as Determined 
by Inverse Gas Chromatography, Small Angle X-Ray 

Scattering and Electron Microscopy 

M X 10-3 n Domain Area 

(m2/gram) 

Calculated PC 
Experimental Domain 

Diameter, (Angstroms) 
PDMS/PC 

10/3. 4 95 .1 

5/3.4 47.6 

Random 3.6 

10/11.5 93.0 

lCJ/11.5 87.0 

5/6. 3 83.9 

10/16 83.2 

10/19 

PDMS 

Merlon 

Domain Diameters, 
(Angstroms) 

300 

700 

180 

190 

200 

200 

SAXS EM 

100 120 

110 

160 175 

160 175 

135 

195 
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variation of the cylindrical domain structure of the styrene-diene 

copolymers shown in Figure 6. The PC apparently forms a number of 

coiled rows on a given plane. If these rows are not continuous in the 

third dimension, the PC domains can be considered to be cylinder like. 

The three bl.ock copolymers of intermediate PDMS content also 

exhibit a cylinder-like structure; however, the volume fraction of PC in 

the materials has been increased to the extent that the PC phase should 

be continuous. This conclusion is supported by the tensile 

stress-strain response of similar perfectly alternating block copolymers 

studied previously in this laboratoryl50, A Kerner analysisl83 of the 

modulus data obtained for solution cast samples of a 15,000-16,000 and 

of a 10,000-16,000 perfectly alternating PDMS-PC copolymer revealed that 

the PC phase was continuous. A lamellar-like structure is probably an 

adequate description of the morphology. Recently published electron 

micrographs of PDMS-PC block copolymers varying from 22-69 wt.% PC were 

similar to the ones reported here and were described as having a 
11 sponge-l i ke11 structure 184. 

The diameters or the thicknesses of the PC phases were calculated 

using tbe above structural information (i.e. assuming cylindrical PC 

domains for the PDMS-rich copolymers and a lamellar structure for the 

copolymers of intermediate composition) from the calculated domain 

surface areas. The agreement between the domain diameters calculated 

from IGC data and those obtained from electron microscopy and SAXS is 

good for two of the copolymers with a lamellar structure, but less 

satisfactory for the remaining copolymers having a continuous PDMS 
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phase. This is not surprising in view of the USC results, where some 

mixing of the siloxane and carbonate segments was indicated for the 

PDMS-rich and the 5,0U0-6,300 POMS-PC block copolymers. This mixing 

would act to isolate the IGC probe from so111e of the PUMS and eliminate 

the well-defined interface for surface adsorption. Consequently, there 

would be a lowering of the retention volume of the probe. This would 

translate eventually into calculated domain radii which are larger than 

those obtained by the other techniques. On the other hand, the USC data 

for the remaining block copolymers indicated well phase separated 

systems. The domain sizes calculated via IGC showed little effect 

of isolation of the probe from PONS. The agreement between the 

calculated lamellae thickness and that observed with SAXS the electron 

micrographs was good in these cases. 

In summary, IGC was found to give the following information on the 

morphology of the POMS-PC copolymers: 

1. The continuity of the PDMS phase was characterized. The 

decane retention volume with the copolymer having a discontinuous PDMS 

phase was much lower than the value for the POMS homopolymer and the 

copolyme~s of similar composition; the PC domains block the penetration 

of the probes into the PDMS domains when the latter was discontinuous. 

2. Whether microphase structure is present in the copolymer. The 

retention volume of decane was greater in the microphase separated block 

copolymers than the macrophase separated 11random11 copolymer. Because 

the surface area of the PC domains was much larger in the block 

copolymers than the 11random11 copolymer, a larger contribution to the 
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retention volume from adsorption of the decane was present in the block 

copolymer. 

3. The size of the PC domains and the degree of microphase 

separation were determined. For the copolymers exhibiting complete 

microphase separ~tion as shown by DSC, the calculated domain dimensions 

of PC were as expected from the block size of PC and measurements from 

electron microscopy and SAXS. When microphase separation was 

incomplete, the calculated domain dimensions were much larger than 

theoretically expected and measured. 

b. Morphology of Styrene-Isoprene-Styrene Copolymers. These 

materials were investigated to determine if IGC could be used as a 

routine analytical tool to study the microphase structure of any block 

copolymer comprised of an elastomeric and a glassy phase. Whether or 

not factors such as the interfacial surface tension between the phases 

(which is lower in the S-I-S copolymers than the PDMS-PC systems) 

influences the results was an important question. Also, the use of IGC 

for examining the kinetics of morphology changes of block copolymers in 

the melt was briefly investigated. 

Characteristics of the S-I-S block copolymers are shown in Table 

24. The properties of these materials are much different from the 

PDMS-PC copolymers investigated. The block lengths range from 15,000 to 

over 100,000 grams/mole and their molecular weight distribution is very 

narrow; the ratios of the weight to number average molecular weights are 

less than 1.1. Also, the DSC data indicates that the degree of 

microphase separation in the copolymers was essentially complete. The 
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Tab 1 e 24 

DSC Transitions and Molecular Weight Information on the S-I-S 
Block Copolymers 

Copolymer Parameters 

Sample S-I-S (Mw/Mn) X 10-3 T g, 1 T g ,u 

{grams/mole) ( o C) (OC) 

A 10-80-10 160/145 -63 97 

B 15-70-15 150/140 -63 95 

C 20-60-20 86/83 -62 98 

D 20-60-20 260/240 -64 101 

E 20-60-20 160/150 -63 101 

F 30-40-30 80/75 -65 100 

G 35-30-35 75/60 -63 100 

H 37.5-25-37.5 80/70 -64 100 

Polyisoprene -63a 

Polystyrene 100a 

a Literature values 
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lower and upper glass transition temperatures were the same as those of 

the polyisoprene (PI) and polystyrene (PS) homopolymers. 

Table 25 lists the specific retention volume of a decane probe with 

toluene cast films of the copolymers at 60°C. The value for the PI 

homopolymer and the partition coefficient for adsorption of decane with 

the PS homopolymer are also included. Again, the retention volumes of 

the block copolymers were very high at all compositions relative to 

those for the PI homopolymer, indicating that the probe was diffusing 

throughout the PI phase in all of the copolymer samples. It may be 

noted that there was a large contribution due to surface adsorption as 

evidenced in the calculated surface area of the PS domains shown in the 

table. The microstructure of the copolymer was found to alter the 

retention volume of the probe drastically, especially when compared to a 

material such as an immiscible blend where only a small adsorption 

contribution exists. This is illustrated in Figure 26 where the 

specific retention volume of decane with the copolymers are plotted 

along with the values expected for a homogeneous copolymer or an 

immiscible blend. The calculated values are obtained from the following 

approximations. For the immiscible blend, the contribution of 

adsorption of decane on the PS domains is assumed to be zero because the 

domains of PS are very large. For the random copolymer, a contribution 

from bulk absorption of decane in PS is calculated from the polymer 

solvent interaction parameter of decane with PS at temperatures above 

the PS glass transition. The retention volumes in the copolymer case 

are at least 25% higher than the values expected for the other systems. 
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Tab 1 e 25 

PS Domain Diameters of the S-I-S Copolymers Determined with 
Inverse Gas Chromatography, and Compared to Values 

Reported in the Literature 

Wt. % 
Sample Styrene 

0 
Vg 

(cc/gram) 
PS Area Diameter 
M2/G (Angstroms) 

Reported 
Diameter 81,83 

(Angstroms) 

A 20 1770 190 320 280 

B 30 1800 185 330 340 

F 60 1230 85 220 180 

G 70 1320 100 200 170 

H 75 1300 100 200 180 

PI 0 1670 

PS K = a 11. 3 cc/m2 
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2000 

• • 

• • 
1200 • 

400 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Weight Fraction of Polystyrene 

Figure 26. Vg0 (cc/gram) of the S-1-S block copolymers (@). Also shown 
are the values expected for immiscible blends(-) and 
homogeneous copolymer of polystyrene and polyisoprene (---). 
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Hence, the microphase structure of the copolymers is easily 

distinguished from the other morphology. 

Returning to Table 25, the values of the domain diameters 

calculated from the IGC data are listed and compared to values estimated 

from the literature data. To determine the domain diameter from the IGC 

results, samples A and B were assumed to have spherical PS domains, and 

the remaining samples lamellar shaped phases. The agreement between the 

two sets of numbers is quite good. The dimensions calculated from IGC 

experiments are only slightly different from those in the literature. 

The small interfacial surface tension of the styrene and isoprene phases 

apparently did not affect the contribution of adsorption to the overall 

retention volume. 

The "reported" diameters for samples A and B were determined from 

domain dimensions measured by Campoz-Lopez83 on three styrene-butadiene-

styrene block copolymers containing 30% by weight of polystyrene, and 

ranging in molecular weight from 49,000 to 140,000 grams/mole. A least 

squares fit of a plot of the domain diameter versus the square root of 

the polystyrene block molecular weight proved to be linear, (d=2.3 

(Mn)l/2 where d is in angstroms and Mn is in grams/mole). The 

diameters were calculated from the known block molecular weights of 

polystyrene in samples A and B. For the remaining S-1-S block 

copolymers, the lamellar diameter (or thickness) were estimated from 

domain spacings (D) of S-1 diblock copolymers measured by Hoshimoto.81 

The materials he studied had weight fractions of styrene ranging from 
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0.40 to 0.60, a lamellar microstructure and number average molecular 

weight CfviN) between 21,000 and 121,000 grams/mole. Hashimoto found the 

domain spacings could be expressed in terms of the number average 

molecular weight of the copolymer with the relation D=0.024MN2/3 where 

IT is in nanometers. The D values in our copolymers were estimated with 

Meiers assumption, which Hashimoto verified, that an S-I-S triblock 

copolymer has the domain dimensions of a S-1/2! block copolymer of a 

diblock copolymer one-half its molecular weight. The domain diameter 

was determined from simple volumetric considerations (d=iJipsD where 4>ps 

is the volume fraction of PS). This leaves for the quantity, d, the 

diameter of polystyrene domain: 

where "RN is the molecular weight of the S-I-S copolymers. 

The effect of casting solvent evaporation rate on Vg0 of decane was 

studied for the S-I-S sample B. Mutual solvents for the PS and PI 

blocks, toluene and methylene chloride, were used. As can be seen in 

Table 26, the effect of the rate of solvent removal on Vg0 is small. 

V9° of the probe was reduced by only about 10% as the time for solvent 

removal was reduced from about 12 hours to 30 minutes. IGC does not 

appear to be as sensitive a method as SAXS and electron microscopy for 

studying the effect of this variable on the microstructure of block 

copolymers. A possible explanation comes from contrasting the measured 

surface area of the PS domains in the table with the calculated domain 

diameters. A larger change in the estimated domain surface area and 
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Table 26 

Effect of Film Coating Process on the Retention Volume of a 
Decane Probe on S-I-S Triblock Copolymer (Sample B) at 60°C 

Casting 
Solvent 

Toluene 

Toluene 

Methylene 
Chloride 

Methylene 
Chloride 

Drying 
Conditions 
and time 

Vacuum Oven, 

- 90 min. 

Ambient 
- 12 hrs. 

Ambient 
-12 hrs. 

Vacuum Oven, 
- 0.5 hrs. 

0 Vg . 
(cc/gram) 

1600 

1800 

1650 

1600 

PS Domain 
Surface 
Area 

130 m2 /gram 

185 m2 /gram 

140 m2/gram 

130 m2/gram 

PS Domain 
Diameter 

( angstroms) 

400 

280 

370 

400 
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diameter is seen when comparing the retention volumes of the different 

columns; the different morphologies are probably altering the 

contribution of adsorption to the retention volume. But, since the 

probe is remaining accesible to most of the soft phase, the change in 

Vg0 is quite small. 

The effect of casting solvent, selective versus mutual, was found 

to have a larger effect on the measured retention volume when the glassy 

segment was the predominant species in the copolymers. Table 27 shows 

the measured specific retention of the decane probe with S-1-S 

copolymers in which the mutual solvent toluene and the selective solvent 

(for polystyrene) methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) were used for casting. Data 

are also shown for the 10,000-19,000 PDMS-PC block copolymer cast from a 

methylene chloride solution, and from a solvent mixture of 

hexanes/methylene chloride (70/30 by weight) which, in effect, is a 

selective solvent system for the PDMS phase (the volatile methylene 

chloride solvent evaporates first leaving a concentrated polymer 

solution with the hexanes swelling .Q!!ly the PDMS phase). 

An effect of casting solvent on the measured Vg0 values was seen 

for only two of the above samples, the 10,000-19,000 PDMS-PC block 

copolymer and the S-1-S copolymer with 75% polystrrene. With the 

PDMS-PC copolymer, it appears, as expected, the selective solvent 

mixture was enhancing the continuity of the PDMS phase relative to the 

films cast from the mutual solvent. Vg0 of decane was higher for the 

former than the latter. In the case of the S-1-S copolymer, the reverse 

was true. Vg0 measured with the sample cast from the solvent selective 
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Table 27 
0 

Effect of the Casting Solvent on Vg Values of 
Decane with S-I-S and PDMS-PC Block Copolymers at 60°C 

Weight% 
Sample Polystyrene 

F 60 

G 70 

H 75 

Toluene 
Cast Film 

1230 

1320 

1300 

PDMS-PC 10,000/19,000 250a 

a Methylene chloride solvent 

b Hexanes/methylene chloride solvent 

0 
Vg (cc/gram) 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
Cast FI lm 

1200 

1160 

650 

1100b 
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·for PS was lower than the value determined for the film cast from the 

mutual solvent toluene. 

In order to better understand the morphology of block copolymers in 

the melt, a brief examination of the influence of annealing the above 

copolymers above their upper glass transition temperature was made. 

Supports coated with sample Hor the 10,000-19,000 PDMS-PC copolymer 

cast from the selective solvent were prepared. Several columns were 

then packed with each of these materials, and the retention volume of 

decane measured at 60°C after brief time intervals of annealing (15 

minutes to an hour) in the melt. For the S-I-S copolymer, the retention 

volume of decane with the MEK-cast film was found to increase with time 

at annealing temperatures of ll0°C or above. This increase continued 

until the value initially measured for the toluene cast film was 

reached. The annealing or relaxation time (the approximate time the 

copolymer was treated at the elevated temperature before the retention 

volume of decane at 60°C returned to the value of the toluene cast film) 

was noted at ll0°C, 130°C and 150°C. These times were, respectively, 

about five hours, two hours and less than 15 minutes. The relaxation 

time in the melt decreased rapidly with temperature, possibly indicating 

that the level of intermixing of the two phases changes significantly 

over the above stated temperature interval. SAXS and mechanical 

property measurements by Roel85 and Hoshimitol86 on other styrene-diene 

block copolymers, indeed, indicate that the level of intermixing is 

increasing greatly above the PS glass transition temperature. The 

chains are becoming more compatible and the copolymer more homogeneous 
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as the temperature is being raised allowing the n~rphology of the block 

copolymer to change to equilibrium structures when cooled to 6U°C. 

The retention volume of decane on columns containing PDMS-PC 

copolymer was not altered by annealing above the PC glass transition 

temperature. Raising the temperature of the material to 275°C for a 

period of 24 hours did not change the retention volume. Three possible 

explanations for the behavior are reasonable. The most likely 

explanation is that the POMS and PC segments are more incompatible than 

the PS and PI segments. The difference in their solubility parameters 

is about 2.5 (cal/cm3)1/2 in contrast to the difference of 

0.6(cal/cm3)1/2 for PS and PI. Moreover, the S-I-S copolymers are found 

to be easy to fabricate in the melt, especially compared to the 

relatively intractable POMS-PC copolymers. This observation indicates 

that the degree of phase separation of the latter at the annealing 

conditions is larger. Second, it is difficult to measure the relative 

influence the two selective solvents have on the final morphology of the 

copolymer. The casting solvent for the PDMS-PC copolymer (essentially 
I 

the hexanes) is a non-solvent for PC, whereas both PS and PI are soluble 

in MEK. Whether this causes the morphology in the POMS-PC copolymer to 

be altered from its equilibrium morphology more than the S-I-S copolymer 

and makes the relaxation process slower is difficult to determine 

without further studies. Third, the POMS-PC copolymer has a poorly 

defined block structure relative to the S-I-S. It is a multiblock 

copolymer with chains having a range of molecular weights, numbers of 

blocks and chemical compositions. How these last factors influenced the 
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morphology of the copolymer cast from a selective solvent and its 

tendency to relax to that of a film cast from a mutual solvent is 

unknown. 

In brief, information on the level of intermixing in the melt of 

unlike blocks in a copolymer can be obtained by IGC. In this work, the 

greater incompatibility of PDMS and PC blocks relative to PS and PI 

blocks was determined. For further studies it is recommended that 

copolymers with similar block architectures, molecular weights and 

selective solvents be investigated in order to eliminate the 

contribution of variables other than block incompatibility to the 

results. 

C. Polystyrene-Hydrogenated Polyisoprene Block Copolymer 

This sample was provided to us by Shell corporation. It is a S-I 

diblock copolymer with totally hydrogenated polyisoprene blocks. The 

material has soft segments of ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR). Its 

overall molecular weight was 100,000 grams/mole, and it contained 37.3% 

by weight of PS. The specific retention volume of decane at 6U°C with 

the polymer was 1780 cc/gram. To estimate the contribution of 

interfacial adsorption to the retention volume of the polymer a value of 

1810 cc/gram for the Vg0 value of decane with the soft phase was 

assumed. This number was obtained by noting that the literature 

citation of Vg0 for a decane probe interacting with EPR is 9% larger 

than for the same probe with cis-polyisoprene at 30°cl22. By increasing 

Vg0 of the decane probe with PI at 60°C by 9%, an estimate for EPR was 
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produced. 

The area of the PS interface was found to be 150 meters2/gram using 

the above information in combination with the partition coefficient 

determined earlier. The domain thickness, assuming a lamellar 

structure, was calculated to be 140~, comparable to the value of 170A 

estimated from Hashimoto's work. 

In summary, it appears that IGC can be used to investigate the 

microphase structure of any block copolymer exhibiting good phase 

separation. Results obtained for S-1-S and a polystyrene-hydrogenated 

polyisoprene block copolymers were in accordance with the experiments 

on PDMS-PC copolymers. Namely, a microphase separated copolymer is 

easily distinguished from other types of polymers, and the domain 

dimensions of the microphase are easily estimated from suitable data. 

Morever, preliminary analysis of the effect of casting solvent indicates 

that the technique can be used to study morphology relaxation of block 

copolymers in the melt. 

2. Molecular Interactions of Unlike Segments in Copolymers 

In this section IGC was used to look at the level of molecular 

interaction of the segments in the microheterogeneous block copolymers 

just discussed. The motivation here was to see if in the melt a true 

ternary solution, in any sense, existed between the probe molecule 

and the two unlike segments of the block copolymer. If the answer to 

this question was affirmative to what extent was the measured X23 value 

reflecting the interactions of the unlike segments? 
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a. PDMS-PC Copolymers. The polymer-solvent interaction 

parameters and the specific retention volumes from which they were 

calculated are tabulated in Table 28. In all four solvent (probe) and 

the two homopolymer cases the data were collected above the PC glass 

transition in order to insure equilibrium diffusion of the probes into 

the homopolymers. The calculated X12 values showed that two of the 

potential solvents examined, o-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) and decane were 

selective for PC and PDMS, respectively. The other two were mutual 

solvents for both the polymers. This result was expected from the 

available solubility parameter datal87. ODCB and decane have solubility 

parameters of 10.0 and 6.6 (cal/cm3)1/2, respectively, close to the 

values of 10.0 (cal/cm3)1/2 for PC and 7.5 (cal/cm3)1/2 for PDMS. The 

mutual solute solubility parameters 8.9 (cal/cm3)1/2 for toluene and 

9.5 (ca./cm3)1/2 for chlorobenzene, fall between those of PC and PDMS, 

thus indicating their lack of strong affinity for either material. 

The specific retention volume of each of the four probes with the 

PDMS-PC copolymers at 160°C is shown in Table 29, and compared to the 

values for the homopolymers. Two important conclusions can be drawn 

from this information. First, in all of the PDMS-PC copolymers the 

probe retention volume exceeded the volume fraction geometric mean of 

retention volumes as measured in the homopolymers; the data reflected 

the known incompatibility of PDMS and PC in every case. Second, a 

comparison of the retention volumes of the probes with the "random", the 

10,000-11,500 and the 5,000-6,300 PDMS-PC copolymers indicated little 

influence of the block size on retention as long as the percent PDMS did 
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Decane 

ODCB 

CB 
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Table 28 

Specific Retention Volumes (cc/gram) and 
Polymer Solvent Interaction Parameters of the Homopolymers 

V o g 

V o g 

V o g 

V o g 

PDMS 

13.6 

.60 

40.l 

.47 

160°C 

48.3 

1.02 

21.5 

.69 

PC 

11.0 

.52 

8.59 

1. 70 

69.2 

. 37 

20.9 

.43 

PDMS 

24.5 

.46 

180°C 

32.2 

.92 

14.2 

.68 

PC 

5.63 

1.60 

39.3 

.43 

14.5 

.37 

PDMS 

19.5 

.35 

25.8 

.81 

11.3 

.62 

195°C 

PC 

4.20 

1.57 

30.8 

.33 

10.4 

.41 
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Table 29 

Specific Retention Volumes (cc/gram) of the PDMS-PC 
Copolymers and Homopolymers at l6U°C 

PDMS/PC x 10+3 + 10/3.4 5/3.4 11random11 10/11.5 5/6.3 10/19 PDMS PC 

Toluene 

Chlorobenzene 

16.0 

26.2 

Orthodichloro- 71.9 
benzene 

Decane 37.5 

15.3 

26 .o 
69.2 

30.9 

25.2 

26. 9 

13.8 

24.4 

71.4 

24.4 

14.3 13.6 13.6 11.0 

25.3 25.3 21.5 20.9 

74.0 73.0 48.3 69.2 

10.4 40.1 8.6 
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not vary widely. The different levels of microphase separation and the 

unlike phase morphologies did not influence the retention behavior. 

Finally, in comparing the retention volumes of the copolymers to those 

of the immiscible blends of PDMS and PC (values which are shown in Table 

30) the retention volume in the copolymers, overall, is slightly 

higher than in the polymer blends. The extent of molecular interaction 

between the unlike segments in the block copolymer was greater than was 

observed for the immiscible blends. The microheterogeneous structure of 

the copolymers appeared to enable the probe to establish some aspects 

of a ternary mixture with the incompatible chains. However, it is 

important to note that the effect was not very large. The blends 

occasionally exhibited retention volumes almost identical with those of 

the copolymer (B5 and the randomly coupled copolymer form an example). 

The effect of molecular interactions on the retention volume was not 

much greater than the experimental error in the measurements (4% for 

Vgo). 

The calculated x23 values, assuming applicability of the Scott 

ternary model, are shown in Table 31 for the copolymers and blends. 

Again, similar trends exhibited by the retention volume data can be 

extracted from these calculations in addition to other effects. Similar 

positive Xz3 values were obtained for all of the copolymers when a 

common probe was used. More specifically, the Xz3 values for the three 

copolymers of nearly the same percent by weight POMS were not altered, 

within experimental error, by block dimensions. To emphasize this 

point, the 5,00-6,300 and 10,000-11,500 PDMS-PC block copolymers along 
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Table 30 

Specific Retention Volumes (cc/gram) of the PDMS-PC Blends 
and Homopolymers at 160°C 

B1 82 83 84 85 85 87 POMS 

Toluene 13.9 13.3 14.1 13.3 14.4 14.0 13 .6 

Chlorobenzene 22.2 22.6 23.2 24.0 25.0 27.0 21.5 

Orthodichloro- 63.2 79.0 48.3 
benzene 

Decane 

PC 

11.0 

20.9 

69.2 



Table 31 

x'23 Values for PDMS-PC Copolymers and Blends 

l60°C l80°C 195°C 
Mn x 10-3 

PDMS/PC Toluene CB ODCB Decane CB ODCB Decane CB ODCB De cane 

10/3.4 1.20 1.14 1. 71 1. 73 1.10 1. 34 1. 92 

5/3. 4 .88 . 91 1.04 1. 32 . 84 .92 1. 32 • 85 .81 .99 

Random -- . 74 -- 1.17 .54 -- 1.10 

10/11.5 .53 .60 • 87 1. 24 .58 . 82 1. 20 .52 . 34 .90 

5 /6. 3 .70 • 74 1.00 -- . 72 . 94 -- -- -- -- --' 
t.O 
'-I 

10/19 .59 .80 .85 1.17 .62 • 98 1. 16 

B1 . 35 . 31 

B2 .24 .32 

83 -- .43 -- -- .45 

84 .54 

85 .34 • 55 .50 -- .52 

85 .69 .70 

87 . 89 1.19 1.15 -- 1.08 
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with the "randomly" coupled copolymer all have X23 parameters within the 

relative experimental error of +0.20 of each other. 

It is important to note, however, that the influence of the degree 

of phase separation is difficult to decipher. Copolymers of PDMS and PC 

which are homogeneous, i.e., exhibit only one glass transition 

temperature, have yet to be synthesized. An unambiguous conclusion 

concerning the influence of the degree of phase separation on the X23 

parameter cannot be made without such a model copo l yrner. 

The values of x23 obtained for the copolymer indicated that there 

was a dependence on three factors: the nature of the probe used, the 

composition of the polymer and the temperature at which the parameter 

was measured. The effect of the structure of the probe has already been 

discussed. The X23 values obtained with the selective solvents, decane 

and ODCB, were higher than the values for the mutual solvents, toluene 

and chlorobenzene. Recalling the analysis on the low molecular weight 

liquids, it becomes clear that values for the mutual solvents yield a 

more accurate prediction of the intermolecular interactions between 

components in a binary mixture. Thus, the quantities measured with the 

toluene and chlorbenzene probes should be considered the most accurate. 

The effect of temperature on X23 was as expected. As the 

temperature was increased the values of X23 overall decreased for the 

copolymers. This result probably arises from two factors. First, as 

the temperature is raised, the probes ODCB and decane become less 

selective and they show less preferential interaction with either 
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chemical type. Second, the polymers themselves become more compatible, 

as was confirmed by observations with a hot stage polarizing microscope. 

All of the perfectly alternating block copolymers showed improved phase 

mixing with increasing temperature as indicated by a decrease in their 

birefringence from l60°C to 200°C. It should be kept in mind, however, 

that rheological studies on highly incompatible block compolymers often 

show a two-phase character existing in the melt. 

The overall compositional dependence of X23 on percent PC indicated 

that the interaction of PC with PDMS was poor for copolymers that are 

very rich in PDMS. The 10,000-3,400 block copolymer exhibited X23 

values significantly larger than those of the remaining copolymers. 

Other trends were difficult to establish from the IGC data. 

Regarding the seven "blends", X23 values measured in our laboratory 

were, in general, smaller in magnitude than those obtained for the 

copolymers. This seems to contradict one's expectations about 

compatibility being improved as blocks are linked together. Previous 

work 14,15 on blends with IGC has indicated that not only the magnitude 

but also the sign of X23 can be unreliable for predicting solubility of 

one polymer in another when they are, overall, relatively insoluble. The 

best rationalisation for this is that there is a breakdown of the 

theoretical framework of analysis in such situations, and that a true 

ternary mixture does not exist on a molecular scale. 

b. S-I-S Block Copolymers. The unlike segments in these 

copolymers are more compatible than those of the PDMS-PC materials. 

Cloud point studies of Konningsveldl88 on the binary mixture indicate 
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that the X23 value is about 0.01 to 0.10. This system was studied to 

see if the measured X23 values of copolymers reflect the incompatibility 

of the unlike segments or if it is an artifact, possibly, arising out of 

the microphase structure of the copolymer. 

The specific retention volumes and calculated polymer-solvent 

interaction parameters of three volatile probes with the p~lystyrene and 

polyisoprene homopolymers have been compiled in Table 32. The data 

showed the toluene and dioxane probes to be good solvents for both 

homopolymers, the retention volumes being approximately the same with 

each of the materials, and the calculated x parameters were about 0.5 or 

less. Nonane was found to be a selective solvent for PI; the retention 

volume of the probe with PI was much greater than for PS, and the x 

parameters reflect the poor affinity of the probes for PS. 

The specific retention volumes of the probes with the copolymers as 

well as the calculated X23 values are listed in Table 33. One can see 

that the retention volumes of the probes with the copolymers were not 

significantly altered from the average of the homopolymer values. The 

interactions between the unlike blocks were very weak, and the measured 

X23 values were very close to zero. The X23 data reflected the weak 

interactions between PS and PI measured by Konningsveld. 

Other trends in the data are similar to those found for the PDMS-PC 

copolymers just discussed. The X23 values calculated with the selective 
I 

solvent, nonane, were higher than with the mutual solvents, and X23 

became smaller as the temperature was increased. 
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Table 32 

Specific Retention Volumes (cc/gram) and Polymer Solvent Interaction 
Parameters of the Polystyrene and Polyisoprene Homopolymers 

140°C 175°c 
PS PI PS PI 

To 1 uene Vg0 22.6 33.5 11.6 16.6 
X 0.40 0.18 0.32 0.14 

· Nonane Vgo 16.8 46.8 9.0 20.9 
X 1. 21 0.37 0.96 0.30 

Dioxane Vg0 17.5 21. 9 9.4 11. 5 
X 0. 60 0.56 0. 57 0.54 
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Table 33 
I 

The x23 and (Vg0
) Values of the S-I-S Block Copolymers in the Melt 

140°C l 75·°C 

Toluene lJi oxane Nonane Toluene Dioxane Nonane 

B -0.08 -0 .15 .50 
(29.6) (19.5) (39.2) 

C 0.36 0.23 .68 .24 .35 
(31.5) (21.1) (37.8) (15.0) (16.6) 

E 0.13 0.03 0.62 0.02 0.23 
(29.8) (20.3) (37.2) (14.6) (16.2) 

F 0.20 0.21 0.73 0.10 0.05 0.41 
(28.9) (20.3) (31.6) (13.9) (10.3) (14.4) 
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In summary, the calculated Xz3 values reported for the block 

copolymers in this work and in the literature reflect the relative 

incompatibility of the unlike blocks in the materials. Interaction 

parameters calculated for copolymers consiting of very incompatible 

blocks (as determined from the differences in the solubility parameters) 

were very large. In the case of samples which have compati~le blocks, 

x23 1 s were close to zero. The trend is illustrated in Table 34 where 

the approximate average Xz3 values calculated with probes which are 

mutual solvents for both blocks are listed along with the solubility 

parameter of the constituent blocks. The data indicate that the IGC 

technique can be fruitfully used to give a rough measure of just how 

incompatible the unlike blocks in a copolymer are if the correct probe 

is selected. Finally, the calculated Xz3 values in this study showed 

no dependence on the molecular weight of the block or the degree of 

microphase separation. The values were approximately the same for a 

given copolymer and composition as the level of mixing and the block 

lengths of the copolymer were varied. However, whether this is an 

indication of the microheterogeneous copolymers behaving as a totally 

miscible system or not cannot be ascertained unless model, truly 

homogeneous copolymers of these materials studied are synthesized and 

investigated. 



Table 34 

X23 Values for Microphase Separated Block Copolymers 

Constituent 
Blocks 61 62 I 

X23 

Polydimethylsiloxane / Polycarbonate 7.5 10.0 .80 

Polydimethylsiloxane / Polethylene oxide 

Polydimethylsiloxane/Polystyrene 7.5 8.8 . 50 
N 

Polyisoprene /Polystyrene 8.2 8.8 .10 0 
.j:::, 

Polybutadiene /Polystyrene 8.4 8.8 -0.0 



Chapter V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the foregoing investigation are summarized below: 

1. The molar Gibbs excess free energy of mixing, GME, of binary 

(2-3) mixtures were calculated via the Scott model from vap-or liquid 

equilibrium data of a ternary mixture (1-2-3) obtained from the 

literature. The calculations were done at the conditions of the IGC 

experiment; infinite dilution of the probe molecule 1. GME was also 

calculated according to the Flory-Huggins model for components 2 and 3 

in the above mixture from the relevant binary vapor-liquid equilibrium 

data in the literature. Mixtures containing ketones, aromatics, 

hydrocarbons, chlorinated hydrocarbons, alcohols and water were 

investigated. With the exception of the mixtures containing water and 

low molecular weight alcohols, a fair to good correlation between the 

results calculated via the two methods was observed. It was concluded 

that the Scott model provides a simple and a fairly accurate way to 

estimate GME of a polymer blend from IGC generated data. 

2. The equation of state models of Flory and Sanchez were extended 

to ternary mixtures. With the previously discussed procedure, GME of a 

binary mixture was calculated from the vapor-liquid equilibrium data of 

a ternary mixture. The results were compared with GME calculated from 

the binary vapor-liquid equilibrium data according to the same two 

models. Little, if any, improvement over the Scott and Flory-Huggins 
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model in the agreement between GME determined with the ternary and 

binary models was observed. Therefore, because the Equation of State 

models require much more lengthy calculations than the Scott model, it 

was concluded that the Scott model was the best one to use in the IGC 

calculations. 

3. IGC studies of the thermodynamic interactions between 

nitrocellulose (NC) blended with poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc), poly(methyl 

acrylate) (PMA) and poly(£-caprolactone) indicate that strong, favorable 

interactions exist between the blend components. The normalized 

polymer-polymer interaction parameters, x23, calculated according to the 

Scott model were, in all cases, large in magnitude and negative. 

For the NC-PVAC and NC-PMA blends, the excess Gibbs free energies of 

mixing, GE, calculated according to the model were in fair agreement 

with the heats of mixing, HM, measured via microcalorimetry. The 

compositional dependence of the heats of mixing were accurately 

predicted with all the probes studied. For the higher molecular weight 

probes, a good correlation between the values of HM and GE was also 

seen. From the results, it was concluded that the X23 values determined 

via JGC provided a useful measure of the strength of the thermodynamic 

interactions between the components of a polymer blend. 

4. The strength of the thermodynamic interactions between 

poly(vinyl-chloride) and poly(£-caprolactone), poly(vinyl-chloride) and 

dibutylphthalate, and poly(vinylidene-fluoride) and poly(vinyl-acetate) 

were characterized via IGC according to the Scott ternary model. In all 

cases, the measured x23 values indicated that very weak thermodynamic 
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interactions existed between the blend components. The magnitude of X23 

was small relative to the experimental error of its measurement (.:_0.40). 

Because of this fact, it was concluded that IGC does not provide useful 

information on the miscibility of these blends or the relative strength 

of their thermodynamic interaction. 

5. IGC is a quick and efficient way to characterize the microphase 

structure of perfectly alternating block copolymers of polydimethyl-

siloxane and bis-A-polycarbonate (PDMS-PC),polystyrene-polyisoprene-

polystyrene (S-I-S) triblock copolymers and polystyrene-hydrogenated 

polyisoprene diblock copolymers. The interfacial tension between the 

unlike blocks does not affect the retention behavior of hydrocarbon 

probes at temperatures intermediate between the two glass transition 

temperatures of the copolymers. Information from IGC on the continuity 

of the soft phase, the degree of microphase separation, and the size of 

the glassy domains was consistent with other results obtained from small 

angle x-ray scattering, electron microscopy and differential scanning 

calorimetry. 

6. The relative incompatibility of the constituent blocks of a 

perfectly alternating PDMS-PC block copolymers and of S-I-S triblock 

copolymers was reflected in the measured X23 parameter of the molten 

materials. Values which were consistent with the difference in the 

respective solubility parameters of the component blocks in each type of 

copolymer were obtained. X23 values were found to be larger for the 

PDMS-PC copolymers than for the S-I-S materials. An effect of block 
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length on the polymer-polymer interaction parameter could not be 

detected. 
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